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P00RORGE1
"

1lA wrb/agbl P R O C E E D I ?! G S

21 CITAIRIIA!! TiOLFE: The conference in ncu in session.
,

3 It's ny recollection now, and I wish the parties

h 4 here would as sist the Board, it's my recollection now an-1 that
.

5 the record reflects that the following people have atten. led

6 this session on Monday and Tuesday. ilamely, tir. Doherty, e,

7| fir. Sc.ott of TaxPIRG, Ms. IIenderstein, Ms. M:Ccrkle:

8| , Dr. Marrack and l'r. Potthoff. These individualu have been

9 present and t'Tey were the ones who filed petitions for laave

10 to intervene imder our Ilay 31 and September 11, 1973 orders.

'
11 Iir. Lowerre from the State of Texas has also

12 ~1)een in attendance. '

n . . .
. .-e

13 Am I correct, and I think I am, that neither

14 Mr. Rentfro nor I!r. and I!ru. Framson have attended the s 2e
:

-
*15 sessions to date. .I

j.

- .

'16 '4 R . Sci!IUKI: 11r. Chairman,. I know tha : 11r. EE.ntfr.o
!

17 ' was here for a portion of the day on Monday. I don't think he. , .

.

18 entered an appearance in the morning but I did speah to him,
|.

19 - I.know that. j

' i

CIIAIR:!A!! IlOLFE: All right. |20 .

, ,

t

Did you have something to say, fir. Dohsrty? j21 ,

22 IIR. DCIIERTY: No I just wu ted t.o add that.213o.l2(
(_

|

23
|

CIIAIIUBJT tiGLFE: All right. '

i
.

34 In there anyone else in the audiance here 2ndsy i
i
I2S that has been listed alphabetically bv the Board who the Boardi ;

I.

! 1215 227
''
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P00R ORGINAL,
wrb/agb2 ! has indicated nay reaks oral. argument on their contentions?

2
01o response.),

. '
3

There being no indication from the audience,

b I guess there i,s no such person present. j
* .

5 i
All right. 11e'll now get back to you, Ilr. Doherty;.,

* g !|, and I believe you .3 tart with your Contention 29, is that coricc8:?

i 7
IIR. DOllERTY: Yes.

.

8
CIIAIRI!Ni 1:0LFE: fir. Doherty, would it he easier i

9 for you, since that table is vacant you inay use whichever table.i

I
10

{ ycu wish.

11
!!R. DO1!ERTY: Thank you.

12
11R. SO11IIIKI: Can we go off the record before we i

t

U s tart?

O'

O'.lAIRllAI! UOLFE: Off the record.
,

15 I (Discussica off the racord.} -

'

.

1

16 i
c.IAIRlIA;i UOLFD: On the racord. j

!
17

:fr. Daherty, vill you continue? j

I9 iiR. DOIIER':'Y : Contention Humber 29 is an cnanded
.

I9 contention. .~.t's n tl'.o Augn3t 7 submintal of arendnun t7 co
j
'

20 ,

conten tions . i,

!

21 '!;1e contention basically sets out ; hat I ' r. ,

t22 contending tha t thure is .'.nst.fdicient a:2surz. ace -ha ; pc atlat at;
'

23 failuras cod 2 liad ::
.

unacc p ub.~.e ;1ochage c? r. ur. ge -2

24 intake cana.1. '

25 I hava, in arunding it, added four cth ar I o :r.iona , i
.

I 2 l 5 ._ 2 m.
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'
prb/agb3 which occur on the page following that in that submittal of

,

Q August 7. It appears to me that three of these are not!

3 litigable and not reasonable to push at this point. I can

h 4
give you the letters of those if you have the submittal before: e-

t.

5'

you and we can narrow this down somewhat.,
I

|i. I CIIAIR71All WOLIT: All right. We do have your

7 submittal before un if you will just call off the alphabetical |!

|
gi,

8| nuntacrs.1

9 !!R. DOIIERTY: They are numbers A, D and D.
t
i

j 10 The Staff has objected to this on the be. sis that
!

II it is not litigable at this time but, rather, litigable at

12 the operating license stage. I wish to reply to that.

33 I feel that it should be litigated now for two|
14 reasons: first, the ultinate -heat sink has to reach a fi.nal |

!

I5 form in order fcr the lake to be fille.1 by the Allens Cr.3ek !.

!
16 watershed. And my understanding is that that will ^:ake

,

17 approximately two years, it's :n very large lake facding from !
i

18 a very small watershed. So that makes me feel that it may
..

19 wall be that the operating license may act be approprinta to
I

20 do that type of thi.ng before they can begin f112.ing.
f

,

21 The kind of problem begins to emarge where this

22 kind of issue may wind up needing to ha litigat.:d omeM ars-

.

i

23 halfway betwaan, ar: somawhere between the nppt spriata c :a.ratiri

24 license stage and this. In ottur words, it may kin 1 on vander'
+-

1.131 25 off as a kind of an orphan -- that ni.nply it fe21d ~e "oeya 8

;

.

I
d 1215 '29
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Iwrb/agb4 inconvenient and it night gpt lost, it night not be wcrth it
2

to try to cone doun to talk about it, just to talk abcut that
! O ~

3 and nothing else. That sort of thing. So hence, the practical

Q 4 thing is to get to it now and not later.
t

S
-

There dcesn't seen to be any particular benefit
,

6 in waiting. It scenc to me this type of thing can be aettled '
|-
; 7 now. There doesn' t seem to be anything pending or. it with
I

8 the slagle exception, possibly, of rulemaking which I believe
9 wil'1 be made po'ssibly on the requirements for che residual

to heat removal system. There's a possibility there will be a

11 change in the design criteria of that ber:ause of the Three
i

12 i' Mile Island task force lessons learned.
|

| 13 The Staff citad, to support this idea that it
1

14 should remain until the operating license, they cited the
15 River Bend decision.

. .

16 What I'm contanding - to use the linguaere in
17 that decision, since that decision cor tained cauticnary
18 language as to how much it should be applied - in tha': the

*

19 way it is stated right now we only have what they call 2
,

20| na'ted promise. Uh at I'm contending is bl.at there ..s r .~.l!.

21 quite a lot more ta be accomolished on bl.o iccue cm.1 on da

22 ultimate heat sinh.
L'

22 And tac fr.ct that t.he St.sff, aJ it: ' id;.c: _S

24 7 belazvu in the iCR, know of sema Eclution, I t: :n't ' h i. .a
,

25 that really satisfies the River Bend - parden me, the M ,35 ,'a k ,
f

f f

,

-

.
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?0 0 BR E U.Iwrb/agb5 requirement.
'

2
In any case, it is not as certain perhaps ao it

|
3

| could be but it seems to me that that's where it is, so hence,

h it is a litigable issue.
4

S*

Applicant raise -the issue of the timeliness on

|i 6 the contention, stating there should be a 2.714 untimely j
- i

'7 filing submittal, and that's at the foot of the.tr page three

8 of their response to that -- I'm sorry, I don't hr.ve the date '

of that submitt$tl, they make know that if that will help you9
,

10 find it.
1

II I just don't have the date, Mr. newman, that's..
.

12 ,all.

!
t 13 MR. NEWMAN: I think it is August 7.

)
'

14 MR. DOHERTY: Ho, uhat's the date of my anbr.ittal.:

15 :.m. NEWMN: I'm sorry, it's August 17. |
.

16 MR. DOHERTY: Their August 17 subrittal on

I
17 page three, they contion than 2.714 requirement should be met.'-

'IB Actually as I look at this, what they're saying

*
19 its Part C then, since I have removed Part A and L. 01. y

20 Part C then would require a timeliness submitte L rr. der the ruleu
.

9,1 and according to the Applicant's objecticn.

22 On this' revision, I-don't Erankly undcrc c.'r.d .'hy !
!

\"
23 that should be done er need he done, and I just rrrrin pa:. : lid
gg as to way,

25 MR. 1:EUMMI: Mr. Chairman, shall I address that
F

i
,

1215 n3i1J
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'
wrb/agb6 now or would you want me to wait?

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Perhaps if you could clarify that ,

' 3
Mr. Newman.

;

MR. IEWMAN: Very simply, it is that we view
* 5

! these additional contantions in the filing of August 7 as ;;
^

-t <

i new contentio::n. It's pretty apparent that they are. Anc wei
* ;

j believe that under the Board's order of April 11, the tine

for filing new contentions in accordance with the Board's notic'8 p

expired on May 55 -- on your order of May 1, Mr. Chairman.9-
,

I.

10
; MR. DOHERTY: Thank you, it. Newman, that does

II blarify the situation for me.

12
Then what you're saying is that number C :?orms

I3 a new contention, is that right. The original submittal,.

14 which was May 25, that that's part of the contention part that !
i i
i i

70 ; I read at the verv beginning which ls still litict.bia, unich j
'

r !
16 I'm holding is still litigab:.o and that you say ir filed

*
!

17 timaly, is that right? I: appearec to me that se r e': hit.g filed

18 on the 25th would not require a timallness filiaq. j

9
-

8 MR. NEWMAH: I think our pleading i.s prer:y plain.,

i '

20 , MR. ECHER"'1: I;'s plain to you.
~

'

21 The criginal subatiasion was May 25. Jir.d rr: page.,

b
i

22 d 12 of the May 25 roherty s :bnittal -- !

H'w
93 -- The criginal inbmissica was Mav 2! c r. : 'nTe li
24 of dho May 25 r.nhm.y sub.aitual, tha ccten :in "d.a - I ..

,

25 like to look at that.
1

12 \ b 2.,25 -
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1wri/agb7 This contentica saye, and it's quoting frem , ;

208 the SER: j

3
"There is insufficient assurance that

h postulated failures would not lead to" -- and perhaps

5'.

; I don't'need to read mora. That's on page 12. So that that '.

6I is subnitted timely.
. ..

7 That leaves C. I believe I could drop C ct
,

'
i

3| taat point. So you can cross out C as well, and that leaves
i

9! only the contention in the form that I read in the beginning,,

|
39 and that is timely. And I'vn spoken to it in terms of one j

i
11 other objection, I think the Staff's objection.

'12 I would also like to mention that in their reply

13 to the original -- I'll need to find this.

14 I believe the Applicant stipulated, on pace la of I

13 tne Applicant s hsponse dated -- well it was their fi::st2

*

i

IG.;|. responso, it'll probably be on the top of your pile. Again,

17||
'

I probchly don't hava the date for that.

19 Can you supply that again, Mr. Not !cr., ycer di.rst
I

19 response to that large gronp? It would be a very fat ene f
*

I.
r

I
RO if you had that, it would be the first respo.ue. te

,

.

El Contention 29,
i,

27. j !!R. ::E!?MW: 'lott'rs talking about + r can . sc
(

'

.:3 ! of June ll?

' -

MR. _CH23?Y: in; .1 gain?,

| <

25 | MR. NEWZ11N: June 11. | p

j 1215 2L7.

..
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P00RORSNAL ==

'
Iwrb/agb8 ' !G. DGIERIT : I guess we're all together.

2Q The last paragraph of the response to Contention

3 Number 29 says, in a separate allegations

h 4 "Intervenor repeats the Staff's one
.

5 concern, the insufficient assurance that ponnu-
,

6 lated failures would laad to unacceptable IAcckaga
,

| 7 of the submerged intake,. canal."

G Continuing: " Applicant accepts this

9 contention as meeting the minimun requirements

} 10 for framing a litigable issue and the materi:11

i
11 there beyond it is not really relevant nov " --

12 ~ Since I have dropped talking about or contending
:

is that the c|.za of the ultimate heat sink is a contantion. |
'

i f

14 h !!R. !EWM7R: Mr. Chairman, a simpla racponse to-

I

13j , that is that we hase treated the centention as it vt.a framed ,
,

!
<

16j oa May 25 as having been substituted for by the content. ion i

N
~~

17 4 flicd an Augus c 7. IIenca, having with<ircan all cf the 3.ubstance
I

18: of Contention 29 2.s ancnded on August 7, nothing renaina of

|-

19 Concention Nunber 29.
~

20 C:fAIF.!!AN FOIEE: Even that filed as cf May 25?
,

21 MR. NENMAN: That's co'reen, sir. Us road that-

22 as a udbstitution.,

t

23 liR. T OIIniTY : IC.1 rigt.t. Cf he ars, I don't cairl

44 wa hava a p;ccblem. Une August 7 su'amit-21, vnich I a c. 2 t c.:.n

25 in the beginning cf "Intervanor contends there is ir.su:? fiuient .
| I

I i

| 1215 2F-
'

'
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P00RORGUL i
,
'

wrb/agb9 assura.sce. . . ," and so forth. Now that is taken from the

'

h original submittal. And I believe that Applicant has stipulateie

I 3 '

to that and that that remains. Taking out Parts A, 3, C and D

h !4
do not take out the first sentence of the, contention, so 8

,

.

| that I maintain that that'has been submitted. ,
4

For all I can understand of this language, I i.

' 7
-

- I believe it says " accepts this contention," it was acc.spted by,
,

0I the Applicant. So at the mWent the only objection, I believe,

8 9 is frcm Staff.
I i

CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: We'll' decide this in our ultimate!,

ordGr.;

I MR. NENMAN: I do thitUc, as you c'entiider this,

youmighttakeintoaccountthcctheinitialcontentionappeare!$13
I

4 i' to postulate failure of the intake at the ultimate heat sink,

15 , while the second contention appears to me to relate to the -
.

.

I6 . design of the causeway, which really is a separate coneontion.

17 ;!
,

MR. DOIIERTY: I apologize for creating (,onfusion. ,
f3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Well we've had scme prob.icm

. . I

19
! knowing what you were actually doing when you did aread or -

|

-
20 ' reamand contenticns. We didn't know wh sther ycu tare uit:h-

,

21 ; drawing or cancelling your initial contention or whe ter you
-

I

"..,i.

were merely tackirg comet'tintf on to your origir6 cen 2tr.on
s .

23 cf ZIay 25 or just m:act:y tihat you vere icing.

24 a39 we ll just have to hear argumer.t and :.v.ka -

,

25 a determination, Fr. Doher.y as to exactly, in om mind, what | I
.

9

.! 1215 235
.- -
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I
) wrb/agb10 you are attempting to do or how we construe what you are
i

2'

attempting to do in your frequent amendmnts and reanendn.ents.
3

Can you give us a general staterment as to ycur

h intent in your frequent amendments or reamandments? Wree ycu
4

5-

in all cases attempting to wash ouh your contentions of May 25
'

6
by your subsequent amndrants or reamndments, or wert you;

.

{ merely tacking on and/or clarifying your mntentidna of May 23,7
i

0 or are you in a position to do that generally?

IUk.DOHERTY:
9

Well you've asked me w~nt I wasa

10 doing in broad terms and also if I had t'te right to, I thin't.
Il CHAIRMAN WOIJE: No, I'm not asking you t/ nether

12 you had the right to at this-point, I'm just directing what
:

I
'

13 was your intent? Were you intending to scrub, to wash out your)
14 contentiona of May 25 when you subsequently amndad or 1:e-

115 amended, or whether you intended that yottr May 25 centention !.

16 survive and that the subsequent anendments and rearende.ents
17 were merely for clarificatierr purposon?
18 MR. DOHERTY: I'm afraid the answer to that cannot|

*
19 be that the same intent was for all contentions. sowe:rer,

i20 speaking to Contentien Number 23 -- and sie don t hinre nans8 '

21

more to go t.ircuga -- speak.ing to Contention 29, ia e utenti.oz)
22 cs it stands now,. and I hava atipulated out ruah o:- it vns

i

;, >
'

23 j. in boch the ori;-ia n'. and this ene. Henct, ti e::3 #.: li irally
,

:|
n

24 " ct this point. n: nmandment at all, there is n.e::aly a r: a ition:.
25 In considering 3taff and Applicant's rea r.nns to , /

1

. .
. ,,

!i 1215 ,3
._
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.

wrb/agbli the amended portion, I deemed that the amendments added

2 nothing and, therefore, were not worthy of argument here.
3

MR. lit!ENBERGER: So to make sure we're all

'

together here .with respect to Contention 29, we're flying with
> s

~

5 the May submittal and we disregard the subsequent amendment,
6 is that correct?

.

7 MR. DOHERTY: No, I would prefer you to fly with

a
the August 7 submittal stripped of everything but the first

.

9 two sentences.

10 MR. LINENBERGER: Do we then disregard the May

II submittal with respect to C.:entention 29?

12 MR. DOHERTY: You may, yes, you do.

13 So you'd have a two sentence contention that I

14 wish litigated on this one. I wish just those two sentences
15 on the August 7 submittal to be considered. And I've already .{.

!16 submittedwhyIthinkApplicanuhasactedonthisandApplicanti
17 has posted notice that they don't believe at this point that

18 they did that. '

~

19 MR. HEWMAN: Mr. Chairman, I would just point out,
?

20 ; for the record that if Contention 29 as of May S has M en
~

l
21 withdrawn and the thing petitioner is relying on is abply !

,

!22 the first sentence of the August 7 pleading, that that leaves |
M the pleading without any substance or underpinning at r11,

i
2.1 Therefore, we urge dat it '.m rejected.

25 MR. DOHERTY: Counsel is in error. I sabi the i

,

1215 237
.
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300R ORGINAL
"'

Iwrb/ngbl2 first two sentences. I'm sorry if you didn't hear that.

o.
~

MR. NEWMAN: The first two sentencs than,,

} 3
Mr. Doherty.

h 4 un,.DOHEP/TY: Yes, sir.
'

5 MR. NEWMAN: The s'.tuation remains the sane. ;
6

|
. .

If these two santences renain in without any further stbstance,f6

:
7 there is no basis for them. Nont is sp2cified J.n your pleading;.

;

M2. DCHERTY: Yea, that's correct. I will have |
O

9 to give a basis at this point, which I understand can te done.
,

10 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Go ahead, Mr. Doherty.

! II HR DOHERTY: The basis is simply that this is
*

12 stated as an unsettled issue in the SER Supplement Number 2
i

13 on page 2-18, and that's why perhaps I didn't ccre at this

14 with the proper things first, diat's why there was thi Staff i

15 objection, simply that, even though it was not fully rtsolved,.
,

I '

IG , t'tey thcught that it was cppropriate for the operat .ng license.!.

>:

27 !] And I presi Oc that cbjection remair s.
,,

It -18 jj CIIAIPSAN WOLFE: All right, Mr. D011erty, p roceed. ;
U: I,

19 L MR. COHERTY: I feel we can procaeil cn to the |

_
|20 ns::t one.

2Aflun 21 j|
., ,

f

22 .
,

'i

e

|
25j

p

1215 232 -
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2A WRB/wbl 1, Concention No. 30has been stipulated.

2 How it's my understanding Contention No. 31 has

3 been stipulated as well; is that right?.

4

4 MR. LINEUt4'RGER: The Board's understanding was

5 that it in part had been stipulated to, not in its entirety.-

G MR. DOHERTY: I believe I have no issues to raise
.

7 with that as subnitted and as accepted in part. Eut that's
5

8 as far as I wish to go. In other words, I accapt what has

9 been rejected as sufficient cause.

10 MR. LINENBERGER: I think thie :nember of the
.

11 Board at least would like a better understanding at this-

12 { juncture of which part of 31 has bie.'. stipulated to and which

13 part of 31 har .pt been stipulated to.

)
14 MS. WOODHEAD: Mr. Linenbertier, parhaps I cculd

g clarify that for you. I

.|.

16 MR. LINENBERCER: I'd apprwiato 't..

37| MS. ".';OODHEAL: I believe the appil.02nt stinulated

gg to go along with the staff's responso of Junc !!7th,1979.

jg In that response we supported the contention iasofr.r .t3 it,

20 raised the issue of coolant flow vibrailan. Bui: we :.ctic that
-

3; the ..itter part, I believe, of the conteatica, wai:.1 .:.L:cv.ssed

g LPRNa was inaccurate, and we pointed ouc a 3actior of f:ne
1

!
!. 9sAR 1hich showed that intervencr's asnartio.a ol ?3 : Dis i

y,
9-s
;f

'ia C nct an 2CcurOh6 atatt.OGLt ..g
-r

.

S to go back to Mr. Doherty's conten':ior -- '
S

f
.

I.
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P00R ORGINAL 1e e

| WRB/wb2 1 MR. DOHERTY: This is 31, Ms. Woodhead.
!

'
2 MS. WOODHEAD: Pardon me?

3 MR. DOHERTY: Go ahead. I'm sorry.

4 MS. WOODHEAD: I believe the contandon should
.

I 5 end af*.er the first centence, ending with " reactor." The
1

6 second sentence beginning "Intervenor contends apalicants
.

7 should provide" vould be deleted.
,

t

8 Is that applicant's understanding and Mr.Daherty's
.

9 also?
i '

i 10 MR. NEWMAN: That is my understanding,
i
'

11 Ms. W odhead.
.

32 MR. DOHERTY: 'Ies, it is.

!

13 MR. LINENBERGER: Thank ycu.
1

14 MR. DOHERTY: There being no further cpkstions,

13 Contentien No. 32 wa.; stipulated.
,

jg This brir~a us to Contention 33

37 33 is an amended contentien. Uct- the staff and ;

la the applicant opposed the initial and the amendment. T1 e
,

19 amended contention is the first item on the August 10th

submittal of amendments.
_ 20

21 The staff has located an error in tha cor. snt. ion

which may actually have been an error tvarely 1: taa pi:cino
,

of a number. But they did call attention to i. 'nd fe '. tha: !,,
#. .J e

|
uhe contention-- Well, I would lil.e tc. cover lor justg -

:
i

ninute the contention itself. ;
.

f
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1069

WRB/wb3 I''

" Applicant's reactivity control

2,Q system relies excessively on the doppler effect
! 3 tr. mitigate the effects of transients caused

4 from overpower of the system."
.

'

5
.. Applicant falt that in the anen6cd portion that I

!, 6 had mischaracterited the G.E. publication on which I had
!

7 cited 'for a basis,thct I had mischaracterized on the basis of,

8 identifying the mcderator void coefficient with the dcupler
,

9 effect, that I.had confused those two fairly similar items.
i 10 Now the staff commented that this was a change

.

11 from the original basis. However I would like to try :o

12 answer that a little bit.
.

13 The staff felt that I was ralying exclusivolv
'..

14 on the fact that General Electric used netallic uranita fuel
15 in scme of its early excursion testing rather than uranium '

.

16 oxide, and that that was the heart of the contantion.

17 Actually it wasn't, although it is not irrelr.vnnt cittar. And

18 I will come back to that.
-

19 The staff cited in its reply to the acondment

- 20 that instead of these -- the experiments cited in the :on-

21 tention, which are really on the second page - no, th r-'ra on

22 the first pagar pr.rden me. --t' e experiments ef.ta3 as shcVin r

t
,

23 ! ghat :he dopple offect uts a good deal largar tn.m n.l. vas
'

,

24 chara:tsrizing it, they cited data by Hel.lstrand which is at
i

25 the bottom of -- parrion ne; it's referred to as Hellstrand #

-,

.

;
1215 241 ;
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\WRB/wb4 1 tests at the very beutem of page 7 of their reply of

'

2 September lith to the mendment. They cited Hellstranci tests. I

t
3 I feel there is a difficulty in relying on

1 4 Hellstrand's tests. And since the staff has placed those as

5 an argument, I wouln like to at least reply with a parsgraph.

6 on that. 2.108
.

7 "The difficulty with relying on

8 Hellstrand's date. as suggested by the staff is

9 that the authors of that particular article strte

to that the operating temperature in practical appli-

11 cations to reactors would be higher than these

12 - data."

13 Just so we have an idea of what we're talking

14 about, Browns Ferry has an operating trmperature, fue' tertp-

15 erature of 1236'F., and I'm presuming that ACNGS runc close
'

16 to that. I

t
17 "During deviations from norr.al opet s -

,

18 tion of a reactor where fuel temperature is in--
!
l, jg creased above normal the author" -- He11 strand -- |
|

20 "would be indicating his data on the temperature
-

21 coefficient of the resonance intscral may not Es

22 relied upon because these experiments did not

pu h into the, upper temperature rances bu stcy Ms23

i
24 at 1200* Kelvin for exide u:?anium." i

MR. NEffMAN: May I inquire for the recor6 whatg
,

,

1215 242 i
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URB /wb5 1 document is Mr. Doherty reading frem?
' ,

|E: MR. DOHERTY: Yes. It'sprobablynotadcctnent,|i

I '
i3 but it's a journal. It's called Nuclear Science and Engineer-

4 ing, Volume 8, page 497 to page 506.
Is. .

5, MR. ReWMLN: May we have an opport2nity tc lock,

i

G at that after you have complated your statement?
i .

7 MR. DCHZF.TY: Yes. Surely.
I

e MS. IiCODHEAD: Mr. Chairnan, could I ask ta
.

3 clarify with Mr. Doherty what he's doing here? I *3slieva his

10 contention, .sntantion 33, relates to an allecation thac

the applicant's vendor is unsafely relying on the doppiar! 11

12 effect. As part of his basis for this contentien Mr. Doharty
13 I in his written contention referenced some NEDO documenta.

'

In the staff's response we corrected Mr. Doherty's inaccurate14

15 reference to an NEDO document, clarifying thzt tihnt he .1-
'

16 logod to be a reliance on SP22T data was plainl?' stated to be

17 reliance en the Hellstrand tests.

18 I believe Mr. Doherty now is making an isste of

19 the Hellstrand testa. And this is a new contention.,

20 MR. DOHERTY: Do you want me to reply n:w? .I
~

dcn't nean to butt in.3;

22 Well; it appearc *c me that-- I want to mCc a
I

33j bc is, and I have acre to do on thi:; whid will shr.'r t' :s
II
i
a the contention har a hais. .\.nd I *.ms la d to bt La v - 1: Iu, '

i
125 certainly should indicate tha: Hellatrand's datn war no -

1

.

1,

io - -
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300R ORIGINAL
'

m2
'

WRD/wh6 1 sufficient but that it was well worth it to incruire into (
~

2 Hellstrand's data.

3 I do wish to move en ar zo answer what you've

4 said. I think -- I'm not certain. I'll answorwaar question
5 by moving on, but I would prefer to do that rather than~ I

.

3 can follow what you are saying. I believe part of the diffi-
~

7' culty was that the referenced doctment NEDO 20,964 shculd

8 have been -- this is a very small difference -- NEDO 70,964-1. ;
9 And I'll explain why. I would like the opportunity tc do so.,

'
10 CHAI~tTui WOLFE: Go right ahead.

,.

t

| 11 MR. DOHERTY: Okay. Thank you. I

12 The choice of the word " rely" probably isn't as
:

13 gocd as "not supported." But, in~any case, NEDO 20,96i-1 is,

3
14 | a document which asks General Electric to di3 cuss several

15 factors in relation to the dcppler effect, coveral cucr.icns.
,;

s-

i6 In their reply-- I'll read the two questiona '; hay've anked. !

17 This would probabLy be best.

73 " Provide the standard deviaf: ion of
- 19 the doppler coefficient of reactivity for the

:

20 fl current calculational methods for 8x3 fuel bun.tlos.
_

Provide tha standard deviation as a function 02
'

g; h,

22| exposure a camparature."
h

-

3., !! And ih.an the secord questi3n thay asked:,

~ }d 3Discuco, if availabla, e.n:na::izen2.;
q
.t

25 f the calculated doppler coeffi.cienta of
,

I

7 1215 244
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,

WRB/wb7 1! reactivity with measuremants obtained from Ir. ult!.- I
;

E: rod critical or reactor experiments.''

3, Now in their response G.E. says,
I
in

4{+
"In place of a rigorcus statisticalV

-
,

5 evaluation, relatively extensive uansitivity
'

i

i i
ti studies covering the range of Btm design cara-

7 meters and opt: rating states are presentid in
,

.

0

0' NEDO 20,964 ar.d relt3 rated in response '.o Rcquest

9| 23. Additionally, in Section 2.3.3 of NEco 20,964
1
i

10 j comparisons of the standar.d lattice methods to
i
I;i experimental data r.re discu.ssed. There cc warisons
|

12 include single pins in a close (1/E) fitx spec' rum

13 and measurements obtained f cm multi-rod reacte.:

j.; experiments, SPERT-1 and SPERT-1. NEDO-20,964
6 ''

3,q and the reference documents discuss thase a::cor t- i
i

.

16f mental cercoarf. sons.'
t

1g. ' M2. NE7HAN: Mr. Chairain, 2xcune 'r.e.,

i

gg| May I inquire: Are ycu reading from M2CC 20,964
- gg | at this point?

,
. :

i,o MR. DCHURTY: Mo; I'm sorry,u
,. ;

! MR. ME!QfAN: 20 964-1721 e

i
t

R i37 j 3 . DOH3RTY: Yes. ;

|l I

, :I M . 1 E Gi).H : 1 don ' t find de 4 :c'.t. :i..n ' your - 'R9
i.

a .

:i I'm '..: king at :rge .5. I r.ay bac3 rea i in :c o m . . . :. : .
'

,,( .
,

I

g I don't find the material that yor. quet.) froa an ;m;c 15 f.n
,

*

1215 24r=0
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7374
WRB/wb8 1 your contention, although that appears to relate to tha July '7B

i
i2 matter, the July '75 issue of t~te document.

'

3 Is that part of your contention now ou:7 -that is:'

i

| q'- 4 the part which talks about "the basic mathematical med21 used |
.

|
; 5 in calculating void reactivity and reactivity coefficiant has-

6 been the same since 1961," is that deleted ncu do I understandi
|-

7 that? !

8 MR. I'OMERT7: No, I'm not ready te delete that. -

9 I'd like to lecve it in. It doesn't make that mu:h of z.

tatement.10 s

11 MR. NEWMAN: I thcught you said we tiars rslying

12 on the wrong document, that it should be NEDO-IC,.36 4-1,

13 MR. DOHERTT: You seem to be in a great httrry to
,

;4 get ma to answer tha questien and to somehott hav-3 a cctinitment

15 on thic.

|
-

16 ! MR. NEWMAN: I think it's a very L .7ortar ; matter :
>

1
I i

17 hecause there's a great difference betve2n the t:io dec.2nent.n, '

gg one that goes to the heart of t(nether you have a contention

. ;g or not. And, if you like, I will explain it ta ycu x 2:.f

20 briefly.

~

'
3, 20,964-1 happens to be a Jcly '''i ac tmo-ts It's

n 3 matter you could 21 ave rai ed under uha Board 's c2.de: -f

,,- j! 1978, the June aid 3cptamber orders. So we ians to :.. ; = 1a l.
m '

u .;
:6

.. .; [ :ont;ention you'r; ca, It'. Dohrty.

M.R. DOHERTY- The con:enti.o.1 wrt.s act trai: sg :
I

1215 246 -
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WRD/wb9 1 becauae-- It could have been raised earlier than 1975*

._ 2 MR. !EFAN: You just finiehed talling this
'

!
j 3 Board thatthe basic error in the staff *o position is that there
1

! h 4 was a misplaced niur.be:r, that you were relying not en
.

5 NEDO 20,964 but on NEDO 20 964-1..

i :

6 MR. D0ilERTY: No, sir.
; -

| 7 MR. ITEWMAN: Did I misconstrue Khnt you said?

8 MR. DOHERTY: You made it more poti:Iva than Pty

statement was.' I appear to me I m.iy well have, ha ausa in9

10 going over this it appears to me there in very p etincat
i

1i information on page 15
,

12 All that statement that you're talkia? to
,

e

!

13 really is, is a statement about currency of research. It's
,

14 not a vastly significant statement.
I
i

15 But .I am holding on to a sort of .2 -- I l' we the
.

16 feeling that I'm holding en to a thread here, that if : -} ust

37 say to you, ' dell forc et the whole thing, then this M t& rial

18 feill not be admicaible, c1 will not be c;cnsiderable..
,

'

I';. beginning to believe that it m' t- be envway.39

.

All that. statement is, it just si:tply say s--20

21 Mall, it says that the mathematical model has I:tafsd t w ca.e {
+

22 since roughly 1961. And I don't know th1t that is terribly |
.

23 rital to the concention e.t this poi.nt. C'm no t e irc :ba -hd
i

,g i 'Trus.t daf cc t is t.le age of the resua. ch,.

i i
25 - . LDENBERG2K: Mr . Doherty, to cit.rif y scru- ,

.

I

i

\21c 747, s -
,
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WRB/wbl01 thing even more basic here, you have an original Contention 33

.

2 s.nd an amended contention 33. Does amended contention 33
'

. U
3 supplant or replace the original?

i i

4 MR. DOHERTY: Yes. l
d'

5 MR. LINENBERGER: So we may disregard the
-

6 original contention 33; is that correct?
.

7 MR. DOIERTY: Yes.

D MR. LINENBERGER: Okay. That helps a little bit.
i

| 9 Tlianks.
|
; 10 MR. NEGIAN: Mr. Linenberger, I do want to point
|

| 11 cut, thou.gh, that the error, the inconsistency that we're
i

12 talking about appears in the amended contention as of

13 August 10th, 1979.'

'
. f

14 MR. LINENBERGER: I think wa understood that.
15 I just saw possibilities of other confusion here.

.

16 Thanx you.

17 CHAIRMA27 W3IEE: go ahead, M.e. Doherty.

18 MR. DOHERTY: Basically what I'm saying, I have

-

19 overstated the contention somewhat. I have used the i Eb
20 " relied", approximately half-way down. I would like t: point I

.

21 out to you-- About ten *.ines down cn'-he amended conte r. tion 331
!

22 Actually, "nor supported" far better fits what I'm sayir.g.
|

!,23 T he s-iff has pointed out in De i nt pr.f of
24 the contention -- thare are two parts, A and the: 3 v.1i.ch is

25 on the following page. The staff has pointed cut,
,

1215 243 -
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Iwrb/agbl "There is no reason to believe ' nt
flwswbl0

2 this effect will occur any differently in *.h2

3
; 8 X 8 assemblies than the 7 % 7. "he Staff oppe.ses

!O 4 this as wi.thout basis, both originally and as

,- 5 amended." j

6 I think they're scying Mr. Doherty hacn't pre-,

7 sented any reason to look at it that way.

8 Going ccck to Hallatrand's orperinant., which

9 is the one I'm"most familiar with to explain this, the
10 configuration - pardon me, not confiey2 ration -- the' diLoneter

11 of the rods and the relative wall thickness ara a:nsidered
12 important variables for measuring this effect.

13 Now Staff didn't go into En7 particular state-
)

'

>
14 nents that said these particular ca.msns.onal effects vould

'

!l
!15 ' he important here, so I'n not certain that they an gr are ,g

.

!6 not, I would like to leave that in.

17 I have the Eenre you trant to ask 90mC:hir7?

18 Now in 3, which is - just flip c rer -- l've

~

19 recommended cancellation of the ACNGS project as a loeical
.

20 cutccme of this contantion, basically saying this nakts the.

,
.

21 eactor unsafe and there chould be no project.r

22 ;pl.~. } don't think I've got a 'nsis to sr.y that.

23 3ut I do believe I have a bzsie to sa'r cancellatirn et ide
24 M?R syntom fc:: bla AC1.GS rat.ctcr '7ould ':a in ord er , '

25 MR. LINZNBERGER: Mr. Doherty, let's try to put ,

1215 249
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Iwrb/agb2 something in perspective here that perhaps will save us some
2

(J time down the road.T

f It is one thing for a contention to identify
t

,h possible deficiencies nin Applicant or Staff's case - and
#

*

5 that's what these discussions are about, not the merits of
6

*
the deficiencies, of course. But neither the Staff nor this

.

7
Board has any authority to tell the Applicant how to do its

8 job, we only judge the acceptability of the propoced -job.
'

9
So the Board feels that it is inappropritto for

10 a contention to prescribe any specific remedy that yce. vant
II imposed on the Applicant as a consequence of an ellegation
12 about a certain deficiency.

!

.300 13 We'll talk about the deficiencies, but let's*

! ;
'

14 try to save us all time by not getting into hcw you think '

13 the Applicant ought to cure these deficiencies. ThaC s cut-,

16 side of our purview - not even the Staff tells the Applicant
17 how to do its job, only the acceptability or lack cf .;aae. I

18 MR. DOHERTY: I would like to reply to that.
.

19 I know that is meant to expedite matters and I hate to
.

20 lengthen them, but in our original' contact - or my originni,

21 contact with this proceeding, it was set out that when you
22 framed a centention, you should set out what you unat don'a

.y
23 about it no much as possible.

24 I guess this isn't an ironclad rule, I'*m seen
i

25 co tentions that didn't. say that and they were accepted, but In

!-
1215 250 ;
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300R ORGIMI
""

,
wrb/agb3 as a general rule I followed the pract,.ce of saying something

Q which logically lx ought about what I thought should be done. l

3
le certainly wasn't an atteupt to toll anyone

4 what they ought to do or tell anyone what they ought. -to tell ;,

.

5 someone to do, but just more or less to try to maybe kind of
6

anmmarize what I, mycalf, as an Intervenor sees as the !.

7 implication. And that's really all. It's not - you know,

8 it''s not beyond that.

I
9 !'CHAIRMAM WOLFE Well, in other words, what

'

10 Mr. Linenberger is saying is that pronosed remedial meanuren
11 by you as to what Applicant should do, such proposed remedial'

12 measures are not litigable issues in uhis case.
|
i13 So you are advised that certainly ycu don't have !-
!

!14. to prssent any evidence in empport of your proposed ramedy, i
r

!15 ' nor do Applicant and Staff have to present direct evi hnes,

16 * attacking, for whataver reason- they would attack your i
i

17 remedial measure. But we understand why you:ve put what you

1,8 have put in there, but wa will not treat it as a litigtble
19 issue.,

20 All right, Mr. Doherty, oroceed..

21' MR. DOHE1WY: I see. But the contention itself

22 was not ruled on just then, of course, I
(

)
i

23 CrJ.IRMAN WOI.FE: Fe're no': ruling .:n it 2.:u, ;
.

24 no. I

'25
MR. DOHERTY Okay. ''

|-

121;s '51 I.
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300R OR'GINAL
**

wrh/agb4 Is there any other. . .. .I'm ready to move on. !

l>

Q CHAIRMAN WOLTE: Proceed. i

"
,

.

3
MR. NEWMAN: Are we 1 caving that contention now?

4 IMR. DOHERTY: Yes.
You did want scre literature,|I

.

.

.

5
is that right?

I
O

MR. NEWMAN: It's mo.:e than that.- I wou:.3 lii.e.

7
to make a coupla of pointa.- '

1
.

0
Both the Staff and the Applicant pointed out

N that in moving from the original. statenent of Centention 33
IO to tha amended contention, Mr. Doherty was switching frra a
II discussion of doppler reactivity feedback to a diccus ton of
12 moderator void coefficient and that, indeed, is the sub,act
13 of the quotation on page 15 <tf the NEDO Qocument.

I

I4 i At the very en!., however, cf Contenticn licnber 33;
I

'i15 '
i a:2 ended on August 10, Mr Dohorty says-. ,S '
.

I g

. 16 [ "Intervenor contends chat since
i

.-| ACNG3 is the most powerful nt.;R actor-* tit hau
'd

~

18 a lugher pcuer core density than
. .

cher.

ID licenced BSR), that miscalculation of the

9i- ^ doppler re ctivity feedback -3ff act will p:c--
.

f

21 ,' duce greatIr consequence.: to his health arc !'

-

21 : Tafety int 2 rests.",

!

5,
;t:c. N'.at I uould like th2 Boarf to La la:i .1 0a

24[ is the notion that this contention deals in the firac instance;
I '

25 ' with apples and in the second instanca with oranges. Antt I
',

.

6

1215 252:
t
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P00R ORGINAL !-
I

Iwrb/agb5 think that really it's impossible to decipher a contantion
2

out of this submission of August 10 |U i3
CHAIR!!AN WOLFE Just a moment, please.

4
(The Board conferring.)

5.
, E LINENBERGER: Mr. Newman, help the Board here!

l
I.

*1 just a bit with respect to the ncture of your, or the thrust '

I.

'#
of your ccmment.

I

B Is it Applicant's position that the technie n

9 thrust of amended'Centention 33 has been changed rolsti"a to
|

the original submittal or that oni'1 tho banes have 'ceen :hange<|1?10
,

11 MR. NEWMAN: I guess what I'm saying is thni:

12 the contention itself hac changed between the original
13 submi,ttal and the amended submittal. The fundamental concern
14 appears to have switched from doppler reactivity feedbac!:

,

15 to moderator void coefficient, and the etati.re diIc':ssi:n n
.

. ,

IG the bacinning af tha centention na amended on Itugust 10 einals
.

17 vith tha question of acdcrator void coefficiant, and i:hta
,

10 uilly-nilly in the last partgraph it turns back to one an |
t

19 doppler react 3'rity desti.back. !
-

!

:20 And I anhmit, Mr. Chairman, tha: if t'tsr3 *2 a
'

.

-
i
'

21 basis in 33, it is not a basis that supper:s the entantien '

i
22 that is stated at the end of 33. I

23 , o'.:kITdGN i'OIFE: All right,. If . !)ch+r :7d
N

~24 14R . DCSTZ,i': I v .ruld like to r2 p:.;r .'. t f.v

25~ originni contentio't the word " void * does not appear, int 'E
'>2

1215 w.2 i .
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I
I

1
*

irrb/agb6 thin': the closest we have ecme to saying that is ' mod m ting i

|2 -

ability of the ecolan' ' '

O !*3
Applicant has - Pardon me, Staff has infarred |

t

4O *a e ta a===* ion or =oaerator voia or -- verao= = , voia ;
5 ,

moderator, I don't have it in front of raa - wcs involved here !,,

',

6
That was their inforence. I don't see how my contenti.on can

'.
7 be labeled by an inference of Staff when I havo insistad that

;
"

g
it be labeled as being related to doppler reactivity.

9
CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. Had you finis:1cd

to new with 33?

II MR. DOHERTY: Yes, I have.

endBloom 12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right.
Landonf1ws

13 |
-

3 1

14

i5 -

'

16
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1 !!R. DoliERTY: Nuncer 34. l

2 I will stipulate on number 34. It doesn't look likoO'
3 General Electric is going out of business. There was a little

excitement awhile back, but at the moment it looks like4

5 they're going to stay in.-

:6 (Laughter.)
i.

7' CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: Ycu're withdrawing your contention?

O !% DCIIERTY: Yes. I'm sorry. I didn't mahe that
9 clear. Number 34 is fithdrawn. It was speculative, entirely

10 based on false hopes.

tt (Laughter.)
.

12 On numbar 35, which is on page 16 - it's an

uname.nded contention -- I would like to strike quite a bit13

of 35, because I have been ad'rised by Mr. Lowerre of the State ,ja

of Tens that, indeed, EBitSCO will use union ,tmpicyees for15
'

I
IG the construction of t'te plant. Therefore, it's in error,

|
t

Sc if you have that page 16 in front of you, ycu37

w uld strike out from the second line fro.n the bottom,10 " tad
.

39 less than" through to the end of that .3cnteaco,
C3

20 CIIAIRHJJi ;TOLFE: Strike out tAlt portica of : hat |

21 e ntence that begins "and loss than", la chat wne.: you' m

3"Yi"9?22

t MR. CI":R ?Y: Nc. Tho second lino frc.a t?.o23 '
,

!bottou you can probably s;ct af":3r the word "e c.p '. :p.o -a ysg r '
,

"and less than." Just kill that, ao the p3riod, E11c1 ut'sg

,
'

i1215 255 -
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1 directly untrue.

2 And then on page 17, in the second line, it says,

V
3 "ACNGS site." Af ter that you can just place a period and

t
f

A 4 cross out the remainder of the contention.
./

5 MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Doherty, let uu read through,

6 the sentence that you've just modified. !

I
~

7 It begins with the words, "This Intervenor.. ." is

8 that correct? "This Intervenor says the same situation is

g likely to occur. here due to a shortage of trained employces,"
,

10 and we struck the rest of those two lines?

13 MR. DOHERTY: There are two places to strike. This -

12 would be the second placa or the first?

13 MR. LINENBERGER: The first.)
14 MR. DOHERTY: Yes. Then --

|

! |
'

;7 MR. LINENBERGER: Now, please let me continue.

-l*

16 The sentence we're referring to begins,

37 "This Intervenor says the same situation is

gg likely to occur here due to a shortage of trained

99 employees.",

20 There is now a portien stricken. What is the
*

21 next word after "cmployees?"

MR. DOHERTY: The next word would be "retair.ed"?22

MR. LINENDERGER: Yes.g

i1R. DCHERTY: Intervenor contends -- that'3 at theg

very last line on the page - maybe that's not totally xeroxed.g
6. .a

.

1215 256<
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1 MR. LIliEt!B3RGER: Okay. " Int.3rvenor contenda..."
2 and that sentence continuos on the top of the followinc pare,O
3 down to the word "sito."

Q 4 MR. doi!ERTYr Yes.>

'S MR. LINENBERGER: A period after " nite"?
-

6 MR. DG11ERTY: Yos.

I
~

7 MR. LI M BERCER: And the balanco is stric' ten, is
I !a- that correct? I

9 MR. DOHERTY: That's correct.
|'

10 MR. LINENB3RGER: Thank you.

17 MR. UCHER7f: T:10 staff has filed at least *:W3
;p cbjections, and one of them is : hat it'a speculative, ':hs

13 other being tist this would violate 10 CFR 50, Appnadi:: 3.

14 The basis for this is that there have been ca:lweld
;g ' failures TGportOd at South TO:Ca0 Proje:t, and I3pCried in

,.

gg NUREG 0030 !

;7 MR. 11EUMAN : MR. Cilairman, I'm con.McM now becauue.

the thrust of this contention is related to Comanchs Peak,gg

. gg and he's just changed it now to refer to the Scuth Te:ms '

I
!!20 Project, if I heard correctly.

j'

r.

i ,

21 Do I underatand you :crrectly?
|t

MR. doi!ERTZ: It is supplying tha basis, wh:22 ; 01
0

7 y happers to be nt '13tth T3:ms Project, chcc I'm gci:ej !! r t igh !

" noi:. !, , ,

w. ,

: ;

MR. !EUMEh You navar mentioned South Te::a: i25 -
, , .

I ,
,- .

i i

k.9 1215 257
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,, 4 ijn !in your contention. I Id j)' '

2' () MR. DO3ERTY: Yes, I ., . .

3 MR. LINENDERGER: Is the Comanche Peak refs::ence .

O
4 *, then to be stricken also?

. '
*

.

5 MR. DOHERTY: No, sir. !

I6 CHAIRFAN W3LFE: You're adding the reference then j.
.

t7 to South Texas Project, is that correct?

8 MR. DO!ERTY: That's correct. f
9 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Go ahead.

i

10 MR. DOHER7f: The Applicant, has replied that they |
I

It already have a school for welde.c. I have not dcne an thing f;

12 more on that. This i.3 as far as I've been able to go ca that,

13 so I just don't know if that's an adequate school, or thather

M[ it will have adequate students. f
S.

13f CHAIR!O.N WOLFE: Mr. Scott, We ar2 using th:'.s tablet;,

! t
t

,

i

n.| if you'd lika to come forward and sit at counsel ttbla you j

! !
o r.i may.

|
18i| MR. DOHERTY: We'll move to Centention 36

9

.
,

!9 MR. NEMMAN: No, Mr. Chairman, I think nhat unicas

20 | there is some support for the a3sertion with rearect '.c. the,

21 South Texas Projen, it having been introduced fcr the "irct

I
g; y tima in his oral .:::=onts, that that portien of tLa a": nded

U

g3 ccntantion should bc struck.
;

;

g4 Tha contenaicn is otherwise defective, uhoC.y

without any subsmance. But I do not want to have tha Ecard i7,3

I

1215 25B
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infer from that that v.he Applicant's ansvar did net rorch the1

South Texas Project an Well as the Corzinche Peak project:,2

(/ !

'3 It's a worthless contention, regardless o? tow j,

i
.

4 riany plants or sitos are described.
l

.
.

~

5 CHAIRMAN HOLFE You're not saying that the

6 contention itself, though, is being changed? You're r:arely i.

saying that an additions 1 basis has been given fer it?7

e MR. UEhIiAth I think it*s est.ential to refute --
'

that's righr -- iu's essential to re.fute : hat add.itional9

basis, and not leave the reccrd by inplication indicating the10

Applicant agrees with anything that he scid with regard tojj

12 South Texas.

13 CHAIRMAU WCLFE: A~l right. Proceed, Mr. Doharty.
14 MR. DOHERTY: To number 36? I could reply to t. hat,
15 and f631 I shceld. .i

.

16 . CRAIRMAN UCLFE It's up to you. :
'

i !
j7 MR. DOMERfY: I have only referencnd tha Nec. ear

|1

Regulatory Commission publication involving fcilures at Couth18
j

Texas Projact, which I don't feel can be stricken as ani-
-

39
!

!2,0 bjecticnable evidence at.all, er basis it all.
.

3, uR. nsatti: Mr. Camirman, can he iten~.1 y t.e.

reference in his contentien?

CHAUGlu WOLFE: Ycu Jave that as NTIREG sc:re -Sirg
i
i or other, didn' t ycui I

24 !
.

MR. DOE 3RTY: Yes. 0030
1215 259 ,
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3 MR. NETURN: It that written or referred to in your
2 contention?

b
3 CHAIRMAN h0LFE: No, no, he just referred to it,

*

4 orally a couple of minutes ago.
.

5 MR. DOHERTY: It was added after the deadline. I
.

6 discovered it after the deadline.
.

7 CHAIRIUd1 WOLFB.t After what deadline?

g MR. DOHERW After the deadline to file ameriaants.
g CHAIRML.H WOLFE I see. All right.

10 MR. NEWZmN: What's the date of the document?
MR. DOEERTY: I'm sorry, I don't have the date. Itg

is a 1978 document. There are 12 monthly publications.12

13 * " ""#"'" "# ""'
*

'

more than a year?g

15 #*

.
.

MR. NEtiDIAN You Were unawara of this public. tiong

for more than a year? Correct?

MR. DOHERTY I'm not certain, because 1978 was not

over a year ago, and I don't have -.

liR. NEWMAN: Certainly over 10 months ago.
.

MR. DOHERTY: Yes. That's richt. But it would not21 ~

have been a sufficient basis at that time to make a contention.
I don't say it does make a contention. But it does provide

i evidence.
La

I dislike making you tucomfortable, but yo 2 keep
,

1215 260 -
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1 bringing t'his up, and --

!

|
t 2 CHAIRMhu WOLFE: All right, Mr. Doherty.,

i U
3 MR. DOHERTY: Centention number 36 is ar. amended }

Q 4 contention. It's the last amendment filed by myself on the
I

'

!
September 14th aubmittal, ?nd it's on the last paga of : hat,5-

G so it's near the *ack.c
'

7 (Pause. )
!

3 MR. LEENBERGER: Before discuasion get2 und miay

9 i on this, Mr. Doherty, would you indicate.: <:o us whether he
-

10 amended contention 36 replaces the original one?

j9 MR. DOHERTY: I'm glad you acked that. It cleos not.;
i

12 And if I've sont you on a wild goore chare in your papern, I

13 would like you to turr. to the original- and I do regret the

inconvenience-on page 17 cf my original filing, and we 'llg

. !i work frou that.
1 *./ 1

1

I
'

93 That's page 17 cf the original s'ilaittal.
' The original submittol, a great deal of tha: I hav.s,,

decided to eliM.ute, and what I've dono instead of t ting tola

do this all out, word by word, cuttlag cn1 pastir.g as b 3 did,.

I;g

i3| ic to draw up tha contentien as I wished :o have un cor 3ider !
I

.

g ; it en paper. And I could distribute it to the Board, s.nl I
i
j think it would help, and consideration can be raada of Edither~y
It

'

!! tilis ccnstitutas ruch an En.asculatien of :he original c :ntantic iy:., nm,

2,, y that it is a new :ontention, !

,, {'! I thinh it would --

! \2\b 2h\
I

.
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1 CHAIIUON WOLFE: How long is it?

2 MR. DOHERTY: To the top of my finger. (indicating- u
i 3 about a third of a page.)
!

h'
4 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: What is this intended to bE, noW?

-
5 A new contention, replacing old contention 36 as of May 25th,
B 1979, or is it juct: a rephrasing and clarification and/r'

!
,

7 ' consolidation of that?
8 MR. DCHERTY: It's an attcmpt at the latter.

9 CHAI5tRW WCLFE Well, we'll just have to ta::o a

to look at it. Yes, ycu may - I think first of all you had best

read it into the record, and then give copies to all cencarned. ,
11

12 MR. DOHERTY: All right.

"Intervenor contends his health and safety13,

)

.g interests are not sufficiently prctocted because

Applicant's vacuum breaker valves between the dryuall1.9
'

iw and the suppression chamber are strenptible to fal se I

clcsed indications tinan they are actually cpened17

ja (the indications are on control roca panels), that
-

13 such an occurrence tcok placs and was disccvered

a octcher 24, 1972 at ths Quad Citics tinit Numbar 2
*

(*

facility where six valvos wara actually open thougn
.

21

n indicated closed. Specific to the Intervenor's inj ar: '

!

If valvos are open during blowdr.un following :, pip 323 -

1
,

! break '.asc of coolant accidsnt, this would permicg,,

direct forcing of bicwdown steam above the wet wel.".,3
,

*
'n

WS'.
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-1e

I introducing ovarpressurization of the drywall and
2 wetwell with ruptr .e of the containment."

dr

3 CHAIRMAN 7OLFE: All right. Would you pass that
,

] 4 tround to Applicant and Staff. and the Board?

'

.

5-

(Documents distributed.)!

O MR. LINENBERGER: No's, Mr. Coherty, I have i.o ask
.

7 the sama question again:

8 Are you asking this 3 card that the varsion of

9 Contention 36 th t you just distributed bo used as the basis
to for our oral argumsnts this morning, replacing the original
iI versica and the anended varsion? Or ara yt .: going r.o be

12 arguing from three separata versions?

13 MR. DOHERTY: No, no.

14 MR. LINENBERCER: - or scaething in betweeT?

15 MR. DOHEnY: No, I will only argue from thi
.

1G version I handed out. At the moment I would like very much

17 that the Board, ;gplicant and Sts f make certain that uhoyf

18 feel this doas not violate the rules that we establishad
19 Monday.-

20 MR. LIN3NBERGER:_, ell, that's a separate q.. cation,W
.

21 but I just want to understand what you are asking the Icard

22 to do at this time; that is, to consider only what you just
.

I

23 handed out?

24| MR. DCF.E MI: That's rigat.

25 E'LIN UUU D*# YOU*
#

\f
*

..
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1 MS. WOODHEAD: Mr. Chairman, Staff objects tc this

Q l handout of Mr. N:horty. We feel it is very definitely z. new

3 contention.

O'd 4 MR. NrdMAN: Likewiso, Mr. Chairman. It's a new
.

'S c'ontention, and has no relation to the initial versienc of

Contention 'qumix : 36.o'
,

7 MS. WOODHEAD: I would like to suggest that Mr.

'S Doherty at least attempt to correct his original conte. tion
9 36, if that's what he would prefer to do, or if he can do

10 that.

11 (The Board conferring.)

12 CH1.' MAN WOLFE Ms. Woodhead, would you indicate

13 to the Board specifically why you think that this amendment,

14 or whatever it is, that has been read into the record - and

15 it certainly has not been admitted by the Board as a.

1G contontion - would you. indicate wherein that amendment to

17 Centention 36 doe.3 differ and, :.ndeed, is a drastic change

;g from Contention 36 as submitted on May 26, 19797
.

39 j MR. NEHMAN: MR. Chairman, if you like, I =culd

20 Speak to that briefly while Ms. Weodhead is waiting - ch,.
,

i
21 are you ready?

|
!

2,3 MS. WCODHEAD: Mr. Chairman, in the fcurth .ine'

i' cf this nee handcut in seems to be the thrust of thise,
>

i
*

i contention that tha vacuum brea'-<er valvas are susceptibla to
,

24

25 false closed indications. Now, the original contentio1. '
.

1215 264 .
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1 concerns mass transfer offects within containment and

2 suppression poci or drywell. ;,
-

i

- V i
i'

3 This contention is concerned with vacuum brackor
~

O'

J 4 valves which are faulty for soma reason, relating to a false
-

5 closed indication.

6 We have two different subjectc hsre.
.

7 m. EM : Mr. Chairttan, I think the most

8 obvious differenca between the contenticts, in their criar

I
-

g incarnations and the one just handed out, is that the ens
|

10 that's been handed out today is basically an instrumen?ction

33 contention. The first two contontions related to. physical j

12 phenomena within tae reactor. The third contention ra tates

13 to how it appears in the control room.

34 The ona point har. absolutely nothing to do 'sith

the other, except that pe:: haps the instrument raads the valves.g
.

And i.t is nou even clear :fhir:h valv.as he's reforring :o

anymore, because he interchangeably uses the containze:.t:N., |

valves and the vacuum breakor valves. And'thers's jus- nogg
-

way to decipher thir contention As it's rewritten, it'sgg

just a new docu ent.
jto

] MR. NEUMAN: Mr. Chairman, I might maka 3us. ons

further point -- a sorry.

(The P ard conforring.) ',y
;

CHAIIG2R 'CIEE: Ms. I'codhead, do ycu hava .i ydliag ,

to add P.c Mr. Nenan's cbjection to the contention, th :.s newly ,

.

1215 265 i
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1 worded contention as being a new contention?

2q) MS. WGCDHEAD: I have nothing to add, but I agree

! '3 with Mr. Newman's statement.-

i n
k' ~4 CHAz~RMAN WOLFE: All right, Mr. Doherty?

'

-

'5 MR. .MHSRTY: Well, Iir. Newman, I believa, mentioned

'6 earlier that essentially I think a kind of vagueness p*.agued
.

7 the contention, as here, and mentioned that containment valves

B were listed there.

9 I don't see anything about containmant valves.

10 MR. MEWHAN: Containnent vacuum breaker systems,

11 as opposed to drywell, which became your next incarnation.

12 MR..DCHERTY: Did we show either the phrase contain-

') 13 ment or -

44 MR. NEiirefAN: It's in the second line of your
.

E contention of May 25.
.

16 MR. DOHERTY: I see the probism ncW. I was under

I7 the impression thah we were dealing with this paper I handed
,

18 out, and that the criticisms were that you requested - or;

|
'

19 that you obtained from Ms. Woodhead - were for this item
|

20 which I just passed out, and were not related to what
.

2; apperently Mr. Neitmar. refers to.

22 Is that correct?

3 MR. NZG1AN: No, no, I was setting the bachyr nnd

24 [ of your contentica, Mr. Doherty. The objection to you:: c'hird

25 e ntenti n la simply that it deals with a different subjact. ,
.

.

1215 2667
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1 MR. OCHERTY: And then you entered some objections

2 to the previous submittals as well, is that right?
; -3 MR. NEWMAN: That's correct.

O 4 uR. oCa2R21. And then Ms. Wo=dimed, I guces,
!

"

5 agreed.,

6 (Pause.)
.

7 The contention was changed because it matchtd the

. 8 basis far better than the basis I had, and was assenti. illy -
9 I'm willing to sort of admit the possibility that in t!u.s,

10 instance the tail waggod the dog, in the sense that ons

11 submits a contention, hunts for a bais, sometimes finds a
,

12 basis, figures that maybe the contention rhould be changed -

13 and I'm not stipulating out that this version is defactive,
14 but I can certainly see - -

.

15 CHAIREAN WOLFE: It is a nsw contentien, th m?

16 MR. DC.HERTY: Pardon me?'

17 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: You do gree it is a new coltantion,

differing'from your contention as worded and submitted onla
.

19 May 25th?

20' MR. DOHERTY: YYas, it is, there's no questica.,

21 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Al? vight.

end 1 2g (The Board conferring.)

23

24

25 '

1215 267
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*

wol/2 ; b CHAIFEAN WOLF 3 Under our ground rules, M;.
,,

el/agbl
. ,

') !() - | Dohorty, which we announced curlier, this being a new c.;ntentiott,
I

iit would be unfair to allov it, not only unfair but it .culd*
;.

a ;h
-

"4. contrary to our Rules of Practice to allow sitch a nee
1 :

C' t'y contention at this untimely date.
D :

"a ,-

y So we deny your request tra substitute this j,

7 Contention.36 which was read into the record for your C1.:tention
; '

G i 36 submitted on May 25, 1979 as amended. on September 14, '

9|'
-

.

HR. NE.WMAN: Mr. Chairman, I would point ox: !
11 i

N just one more reason just for the record as to why this
i

1I [ contention should not be admitted. It relies essential'.y on
i

12- experience at the Quad Cities Unit Number 2 cnd there's nothing

I? [I
i
'

to support the fact or the contention that the units a::e
:

14 i similar in the nature of the concern that Mr. Dcherty has. i

F
. . .

" i: So it's not only untir.ely, it hts no basis.
il

.

,

n
4 '. p CHAIR'.AN WOIEE: Ycu're asking us to go f.r. 20 the'

d
U evidentiary facts. This may or may not be co, 9:e don't I now

'.-
i8 i at this point. '

-

, 13h MR. NETMAN: I'm net, Mr. Chairman, I'm really

d.,

g asking only that you acknowledge that, on the record, t r'>
.

.i
2 j relationship betwean Allons Creek and Quad Cities with ::cpost

':

E |f to the r.atter of concern t:o Mr. Doherty is not et;hablir nd,

d tho' similarity of its two units is not as tablished, sc ; cat'J,

l
2; q an additional reason why this centention should be kneer:d out.

ti

23 !.' It's not' just untinely, it's lacking in basis ac well.

il 1215 268 .
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1 CHAIPJ.AN WOLFE: ifell, wo'ra unwilling to ga that

2 far. We're denying it on the hacis as stated.
3 All right, Mr. Doherty.

Q 4 MR. DOHERTY: Thank you.

! - 3 Nu:nber 37 - excuse me.i

G (The Beard conferrir.y.)
.

7 MR. LIFENBERGER: MR. Doherty, ycu're not ol'11 gated
'

B to henitate every tiac I pick u,7 the microphone.
O But before we pass on to the next one, I th:!!Q

10 we're left in a bit of a gray area hers with respect to two
1._1 versions of Contention 36 that so far have net been - t. hat
l'2 we've not refused to consider, to say nothing about their
13 admissibility.

T

14 IIcw, let's backtrack just a little bita

15 With respect to 35, what is it you want tha Z,0crd
.

IS to consider for admiscibility; the origiani veraien, t!.o
17 September 14th amendment of that version, a maldirr of the

'

18 two, or none of the above?

- (9 filk HEMMAN: Mr. Chairman, it's my racollect ion

20 g fica the record ttat those two versions were with:'rvu in i
U.

N favor of th'e third vercion distributed ::his mornirg,11
i

22 [ MR. LIKEMBERGER: ' dell, .v.r. ".4etman , not knc* iac
.

h. -

,.4

23i what the fate of the third veraf.cn might be, I think |d:'. thi i

j
p,4 |! Board ic not interssted in Russ3.an ? culotte hare. I :: i d-

'
i

the fact that the third version is not acceptad still :. eaves25
I

.
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,
wel/agbl Mr. Doherty an opportunity to decide how he wants to handle j

'2 |

g the original two versicas, or the first two versions, E should
,

3
say.

Q' '4
- CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right, Mr. Doherty.

. .5
MR. DOHERTY: I would like to hr..ve the amanded

s
version considered by the Board.

.
"

MR. LINENBERCER: As supplanf.ing the May 25.h

8
.

vorcien?
|

MR. b HERTY: Yes, sir.
i

~ MR. LINENBERGER: Thank you. {,

1-1 i(Pause.)
|

12 I
MR. DOHERTY: On Contention Nrmber 3 7, whice. is on i

t
Iw page 17 of the original submission....

'ta (pause.)

U
CHAIRMAN WOL7E: Backing up a bit, Mr. Doherty, j

M' wo no'r realize that you wish to rely not on the conta: tion [,

i7 submitted as of Ity .15th,1979 but as amended Sep'':embe r 14. !

I6 We haven't haard your argument for that.
~ D

MR. DOHERTY: Well the case for'that was thc.t I
'10 felt that my amendment number two, or whatsver we'll c;11 thet

*
I

21
i short-liv d picco of paper, that in preparing -- that vas my i

22 preparction. At ^his time, I'm unprepared to go into "A as

"j amended, but -
4, . .

*'
q CHAIME! FOL73: You're unpreparad? In othDr words,

9 you don't wish to offer any oral argument in rebuttal to ,
.;.

1215 270 i'
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.

wel/agb2 | Staff's and Applicant's objections to your amended Con 4:etition

d 36, is that correct? You may.I

! 3 t'

MR. DOHERTY: Well I wish but I can't ask for the |O .4 '
.

timo right here and now. I'n not prepared to study thit ;
*

5 ,
'

problem.

'.6 :
CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. '

,

'
7

MR. DCHERTY: Shall I proceed.' )

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes.
.

9 '

I must advise, though, that you're being gi/en
.

.
.10 tfie opportunity to orally argue, On all your cone.entions,

i
,

11
__. i

amended or reamended or new contentions, you may not nw,

after you've been given the opportunity to orally argua, to
y 13 thereafter file a written argument in support of amendSd

I4
Contention 36, f

15
Do you understand that? And if you don't, ceruainlP.

,

16
thin is the ruling of the Doard. So if you don't oral;.y

U argue it now, you lose the opportunity to rebut Applic e.t and
IO

Staff's objections to that. Do you undarstand that?
i

30
MR. DOHERTY: Yes, and that was my understatding

'"O
actually before ycu ruled, sir.,

21
CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right.

22
MR. DOHERTY: Number 37 is on page 17 of th

23 !criginal submissica, and it's stated:

24 " Applicant's emergency ccre cooling '

i

25 system does not take into account the effect of d

'

1215 271
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Iwol/agb3 heat in the walls of the reactor in tho event
,
-g of a loss of coolant accident and does not neet
3

generalrderign criteria 15 and 36.';

O 4
Now I'd like'to turn to page 22 of tha Applicant's

.

-

5- response.

6 -

Oh, I'm sorry, yes. Applicant.'s C iginal - vell,
.

7 first submittal of responsas to contentions.

O
MR. LINEMBERGBR: I3 this the version in which --

9 the June lith version starting on page 21, Cont 3ntion 17 ?
10 MR. DOHERTY: The Applicant's responsa aM r 3 at.

11 page'21, the particular part I wish te cr.ll the Daard'1

12 attention to is at the top of page 22

13 I have one statement on the contention. In view

I4 of Applicant Counsel Copeland's information obtained o-

15 page 32 of their responces, Intervenor stipulatss this fs d e
Ib wrong form for the cortantion due to rulemaking procee.dngs.
17 . CHAIRMAN WOLFE: So you're withdrawing your
IS Contention 377

'

i9 MR. DCHERTY: It appears that my concerns a13 going
20 to be addressed in a diff3 rent form. !

.

21 CHAIR!iAN WOLFE: So once again you are with ':1 wing .',

I l
?2 37?

22 :. MR. DORERTY: Yes.
O i

24 CHAIR 11AN UOLFE: All right.

25 (Papso.)
#

1215 272 .
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"

.

.

ifol/agb4' i MR. DOliERTY: This iJ a conton:d '. which has gotten

2

~.) to several parts and it's going to be a p articula.;; irri:ation, .

s
*

3 |i I think, but I hope you'll bear with me. j
i

m
.' 4

Part A of the contention - ie is, again, ir. three
- u

parts which should be numbered A, B and L. fiow, Part J..Segine 4

"

e

U[onpage18oftheoriginalsubmiscion. I'll read a lit:tle bit ;
7 of the first part of it. That'a on the last page of t!.e !

l
6 original submission:

"

9 " Applicant's alternative to a singlo

1

10 | failuro group residual heat removal _jsten in an i
i

11 unnecessary rick to Intervonor's haalth and economic |

12 interests because it involves ths uso of the
13 critical reactor depressurization systam and an

i
14 ' air comprascor system or bottled gas pressure

I15 system which in unnacessarily comp 1sx. ' r

|
-

16 In its response Applicant, on paga 22 ofi it:r respondn .

17 initial response to ':aece contentions, scated:

3.550 18 "To the e: cent Intervenor contands : hat
"

19 the rasidual haat ramoval system does not r.otah
I
'?C the Commiscion's single failura criterien,,

,

2 ! Applicant agrees that this contention meets S e
i
l i

2?. minimum req;irsments representing n litigabl.2
!!

2: q issue."
i-

24 ' FIR. :n.. rim: Mr. Chairx.an, is it tin 21y :Icc u 2o

25 explain our position on that? I,

1215 273
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"

.

1
?

wel/agb5 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Your position, you say, ha3 been !

I

2
modified?

3
MR. NEW11N: Yes, I think you have to read the

"O v1= edin 9 to cee vaere cae naatic ne coue> ou: c= :ai=

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes, I think that might be 2s11
'

6
taken, cince I understand there are several subperts t: this. |

MR.j' NEW.GN: In the original version of Cont:cition

8 '

38, in response to that ccentention, it was on view thi i the
i

9 redundancy provided in the system satisfiad the Ccmist ion's
10 single failure criterion.

II Our view of it at the.t time was that thn Iat e.rvenor,

12 Mr. Dcherty, was saying Well I say you don't moet uhat.

13 And on the simple basis that we said he disagreen with us on

14 that issue, we decided that there was a litigsble cent ntion.
|

i

I" i The Staff points c.ut in its anuver why i;:c Aoplica:.t's 2.yste c -
1.

16 dcas neat the single failura criterion. Had the se.ory stopped

37 there, I think yc? d probably h".ve a basis to rule bu- ite

- 1,8 didn't.

- 19 In filing the miendnont of August 7,19'7,

2h ;. continuing to tad about the ae':essary characteris :les n?
. I

21 the RRR system, M::. Doherty stated that:
'

22 "Tne Applicant should be required te ms r.
!

23 ' the requirra.2nts stated in NUREG 32 52, page .%21 -

'
Z1

|
Am I .'.cai.g rou, en I r2nding too f.st?

,

:
,

D MR. LI1TIBERGER: Ycu talked shout an IctenS ent Of
I,

.

ij 1215 274
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I

Ii . .

wel/agb6 August 7th? I'm looking.at an amendment of August 20th now.

21
! MR. NEWMAN: I think there's also -- ;

,

d'

i'3
CHAIRMAN WOLFE: And I'm looking at one of

| 'O A
s July 41st. 9

.

,

. -5 . in Un , I'l'

g ),

"O
MR. NEWMAN: 7. have an August 20 that's 1ctar on.

*

7
This has had a very long history. |

The reference, Mr. Tinenberger, in my tabul.. tion
i

is to a filing by Mr. Doherty on 8/7/79. |
'9

|
10

MR. DOHER1"f Would you repeat that, please' ,',

'
,h -gf77797

12 MR. NEWMAN: August 7, '79. Do I have that date
5
.

D3 wrong?.

I
N MR. COHERTY: Possibly you do. I have July 21st,

'.I
August 20th and the first filing. ,'15

8
-

16
,

MR. NEWMAN: Apparently there is an arror ii my ?

17 notebeck, it is July 31st, I apologize to the Board.

38 In the July 31st amendment, the Intervenor :tated |

19 the. criteria that would satisfy him with respect to tha
-

I20 operation of the RER system stating i

.

21) "The Applicant should be required to- .

! ;

22| mest the requirements in NUREO 0153, page 5-21."
, .

23 }1 Aad if you will see in our reuponsa to Augu it 15,
'X 1 we point out tha: that is indeed what thu Appliennt is

,

25 committed to and that the matter is accordingly moot. *in
,

1215 27,3
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.

I
wel/agb7 other words, having explained further the natura e-2 the-

2
g~) deficiency he perceived in tha RER systsx, he mocted tle

3

4 JIp),

- (The Board ccaforring.)
,

- 5
MR. NEWMAN: On that basis, Mr. Chairman, we do

6
not agree that any litigable contention remains in tha caso

.

.7
on this issue.

3
MR. DCHEIWY: Wall what the gentleman f.3 sa:fing is

c -

'

since I indicated more what I had in mi d and he had evidencs
10

to destroy that, that that sort of condte.ted a kind of nini-

11
hearing on the merits there.

12
Well I.didn't present all I ha.d in miri., I don't

13
think at that particular moment that the limitaticas c-

14
filir.g contentions involved that I sudder.ly would have to

~:: +

proceed that if I said one thing more perhaps carclass:y that,

16 j I could then open the door to this response,
,

17 :! (The Board conf trring.) i
i

18 I
CHAIRMAN WOLFE: What are you saying now, i

19 I-

Mr. Doherty, that your amendment of July 31st is a new |
90~

contention?
,

-
,n'

MR. DO3ERTY: Na, sir. '

22
C2AIPm:I NOIJE: You're sayiny thzt it ..lare " ,'

i,
,n >

~ j cro ds, adds to z.ad/or clarifie:3 your May 25th trl .11st u? !e

l' n
MR. DodSRTY: Well a:J interproted by r.he Ao Ricant. |

'

u |- CHAIM'AN WOLFE Well what's your - What v . your *
'

I

J \2\s 276
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M
U n U II t |L

j
wal/agb8 intent? UU, t,

2
Im. DOHERTY: I certainly did not intend to argued

3
the centention that I had already won stipulation on f:om

'A 49.

them. However,.I was probably arguing against the Staff'sy ]
5#-

position in that.

6
In other words, you file an amendment -- ma be I '

,

i ?.

7i could digress just a minute., Intervanors file an amendment !
l

0
essentially when the Staff says no. Whan the Applicaa says

O '

no, there's a tendency not to go after that because Ap,11 cant
to

is a no-saying quite largely and it appsars that 20 o 'As

M generally are pretty good in your favor that the Staff says
12 yes.

13
Now in this particular situation, we had t/.e

I4 rather unusual ona where Applicant scid yes and Staff laid
15 ' no. So I went ahead and submitted, hoping to win tha :itaff

.
.

I6 f argument on my position. However, Applicant I think i:, saying
i

17 that by doing that Mr. Doherty had to say everythi1g h wanted

18
-

about the contention at that time, cr.that'they had a cight
-

. 10 , to change their position.
N,!

20[ I think that that's not so. That mysal! ha 5 the

al j j right to argue more becausa there was need for that in vieu
11

22 of the fact Staff hadn't accepted it from my vicv;31nt There

23 h was need for thau. And having done so, that I did net place
.t!,
I.

24 ] myself in jeopardy of having tha stipulatier. witLcavn :

25 simply that Applicant should have responded. We rejec.Ad this ,

1215 277 }-
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I
J

wel/agb9 bit of information simply to protect itself, I'm certain.
2

! . However, as he has originally presented the,

3
contention, it is still litigable. That's what I meant by

' q 4
E.y a mini-hearing, a paper mini-hearing was going on and that

- 5
that shouldn't be allowed. That the fact that I presanted

6
insufficient merits in a different setting should not :s

'

7
allowed to toss the contention out.

8
The contention as presented was considered er

9
deemed liti' gable by the Applicant for a hearing in whi.:h I

10
would go, hopefully, to extensivo preparation, whereas pre--

11
paring an amanded contention within the ti!5e limits and so

'
forth and the forces that opera.:o there would be quite a

I3
diffacent situation. That's'the way I feel, that I'm being

14
deprived of my rights here.

15
MR. NEhWAN: Mr. Chairman, first of all, I'd like

.

to dissolve the question there of being a mini-hearing going
7 cn. Wa're not retching the maritz.

18
What happened sas that in the initial conte:. tion

19
as filed on May 25, there was a general, a very genera'.ized

9"0
,

assertion about the RHR system lot meeting the single failure
21

criteria. That mattar was delineated further in the f'. ling

22 of July 31, specifically with espect te gancral,desi n

23 critorien number .M.
24

And whan you hava an opportunity to icor. at uat,
25 you'll notice that it deals exp".icitly with tha question of f

.

e

$2\s 2%
-

-
..

,
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1

rel/agbl0 RHR systems and even more specifically with the questicn of

2
redundancy in that system and the single failuro critorion.4

,

v,

3
What we pointed out was that once the naturt- of.

,
.

i q 4
, . the difficulty had been pinpointed, we could determine from

,

5
our evn filing that the concern had been addressed and answered

in documents filed by the Applicant and approved by the !!RC'

*

7
Staff.

'

8
'

MS. WOODHEAD: Mr. Chairman, could I make a colmsent

on that?

10
If you'll notico in the Staff's responses we

'

11
; clearly considered tha amendment to CentenT. ion 38 to Le a

j 12
totally new contention because the first original contention

33
38 dealt with the allegation that the RER Mystem was inadequate,

"'

because it did not cast the Commission's single failuro cri-"

15 terion.
.

16
The amendment to 38 ntated that the RHR sysicm

37 van inadequate because i't could not reach cold shutde.c. withia
f8 24 hours. The second amendment to 38 continues the allegation
I8-

addressing the 24 hour cold shutdown requirenent. We alsa-ly
20

see it as two different contentions. Amendment to 38 -- &
.

21
first amendment to 38 ve consider to be a substitution for the

23 original contention.
f

23 MR. DO.43RW: .I would like to rebut Staff's position
M

on thct. If you leek at the first page of John Doh. art- 's
D July 31st suWssion of amended contentions - I'n sorry for

,

)}\E 2H.
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'"

,

1 !wel/agbil the paper chase -- it says quits clearly: " Add the
|

2
ibelow to Contaction 38 as 383."iu ,

.

3
MR. NEFMAN: Mr. Chairman, perhaps I didn't i

iG, 4 '

understand. !
.

. . .

5 '.

Ms. Weodhead's con =ent was that - Your position !
t

6 Iwas that the second amendment repisced the first as ycu ;
-

7 ,i
read it?

8 i
IG. WCODHEAD: The first and ascend anendments are j

0 '

different contentions than '&e original contention.
10

MR. NWMAN: Eenco substituters for the original

I' contention?
I2

MS'. WCODHEAD: Correct.

13 g,h. DOHERTY: I believe in that c:cchange nst ,

14 i
we are going to igncre add the below to Number 33 as 33L !

,

M INow I feel the need, and CHairms.n Wol:.'a, yct1 can !- ,

'6 I i-
*

correct me if it's erroneous, to say than when a prn etsali
.,

17 is made that there be a 38D,that thatfs inplying that t saa cre
18

divisible. ~

"'

And therefore, not only is it an addition b:n. in a

20
sense it probably is a new contentien and maybe should ha !

.

11
; Contention 45 or 51 cr whatever. But it tends to grer out of ,

~

l

22| 38 and that's th s::le reason this was done and nat's 'nu
j.

"F 33C cn=rged.
| -

n. ,

''
CHAIni:AN WOL7E: Uell we're not obvicu317 sJ.ung

D to decide the admissibility of ::ontentions during this special ,

'
!

1215 280'
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i

.

wel/agbl2 , prehearing conference. We're holding arguments. We're hearing,

2
for example, as we are nor.r, are certain amended contentions

d'

actually improperly submitted now contentions? We'rs not going.

#'

C to decide that, we'll hear argument on them, we've hsard

-

argument on that.

6
Now do you want to discuss anything further wi d

;
'

7 regard to any other objections by Staff e.nd/or Applica:.t to

8 your Contention 28 as amended and as perhaps reamended?

9 MR. bCiGRTY: All right. I'll proceed furt .er

30 in what probably is 38A and deal with Staff's objecti,ns.,

062 11- I argued that to the extent +he residual heat

I2
removal system is not single failure proof, this contention

14 is valid. -

.

14 Now, I think the more disturbing part of thf.s --
IS' and maybe we can just kind of listen to this and not hry

.

16 to icok at words -- the Staff asserted that in their .iriginul
17 reply to the original contention there was a challenge to
I8 general design criterion number 34. And in that regard -

3| I''d like to look at it.-

I i -

:26
! (Pause.) |'

. . ,
,

21{| In thut regard, by the use of the automatic |
|

22| | depressurization cystem, the air compressor becomes pa.1 of
!

23' - the residual heat removal system and, hence, must be c .rgle- .

il
24 ' failura proof. .

.I
25. ' The second part of the genera.1. design crite.: ion

t '

\h
'

'

-
_ . _ .
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I number 34, second paragraph of it, is not permissitre 1:1

2 allowing another part to be used to meet it. It uses dts
(d4

word "shall" which to me indicates that as much redund.uw! as-

'

@ 4 possible be present in the RER because of its significance.
'5 That's all I have to say about what I think we can,

'

S probably easily ~ although the::e may be objections - call
^

7 38A, because I think it will be most clear to refer to it that

P00R ORGINAL
e ~~-

"9 All right. Now, moving on to 38B, which my

fb submission is on . . . allright, number B does not follow

fl clearly. Number B is the last page of the August 20th

12 submission. That's going to be a littla tricky, and I see

13 you seizing ythe microphone, so . . .
,

t4 MR. LINENBERGER: Welle isn't B first e:tpou:tdad in

13 the 31 July submission? You just got through discussi: g A.
-

16 MR. DOHERTY: Tas, that's right.

'17 No, it's not.
,

18 MR. LINENBERGER: Where is it first upounded?

19 Before the 31 July submission?.

20 MR. DCHERTY: No, sir, it's tet.
.

21 MR. LINENBERGER: Than you'ra saying in is !irst

22 surfaced in your 31 July submis: ion?
i

23 MR. DCHE rf: No. B, that's what we're se Clig:
,

I
!

;; is that right? !

t
f

25 MR. LINENBERGER: Yea, sir.

Qh! \26 '

_. _ -
- . _ _
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3 MR. DOHERTY: B is, according to my notes now,

2 on the August 20 e2bmittal.

J'

3 N w , chrcnologically that doesn't make sense.,

4 ML - LI'ENBERGER: Well, I'm sorry, sir, but we have]
, 3 a submittal from you dated 31'Ji21y 1979 uhich you just quoted-

6 from that said, add the below to Contantion 38 as 33B.

7,7 To me, that's chronologically the first time 38B-

.

surfaced.g ,.

MR. DOHE3TY: Yos, it's chronologically the firstg

time.
To

We will keep it that way, then, as you wish. I think

that's fine.g

However, I'm going to ask you to refer on to the
12

last page of the August 20th submittal, because there'n a

point there I think that needs coverags.

I apologi=a for this. Thd.s is the vorat; ono se

have, I think, and I think it's pretty much downhill f::om now-

on.
E7

, All right..

In that one, the Staff replied that general designg,

criterion number 19 was mot, and I agree with that, by tho

system. That has to do with operators in the reactor huilding-

and thsir protection, I believe. And I stipulato that

Applicant will be meeting that one.s

sR, LniEN32RGER: Say that again, please. foa

stipulate what?
25

\2\S 20
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1 MR. DOHERTY: Perhaps - I ac longer wish t3 say
2 that Applicant will be in non cenpliance with generni de sign,

i
,

3' criterion number 19. I don't maintain that t.*tymora. Perhapsi

4 I could just ignore saying that.

!
~5 .W. LINENBERGER: No, no. It's tha parinou_It.

'6 purpcse of this proceeding to frane these cententions rs best I

^

7 we can ut this time in order to determine the admissibility.
% If you back a'.eay from something, we need to know i%

9 Okay; Proceed.
~

I0 MR. DCHERTI: All right.

11

12

13 $ l

3
14

I
i

'15 j
,

!16

17
,

18

19-

20

|-

21

i
22

i
~ U ,

'
;

i

&

s

*

25 i

f
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wel/3
wel/agbl I ~

Staff, in its August 14 reply on basics of that

2 rather lengthy reply states that -
e

!o ,

"The general design critorien 34 does*

1

1 4 not specify any pericd of time required for cold

''
. 5 shutdown capability."- - I

-

4.141 6, However, I would. argue that the GESSAR --
| !

7' G-E-S-S-A-R 238 states adcquate compliance in 24 hours. And
~

,

| !
8[ I have complained that 36 hours is too long. !

i

9 I'd like to deal with one point Applicant has
,
,

10 submitted, and that is in their response - Can you supply |

11 . the dats, Mr. Newman? You had rasponded to the second sub- !
I ii

I12 i mittal and I don't have the date of your submission. It's i

| !
13 i called " Applicant's response to JFD's Amended Contenticns

I
'

14 28, 34 and 38," and do you know the date of that, pisasa? l

I| '

.
'.

15 g\
-

MR. NEWMAN: September 28.
4

16'h. MR. DOHEP3"le September 213. The date may be
.I

.q ,

17 h incorrect that he's given. |
'I, a

18 MR. NEWMAN: LEt's stop thera for a moment.

6i

15 f What contention are you on now? Which of your contentions as ;.

i
120 j of what date are Je discussing?
,

b I.

21 | MR. OOHERTY: All :-ight. Uc are discussir.g |
'-

i..\ '

l38B, submitted July 31st, 1979. And I regret the confraicn.22| .

I
!1'

-

23 q , MR. IGiMAN: All right. -

:I.,

24:|; In r?.sponse we filed on Auguat 15, 1979.
11

25 { :,
'

MR. DOHERTY: All right.
!

g'
. 8

$

,
I-

)}hb ,
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''

Iwel/agb2 MR. LINENBERGER: Parenthetically hare, Mr. Newman ,

the Board would like to observe that it would be extremely
3 '

helpful for Applicant's to, in addition to the date that appearp

4
on the surface, just put it on the first page if you can in the

- 5 future. This is great in assistance compared to having to
!

6 find the service list.
-

7 MR. NEWMAN: I couldn't agree more. We've

3 discussed that among curselves and will take care of that.

9 MR.' LINENBERGER: Thank you.

10 MR. DOHERTY: All right. I'te got a rsal alcw

11 period here. I'm terribly sorry, this is very complicar::ed,

12 it'll get out soon. '

.

13 (Pause.)
*
.
t

14 CHAI.1 MAN WOLII: t'.'e'll have a 10 minuts recess. {

15 | (Recess.) ;
*

I,

endwel3 15
i

17 !- I

18

.

19
*

!

20

.|
,'-

21

22

!
'

23 i
i

21

25
/
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2B WRB/wbl 1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right, Mr. Doherty. j
~

M icom 2 MR. DOHERTY: In the course of things a mcmant |

ls Landon !

q4.190 ago I'm afraid I ent everyone on a wild goose chase. I'm3

4 not going to ecver that page, because we covered it earlier-

'S apparently.
.

6 I would like to move on to the applicant's response

-

7 on the 24-hour - 2 can't call it a requirement, but the 24-

8 . hour contention that the residual heat removal system be

9 capable of bringing the reactor to a cold shutdown and that
i

10 the applicant be ccamitted'to that as well. And that

11
essentially frames my reply to applicant, wherein applicant

12 states,
_

Section 5.5.7 2 of the PSM clearly
.,

13

states the residual heat removal system will have'

14

enough heat removal" - capacity, I guess "to
15

- cool down the reactor to 125'F. within.approxi-
16

mately 20 hours after shutdown."
37

^^0 "U "'f8

'Thus, even if interven'or's addition
;9,

to the Gcneral Design Criteria was correct, ap-
20

1
~

plicant would ccmply. Hence, no litigable iscue." |21

Well I take exception to the conclusioniin that
22

'

-paragraph simply because it's not a commit: ment as such. |7-o |

Applicant saya they can do it in twenty hours, ,re can bring, ,

g

this down to 125'F., but it doesn't say they will or that they

1

\2\S 281
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WRB/wb2 1 ocommit to that, it just saya 'We can._" So it 6.trns on that. |

2 I don't think that really answers this.

V
3 MR. NEWMAN: Is it your contention, Mr. Dcherty

.

.

I pJ a that the NRC regulations, specifically.10 CFR Appendix B

- 5 .should be amended to require -- that is, No. 34 s_hould be

6 amended to require cold shutdown of the reactor within twenty-
~

7| four hours? Is that the nature of your contention?

i

! MR. DOHERTY: Not of this part, I believe.8
I .

MR. NEWAN: Because if that's :. tot the nature9
f .

i10 of your contenticn then I don't know what it is you assert

i-
we have not complied with.g;

' MR. DOHERT*f: You indicated -- and I'm sorry if
12

this isn't clear to you -- inyour reply, the last reply you
13

made to this contention, you have indicated certain parameters!
14

y u cL. reach - excuse me; that the system can reach, and
15

giving times and temperatures. However you don't say "We
16

will." It says you have enough heat removal, and, paren- |37

thetically, a moment ago I added the word " capacity." It
18

do.sn't say you're gcing to do it, it doesn't say that that'sgg.

.c mmitment. So that that does not eliminate this as a
20

'

litigable issue, c ccmmitment would. j21

MR. NEWMAM: Well can you tell us precisely what
22

'

pros;ision of MRC regulations-- Let's assume we're wcongg

'" "Y24 .

~

MR. DOHERTY: Yes.
2s.

1
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"

WRB/wb2 1 ocommit to that, it just says "We can." So it turns on that.

2 I don't think that really answers this,

b
3 MR. ?EWMAN: Is it your contention,PT. Daherty

Q 4 that the NRC regulations, specifically 10 CFR Appendix 2

-

5 .should be amended to require -- that is, No. 34 should he

G amended to require cold shutdown of the reactor within twenty-

.

7 four hours? Is that the nature of your contention?

8 MR. DOHERTY: Not of this part, I believe..

9 MR NEWMAN: Because if that's not the nature
,

go of your contention then I don't know what it is you assert

j; we have not complied with.

12 MR. DOHERTY: You indicated - and I'm scrimf if

13 this isn't clear to you -- in your reply, the last reply you

ja made to this contention, you have indicated certain pz.rnmeters

15 you can reach - excuse me; that the system can reach, and

gtving times and temperatures. However you don't say '7e16

vill." It says you have enough heat removal, and, paren-g

taccically, a meaent ago I added the word " capacity." It18

doesn't say you're going to do it, it doesn't say that that's.

39

ccmmitment. So that that does not eliminate this as a20
.

9 * 8 "" ' " " "" *
21

*

MR. NEWMAN: Well can you tell us precisoir what

provision of NRC regulationr~ Let's assume we're Vfon7

,,I abcut thatt okay?
m

DOHERTy: y,3,
25

/

1215 289
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I
WRB/wb3 2. NEWMAN: --and that it can't bo brought to

<

2g cold shutdown within twenty-four hours. Could you tell me if

3 that provision of Appendix E would be violated in thosa cir-

O 4 cumstammo
~

.

5 MR. DOHERTY: What provision of Appendix B?

I6* MR NEWMAN: I'm sorry; Appendix A. t
.

7 MR. DOHERTY: My basis is that the GESSAR :;itad

8 adequate compliance.as twenty-four hours. It is the time.

9 That's the probism I have, that it not be fast enough.

10 GESSAR 232 stated compliance in twenty-four hours is aiequate.

11 MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Doherty, you may be under a

12 misimpression. Is it your impression that GESSAR 208 is a,

13 regulation of the Atomic Energy Commission?

14 MR. LOHERTY: Oh, no, it's a publication--

15 MR. MEWMEi: Then I'm going to ask you again what. .

16 regulation of the NRC is violated in tha event the pla-t !
I

17 can't be brought to cold shutdown within twenty-four hca s.

18 MR. LOHERTY: None.
.

|
-

tS ' MR. NEWMAN: None. Thank you. '

20 MR. ECHERTY: However the atatement in G E.i S A R 2 3 8,

21 I argue is a basis, because the GESSAR was reviewed by tne NEC

r and it stands as a study of this reactor system, and

23 | presumanly the ccaciusions wculd have strong validity.
;

24 Now wa may cav3 covered that inview cf his ques-

25 tioning. I'll he.ve to check on it to be certain. <

jQ\ b
.

-
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'"

WRB/wb4 1 Ms. Woodhead advised me we have two nere cen-

2 tantions to do after this.

U 3 CHAIPl4AN WOLFE And we will proceed to di-spose

4p of those before wo recess for lunch.
J

. 5 MR. DOHERTY: Certainly.

6 Okay.. The Staff stated that the requirement of

7 twenty-four hours was u1related to General Desica Crite. ia-

8 No. 34. And I just simply provided a momant ago my rerponse
.

9 to that, that the staff in reviewing GESSAR 238 has le Ec

10 language which indicates that the intervenor has a lit.igable
4.280 it issue.

12 Now even though a General Design Criteria F.uly

13 not say something doesn't neceesarily mean that since all

14 that criteria has been met that tha system is all -- t. hat all

15 itsfeaturesnecessarilycanbereliedonforthecafsby--feh
!

~

I
16 assurance of safety of tha public, or words to that ef ?act, i

I

37 and that hence it obviates all possible litigation for an |
|

18 intervenor. !

gg Now 3s come to the last part of this conteation,

20 which is 38(c) and is contained on the last page.
.

'

23 MR. LINENBERGER: Can you tell us the last. Jage

22 of what, Mr. Doharty? I have .78 (c) on the first page 32

23 y ur July 31st--
,

!
tMR. COHERTY: I'm Lorry; the August 2C th i .'r.mittal!y

25 the last page of that, at the top. I'm terribly sorrj.
|
i,
.

'

.
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WRB/wb5 I MR. LINENBERGER: Does that replace, then, 38 (c)

2 as stated on the first page of your July 31st submittal?i

3 MR. DOHERTY: July 31st? Is that what you said?,

C) j
4 MR. LINENBERGER: Yes,siir.-v

.

5 MR. DOHERTY: No. 38(c) is largely reproduced, it's

6 entirely reproduced on the last page of the August 20ta sub-,

7 mittal, plus some additional ma*erial... So that's the place
'

8 to consult to c:. ave the whole of it in front of you. It's

9 the lust page on the August 20th submittal.

10 MR. LINENBERGER: All right, sir.

11 To further help me with my confusion, going to

12 the last page of your August 20ch submittal, would you indi-
; 13 cate where the statement of 38.c) begins and ends?

.

14 MR. DOHERTY: All right'.' It's in the dens 3 type.

15 Actually, the- All right. On the preceding page.... You

16 can see there is scme confusion with the nunbaring. Eut I thi2

17 this is the only way this material gets in, this last part, i

18 where I have brought in the Office of Nuclear Regulate:.~f
~

19 Regulation has concluded in NURSG 0578, TMI-2 Lessons Learned

20 Task Force statua report, that they should require wit.' tin
.

21 twe.nty-four hours bringing the plant to cold shutdown.

22 MR. LINENBERGER: Sir, please answer my qtection.

23 You've indicated we should disregard 38(c) on page 1 c? your

24 July 1979 submittal, your July 31st, 1979 submittal, and that

25 we should pick it up on the last page of your 20 August 1979 i

.

.-- -
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L

WRB/wbb 1 submittal. Again I raust ask you, sir, where does 38 (c)
i start and conclude on that last page of the 20 August '79

. 3 submittal?
|

4 }MR. DOHERTY: All right. I have mads c. serious :

5 error..

t

6 We changed horses in mid-stream. Perhaps you'll
.
~

7 recall I talked, and I said I believed we should go from (a) |
'8 to (c). And then you, Mr. Linenberger.. suggested ue elli it

9 (b). And I agree <'.. So it would be (a), (b) and (c). And

10 now we're coming to the othe.: end of that.

11 When yo 1 char.ge the label you have to char.ge both

12 labels. And my error wan-- At tnis point this is (b) that

13 we are trying to get to, and we did change this, cnd this is
14 now (b) by y7ur alteration, as I understand it.

15 MR. LINENBERGER: I'm happy to stick with icur i

.

16 designation, sir. I just want to know where it appears. i

i

17 IIR. DOHERTY: All right. (b) shculd be or. the |

Ig last page of the August 20th sthmittal.

19 MR. LINENBERGER: All right cir. I see it thora,|
-

20 and it's labeled as such.
i

.
'

'

21 Now a moment ago you said we were gcing tc. (c)' '

22 and that we would find (c) on the last page of the Aurut i

.

23 , 20 G submittal.
!

24 11ow, sir, may I ask you to ansaer my c ues'. ion
,

l
25 again: Where does (c) start ar.d where does it end on the last i

r

.

\2\S 2%
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'

WRB/wb7 1 page of the August 20th submittal?

2 MR. DOHERTY: It starts on the next to the last.

O
3 page, at the bottom, the whole thing. I'm sorry. There's

4 about two lines at the foot of that page previous.

5 MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Doherty, I'm afraid you're.

o adding to my confusion rather thari helping it.
-

7 The bottom of the na..'. to the last page of your.
e

8 . August.20th submittal, labeled Contention 38 says, "Tc avoid

g confusion I have printed the entire text below of part (b)."

10 MR. DOHERTY: Yes.

3g MR. LINENBERGER: You told us a rammet ago you

12 were going on to discuss Part (c) and that we would find it

13 on the last page.of your 20 August submittal.

34 Now you hava clearly labeled that as a reprint

of Part (b).15
,

.

16 Now tall us what version of Part (c) you row pro-

.7 pose to discuss, please, sir, and whern does it appen:.
,

MR. DOEERTY: Okay. The problem is I'm nct quite
'

g,3

19 - ready to proceed to (c) . We are still on (b). Howeve.: don'c'-
.

20 e any pages around, or we'll have problems again.m

.

,1
.

All I'm trying to get in la additional bai in
. - .,

that tha TMI Lessons Learned Task Forca at the "monent feelsg

that a twenty-four hour period for bringing a reactor to coldg

shutdown is appropriate. That's rcally all that is a:*.1 eng

a Fage.
25

f
,

)|\ !

l

. _ . _ -
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WRB/wb3 1 MR. LINEMBERGER: Those are additional bases that
2 you want un to consider in support of what contention?

V
3 MR. DOHERTY: Of 38(b).

- 4 MR. LIMENBERGER: All right, sir.
J

5 Are we now ready te proceed to 38(c)?,

6 You set your pace here. Eut I,just had difficulty undarstand-
'

7 ing.-

8 MR. DOHERTY: I have presented a very confused

g situation here. I'sn submitted two re-anendments, and it is

10 not -- you know, I apologize. I think us have reached the
jj end. I think we nave all agreed we're going to take 38 (c),

12 and we have a pretty good idea what that is. So I really

13 appreciate your attention to me. It isn't-- I'm not a well
3

14 organized person.

15 All right. No. 38 (c) is on page 1 of the July
-

16 31st subnittal. And I will . . .

37 (Pause)

18 CHAI M WOIEE: Proceed, Mr. Doherty.

jg MR. MEERTY: It says, 38 (c) :,

20 "The use of a path through the auto-
'

21 matic depressurization system valve to the sup-

22 prossion paol by the residual heat removal system

23 pr vides an unnecessary and ha=ardous system

24 interaction possibility. "

25 In 8uPPort of this I'd like to siihmit a pcrtion of
'

e

'

.
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WRB/wb9 1 an Advisory Committee for Reactor Safety letter to Dixy Lae

2 Ray, then, I presume, the Committao Chair, with regard to

V
3 the Perry nuclear plant, which is a BWR-6 Mark III, submitted

p 4 December 12, 1974, where she states,'

v

5 "The Cormittee believos that an adequate-

6 system analysis of the generic problem of the residu-

7 al heat removal system as stated here has not been

8 made which takes into account the complete system

9 and all modes of behavior. The Committee recommends

10 additional study."

;i In addition, I would submit a letter from Dade
,

12 Moeller, who was Chair of the ACRS in December of 1976.

13 There is,

*
14 ...the possibility of damage to a

13 heat exchanger of the residual heat removal system
.

16 by overprassurization or by hydrodynanic forces

17 that could conceivably result from valve mal-

is function. This is associated with the steam con-

19 densing mode of oper'. tion of the RHR or when the.

20 reactor core isolation cooling system is in use." I
t

.

21 That letter was to Honorabls Marcus Rowden,

22 Chair of the NRC, December 1976.

23 MR. N2B!AN: Mr. Chairman, are we now to r.nder-

.g,; stand that an ACRS letter of December '76 forms the basis for

this contantion?25
I

,

1N
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300RORGNAL :
WRB/wbl0 1 MR. LINENBERGER: I gucca ' % Eoard has, in

2 essence, that same question, Mr. D0her".y. And also the con-1 :
v

3 tents of that ler.ter referred to a different kind of situation
4 that I read out of your 38(c), whi n , in turn, uses as a

'

5 ba' sis NUREG 0510.

S Are you withdrawinc the EUPEG 0510 baais?
t

7 MR. DOHEETY: Yes, sir, I am. On studying that
;

I
6 tyi-i of progran : hat seemed to involve cystems in a diiferent '

Is sense, or a kind of being aware of what the left hand knows <

10 what the right in doing, if that wec the concern of tha NPR

11 i in studying and uriting that, and that was a misinterpretaica ;

12 of that NUREG. So I withdraw that. And I'm submittirg these

12 two letters, the second of which is in regard to a G.E.

10 nuclear, standard nuclear system, GESSAR 238. So that I feel
! -

it meets the nerza racuirements, sir, la a basis,jg !

h ia i
15 ij MR. U E Wi: Mr. Chairman, I thin't ons thin.: is

Il
n/ clear, though. She contention is *.ntimely, it is :x: 2d on :

| |ta i a cost-1975 event. It could have been raised in connection *

I

l*

19 with the Board's original noticas in this proceeding,
i

I '

s *

2C, ; Beycad that, I did not hear in that ACRS 1 R.ter--
)- ,

.
-

.y. CHAI. MAN WOLFE: I'm interected in that ar:,n nant , !

2 Mr. Newman. Wou._d you cisrify Nhat you nean now that .:.is '

I *

p - cort of mattar c:uld, and should hevo teen brought T- :ior-- . ,

:I

g] to r.he-Eca.ed's P:i.rtial Initial Dacision or the ha.Aring

25 Is this what you're saying? --or should he n been'

,

I'
e
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P00RORGNAL
"

wrb/agb1 brought up before at least Ocr.cber 11, 1978, pursuant to our

orders of May 31 and September ll? Is that your pcsition?

3
FR. NEWMAN: That's exactly right, the last

O gortion or your eeaeemene.
4

5.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Why-do you say that?

6
MR. NEWMAN: Becauce the letter that fir. Echerty

.

7 read from, he indicated scme 1976 date which was obviously
9 post-December '75.

9 CH5IIGIAN WOL7E: Yt:s.

10
MR. NEUMAN: And would have been new evidence

11 under the Board's initial noti::es of May and Septenber.

12 CHAIRMAN WOLPE: All right.

13 And the Appeal Board decision in ALAB 535 or,

14 any subsequent review by the A, peal Board does not change
15 your thinking on that point whatscover?

.

16 MR. NEWMAN: No, sf.r, I think that portien of

17 your order stanc:1, particularly with respect to those pacple ,

18 who are already in the case, anong them Mr. Dohert'I.
19 MR. DOHERTY: May :" reply?

*

20 MR. NEWMAN: But over and above that, F.r. Chairman
.

'21 -- I don't want to leave the oajection at that, becauas I

22 believe the situation is much mre difficult for Mr. > cherty.
23 MR. COHERT'Z: May reply co that before . . -

24 goes on? It's tsrd c r.membo thess things. I

25 CHAIRMAll WOLFE: A.'.1 right.
,

\1\g ,

'
.
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1

wrb/agb2 MR. DOERTY: First of all, what he refers to --
,

v we have to think back a bit about the climata and atmosphere
3

of a year ago. I submitted somewhere during these hearings
b' 4'~

a phrase which probably escapediattention but I think is
*

5
valid. That is that if an Intervenor at this hearing has a

6
., contantion which has any basis citing information that pre- I

1
7

ceded the partial initial decision, then that meets a scintillt

8 of evidence requirement that it be admissible now, because !

9 the climate of that special prehearing conference of a year
10 ago was communicated to .he Intervenors that if there was any

F

11 way i:.< which we could have possibly knmn of a problem which !
|12

occurred before that date in 1975, we couldn't* raise it at
|

''; 13 that special prehearing conference.

C5 I4 MR. NEWAN: Mr. Chairman, I think the cor: cept is
15 upsid2down. We're not talking about a document that s:xisted ],

16 prior to December of 1975 and, hence, this is not a document
- 17 that was precluded by the Board's notices from being used as '

.- ,k a basis for a contention.i

i<
9

19j The 1976 document is a document that could have |

20 been relied upon in response to the Board's orders of May 8,

ZI'. and Sootember of 1978. That's the essence of the timeliness
'

; .
-

226 question.

23- I think that Mr. Doherty has gotten the timelinesr 5

24: matter upsidedow2. I

25 : MR. DOHERTY: I 1:irobably can't cure the upsidedown; I
'

Qf *

\1
.
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I-

t
wrbLagb3 problem, but one of the letters I think you omitted te mention!

2 I

is dated Decembe:: 12, 1974, and that's a scintilla of avidenceV)
3

4 that this could have been raised before.

b CHAIltMAN WOLFE: No, I don't think yoa yet have .

3 !.

; grasped what Mr. Newman is saying. Mr. IIBwman is saying that ,!
.

6 '

whatever was in that letter, at the very latest, should have |,

'
7

been raised before this Board -- |

'
8 '

MR. DOHERTY: That would have been illegal, sir.
{

9i !-

| MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Chairman, I think that rnther |
10 thanbelaborthiatimelinessquestion,Ithinkthedifficulty|
11

with either of the letters that he references is I did. not
12 i

hear in any one of those letters a reference to autc w :ic !

13
depressurization system valves., which is the subject : ratter,

.
>

14
|of Contention 38C. ,
!

13
2Cf1ws ,

- |'.

16
'

300R ORGICL '
,,

18

19e

20
.
'

21

22

23

24

t

25

h .
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I2C wrb/abl MR. LIENDERGER: And the Board adds on top of tha :.

2 that it did not haar those letters reference to unnecessary I

O
3 and hazardous system intaraction possibilities, which gives me ,

i

4] some confusion as to how the letters support 38C.i

5 MR. DOHERTY: I" prefer not to reread them, but-,

6 would rather ask that when you review the record, that you
I* 7 look closely at them to see if there is anything that v.ould

| |

3| ~do that. I think that is fair. ,J
. -

9 MR. LINENBERGER: You're' standing on that
j

10 | position and you have every right to do so. So proceed. ;

'
11 MR. DOHERTY: Thank you, sir. j

i '

12 CHAIRMAN WOIJE Proceed, Mr. Doherty. -

t'' .

g3 MR. DOHERrY: Yes. All right. ;
,

3
'

!4 - We can proceed to Number 39.-

!

;g CHAIRMAlf WOLFE: All right.

'

33[ MR. DOHERTY: Number 39 was submitted and
4

,, il amended, and the amendment attempted to address objecti.ans
': q

g3 raised by the Staff and the Applicant in their original
5

39 responses.
,

20| The amended version, the one we will use, is in
!

-

g my sub=ission of August 20, 1979.
!-

22 [ CIIAIEMAN WOIJE:- --Before you start, is your
.

~3 ] amendmant of August 20 to replace -- to supplant your additient.1.,

;,3}l Contention 39 of July 11, or la it meant to clarify, enolify

r whatever, which is it?25
, ,.

.
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I.wrb/agb2 MR. DOHEP!1"I: The sbatement as amsnded -- the
2g contention as amended is meant to be the entirety of th:.s

3
consideration.

O. !
4 4v
| The Staff raised the objection thats ;

i
*

'5 "More certainty such an event |

6 occurred' -
J

l
7 MR. LINENBERGER: Can you start by just brieflyj

i
~

8I summarizing the contention? '

9 MR. DOHERTY: Yes, I forgot, I'm sorry.
'

i
,

10 "Intervenor contenda Applicant's fuel

11 mechanical design does no.t adequately protect his

12 health and safety interests from the effects of

T 13 ballooning of fuel roder during an abnormal
!14. operating t::ansient."
i

15
, I have included a cupporting statement under -

i

16 10 CFR 2.714 on this at the foot, a supporting statement.

17 Staff's objection vas, I believe you would. call

,
18 it a lack of basia

>
19 "More certainty such an event occured

,

20 occurred at Three ."ile Island is needed.".

,

.

1

21 And i: hey also stated that there was not a

22 sufficient allegation that the emergency coro cooling erstem
23 of Three Mile Island 2 was sufficiently similar to the me

24 for the proposed ACNGS.

25 On T' tree Mile Island 2, there isn't much I can i
.

Ng\S
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I
wrb/agb2 say. Three Mile' Island 2 is still sealed,. of course, no one

j has been able to tell whether there are ballooned rods ln-

3
.Thrae Mile Island.2 or not. However, the possibility was

'

O 4
V raised in a document listed in the contentibn, and it was

.

5 s
, listed in two places in that document.

'

I Since the Staff - the Staff also raised, in,
,

7
realtion to this, that 10 CFR Appendix K - that must he

0.

10 CFR 50 Appendix K - wouldJm challenged by this, I believe

this is the way they put it.

' '

Ny response to that is that if the balloons have - -

.

'
pardon me, if the rods havh ballooned, then they certainly were

12 not in conformance with Appendix K.
,

13 And when new information is presented. and a lessons
Id *

1 earned report producad, it must be clear that if a regulation,

15
I set a guideline that the incident -- the accident broko,. ,

,

'6'.

>then the reactor was not in coup 11ance with the regulation.
-s

.

j.
,

I7 '
So what I'm contanding is 'that by the report ,. . ,

, ,

18- i
on the status of TMI-2, therecis an indication that 10 CFR 50.

.

.

d'

Appendix K was violated in the construction of that p1Ent.
20 '

The Staff also raised the requirement that the 4

., >

21
v

emergency core cooling system be made likeable - parden. me, !
* 22 *

similar as much as possible, to be shown to be similar between

ACNGS and Three Mile Island 2. |23

M
I attempted to correct that by pointing out in

-25 the marmded contention that we're considering that similarities ,
.

g.\ 3:

-
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wrb/agb4 1|| in the fuel rod designs, including thickness of the rede, -

j the outside diameter of the rods and the materials which I won .d
'3 -

think 'would be vary important considerations in consisaring j

this type of expansion that ubcurs.
'

5.

I They asked -- they were not satisfied with that
i

6i
j alone and neither was Applicant. So I would liie to a6d a,

-
t

7
little more which I think essentially answers that.

;

0*

j First of all, there is no literature suppcrting

9| the idea that boron in the coolant of a pressurized water
i

10 '
reactor would cause - would sonshow stimulate ballooning wher2

II its absence would mean it wouldn't occur.
<p' i* Thers is a fundamental difference in the cocling
13] systems for - not so much the systems but the actual coolant,

*
.

} it being certain that whatever is coolant and what is circulating
,

13
-

coolant at the ti;..e would, of ccurse, make tha differer ca, .l'.
,

IS
it's just a mixtura at that p int.

.i
i

17 j I as sart there is to basis to beliava the
,

18 difference in preasure between the ACIGS high pressure core
' 19 spray and the TMI emergency core cooling system would stop the, , ,

i

2b ' ballooning, becauce the force of thermal expansion of natal*
!.

21 i is much greater t. tan that difference. It's an intermolacular

22 ' force. Com.cn observation of this in labs and even su<.m well,
;l

?3 ] linear chjects as bridge spano chows that th:.s is a n.:c,i

24 | powerful force.

25. Whila tenperature differences cbviously ms.' a a f.

.I
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I

P00RORGINJ1 >>

Iwrb/agb5 difference -- and I'm speaking here of the temperature of the

Q ECCS water - the temperatara of the water varies from

3
reactor to reactor and between reactors and between -- wall,

one boiling water reactor may have warmer ECCS water than a'

*
5 pressurized, and it may be the reverse at another time.

6 These, I submit, are ways in which I would attempt.
.

7 to cure the Staff's objection.
.

0-

Now .imelinesc was raised as an issue. And I |
'

I

thinkthewayItriedtotreattimelinessisperhapspeculiar,f9

and I wish to say a few words about it, because I want to f
10

f

3
;

i attempt to not have that be an obstacle.

12 MS. WOODHEAD: Are you speaking of the Staff's

13 timeliness objection, Mr. Eoherty?

!14 MR. DOHERTY: I'm not certain here.whether ycu~ ;

i
15 did or not.

,

16 MS. 'TCODHEAD: In cur response to your original

17 contention, we did.,

18 MR. DOHERTY: You did raise one.
'

19. MS. WOODHEAD: We withdraw it.

20 MR. DOHERTY: You withdraw it. That makea ne
*
.

21 think possibly Applicant might.
.

28 CHAIRMTd WOLFE: I'm sorry?

23 MR. DOHERTY: I say that makes me think possibly

24 ..;pplicant might wish to withdraw their object. Ons tc this on
i

f25 the-basis of timeliness where Staff just did so. If not, I

1215 #
'
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'wrb/agbG will proceed. *

*;
2

MR. NEifMAN: Mr, Chairman, the proble. .s with this ;T
( l

contention are so nanifold that lateness would ha besida f
*

I4f the case. So I would susract we will withdraw that objection I
-

t
5 and go on to the other arguments that Mr. Cohorty my rnke.

*
-

,

6 yy,, :.]OEPTY: Those are my fina!. argumants an
.
'

7 Concention Nu.tber 39.

O Thank you..

9 MR.'NEWHAN: Mr. Chairman, in response to that, {
10 I think the . sine qua non of Mr. Doherty's contentien is that

j,

!

11 :;uel rod ballooning has occurred and is impermissible under
12 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix K. !

13-

Fuel rod ballooning is, in fact, accounted for

i14 in Appendix K and specifically in Section lL of the regula- ;

15 tions. So that taa contention is essentially without :,c-
.

-

16 stance, the phanonenen having been already recognized and

_
17 taken into account in the Co:cminsien regulations.

18 MR. DOHERTY: I haven't stated it is impermissibla..

' 19 MR. NEWMhN: I believe the racerd will inci<: ate
20 that that's exactly what Mr. Doherty said.

.
~

{ Beyond that, Mr. Chairman, I think that the21

22 effort to relate Three Mile Island end Allena Crack juct fails
23 in any substantive way to reeetthe nexus requirement.

24 MR. COHEITTY: Let the record show that rcc E.is
!

25- moment I do notwish anyone to think that I said that anf
,

Ng\S
.
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1
urb /agb7 ' ballooning -- any ballooning -- was ittpermissible. Perhaps

2
i the gentleman hoard that but that wasn't what I said and I

3 y want that on the record. It is not an admission at this time.
.

'O MR. uEwaAn= Then whne 1e your coneeneien,
I

5*

Mr. Doherty? Is it your contention that we don't meet |
6 '

Appendix K?, ;
. +

7
MR. DOIIERTY: My contention is that your fuel

~

j ' rods are sufficiently similar to fuel rods in a reactor right
S

i now that has been judged.by people who have studied it to

10
possibly have ballooning which is in excess of 10 CFR 50

" Appendix K.

12'
MR. NEWMAN: - Are- we talking about a hypothetical

13 possibility of ballooning? The question I hava for you is

I4 whether or not 10 CFR 50 Appendix K does, in fact, account for }
15 swelling or ballooning of fuel rods.

~

l
16 'By tae way, Mr. Doherty, I'm not hitting you

,

I7|. from the blind side. This answer to your contention ha.a
,

IO been on the record since July 26, that's three months ago.
'

5.180 !9 MR. DOHERTY: I. believo I've coversd this point

20
, earlier on this, and the record will reflect that.
,

21 '

CHAIRMAN WOLFE . All right, then. Have ycu

22 finished now with Contention 39? f
!

23 MR. DOHERTY: Yes, I believe we have.
t

Z4 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. Then we go tc what,
'

23 42?
o

g\S
'

!
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?0DROR8NAL 1m
.

wrb/agb8 I liR. DGHERTY: Yes, that soundscorrect.

2 CIIAInMAN WOLFE: And that is the last :ontantion?Q4

3 MR. DOHERTY: That's the last objected-to ane.

4 CHAIRMAN NOLFE: All right.j

5 MR. DOHERTY: Give ate a minute to jurtp ahead here.,
!

6 (Pause.).
,,

j
7 This contention was submitted later and is j

_
'

8 probably just appended to the end of your stack there. !
I-

'
9 MR. MNENBERGER: Could you provide uc the date'

to of your submittal of Contention 42, please, sir? '

11 MR. DOHERTY: Ye's. It was the 20th of August
!

19. was the date it was submitted. And I would like to read a
3

3 1 :

13 ' small segment of it and sort of summarize it for you. !,
'

-

4

14 | "Inyervenor contends his health and
I

15 safety interestc will be injured becausa th? -
.

i

'
16 ; information system, given the posit. ion of pc nr-

i ;

.i i

17 i operat.04 relief valves and safety valvos to the
i

18 reactor operato::s,is ambiguous and in need of i

*
e ;

19 improvement."
!

20 i This is a finding c f the lessons laarr.ed i ask
,

i

2; | force on Three Mile Island Unit 2. And I will go into that.

22 The Stafd has objected to this on the bes:a that

!

23 it's consid.ered 'mde.: 10 CFR 5( .35 (a) of the oporttins .icense

24 i proceeding.

. i

25 of course, this wat submitted very 1hte ar.d there' i
!
'

e

\2\S bD
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P00RORGNLt. 11,,

wrb/agb9 was a lot of flurr1 going on at the very and because of the |
I '

2Q large amount of petitions that were submitted by other Inter-
3 venors right at the very end.

;

'4 Basically what I would like to reply to their
-

,

5 assertion that there is reasonable assurance that this will be'

6
,

taken care of at the operating licence by going into the Gulf

7 States Utilities River Bend decision quoting from 6 NEC page
.

0 778, which is a decision that sort of sets both ends of what

' 9 is reasonable assurance and what might not be. And it states,

10 in answer to the appellats, I guess:

11 " Needless to say, as the st' ate

12I correctly notes, i *a ultimate reasonable

assurance finding" bhich is what they're sayinci,13
,

..

14 that there is rGusonable assurance that this can be wor)ed
!

.

13|
out for the operating licance - "cannot" be made on

15 the atren.jch of, one, a naked promise of any

i

17 unreso3.v;d Safety questions wi11 be dealt with
..

18 at some later time or the statement that more- -

! -

19 1 work on the questions is in progress.

l! "To the contrary, irrespective of |- 20
j

-
.

I
21 whether it is the Staff, the Applicant, the !

'

|
?2 ;

I reactor ven.or or yet ancther instrumentality i

i t

23 - which has unlertaken the search for a solutica, '

24 the Licensity Board vury likely will need to have

23 at its dispedal information of the stripe which, p

3 1215 309
,
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..

Iwrb/agb10 in the proceding section of this opinicn we have

h suggested bo included."

3 What I'm saying hero is that there simply is a
'

' 4
naked assertion on the part of Applicant in response to the

,

5 Three Mile Island Unit 2 task' force study which Applicaat
6*

cites as a reason for dismissing the contention. It simply.

7 states We complied and that's all.

O So that my belief is that it is a litigabla

9 issue now because there is not showing 'of how they will go

10 about doing this. Apparently they will have to improve on a

II reactor that just went on-line in the past year in some way,
|

12 and it doesn't seem at all clear to me that that's something
13 that clearly it can do once and it's easy to solve. Stere

'.
14 is no indication that it is, and it may be a very difficult |

15 problem. And it has been involved in a serious problon, in.

!

16 Pennsylvania which we know about.

17 I want to check one more thing. I don't telieve

18 - no, that's correct, there was no . timeliness issue raised I'
!

19 on that question.

,
20 CIAITd!AN WOLPE: Are there any questions?

21 MR. elEWMAN: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I think tt . Ccherty
|

22 : totally misperceives the purport of NUREG 6378. 0578, t'te

|
23| last sentence, Icarned task force report, sets ett a r'qtire-

24 ment with respect to the information system foi the poni' tion

25 of the relief va2 ve and contemplates several alternati a '
,

.

\2\S 5\0
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300R BR E4l. !
I solutions. !wrb/abil'

,

. i.

2' g. The Applicant, responding to NUREG 0578, contrary

; 3 to what Mr. Doherty has said) lias in fach submitted sovaral fi
1

4 alternatives, whichever turns' cut to be the best ara most *
. ,

.

I- 5 acceptable to the Staff. !

I

6 g[ . In a letter to the Commission we have cot:mitted
-

.

7 to provide either direct position indication or reliabla
,

.

O flow indications. And I haven't heard a thing here to suggest !

9 either one of those solutions is not acceptable in NURFG 0578. ,
i

10 CHAI2HAN WOIEE: Ms. Woodhead, do you haVE anythini;

11 to add, or do you havn anything to coctnent?

I? MS. WOODIIEAD: No, I have no comment.

13 CHAIRMAN WOISE: All right. |

14 The ball is back in your court,!!r. Doherty.

15 MR. DCliERTY: Only to say I think tnat's a naked -

.

ts promica and not sufficient.
,

i i
17 ! CHAI2 MAN WOIEE: All right. *

l !

18| I take it then We have finished with oral !

.e !

19 argument on your contentions. i
' '

'

. 20 MR. DOHERTY: Yes, sir. Thank you very much.
,

i .

21 ! CHAI'129.N WOISE: I would advise that peopia who-
|

22 L orally argue, as coll as Staff and Applicant as well at, anyone
|

.n I oise in this room, when the Doard asks questions uhich may
1

24 f seem to indicats i:he Board is thinking this way or prol>ing a
}

25 [ question for a specific purpose, but we are just asking questioac!

[ .

! 1215 311
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wrb/agbl2 ' tr''ing to find'out the thinking of the varicus partian and/or i,

2 |Q)' individuals. And what we're asking is non to be taken as
-

cny indication of how we are going to : ule ultima;:ely in our!

&' 4
| order:which will be for.?hcoming.

, ;

5
Now, to get some icea of our scheduling fcr this

6*

afternoon, Mr. Scott and Mr. Dogge.tt, hava you made son:3 sort.

7 <'f a mutual *.y agreeable arrangenant as to who goes on first
.

O and who is that?,
9

MR. DCGGETT I.will be proceeding first this

10 afternoon.
II

CIIAIRMAN WOIEE: All right. Then wa will proceed
i

12 with Mr. Scott.
13 Is there anycne else in the audience that has,

a
;

I4 ' any occasion under our various crders to appear to brir.g
!

15 matters up before the Board yet today?.

16 Thera being no indication that that's so --

17 Yes, Mr. Scott? '

IB MR. ECOTT: They're not here now, but I thinke '

19 you reali::o that Dr. Marrack will be showing up around 3:00?

.
4 20 CHAI."J!AN WOLFE: Dr. Marrack and who else'

21 MR. SCOT'2 : And hin attorney.

22 | MR. 3OIIIIIKI: Can Ue get one piece of cla: ' ?icatier..

23 ' befare va tal.e our break?
24 I'd like to know f"om Mr. Doggett exactly on
25 whose behalf he's going to be presenting argument and chat '

y .

! 1215 312
1
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P00RORGNAL
'

:

I b/agb13 ssues he's going to be covering.,

!

Q CIIAIrl4AN NOLFE: Yes, I think that would ba-

3
} hsipful.

-

!

j. 4h MR. DOGGETT: I will be representing Mrs. Arrick
l
; on the issue of whether or not she was intimidated by p rior-

:

b j
6

, notices.
~

if7 I will advlae the Board at this time that she t
h

!.

P| has instructed re to advise the 30ard that she is agreeable
'2 to her prior correspondence be-ing treated as a request to make,

M a limited appearance. Andithat will be -- other than zaking

*

a. brief statenent as to the issue of whether or not she was
12 J

intimidated, that will be the extent of her presentatica.

~l3 ~

. |. She is not going to - I will not be arguing on behalf af.. )
M f any of her conten: ions.

<;

13 'f DR. (2HEATUM: A cl;.rification: did you sa.' that;.

!

16 ( Ms. Carrick was withdrawing as an Intervanor and would ae

li {li satisfied with a ;_imited appearsace status? I'j

IC ||'
|

,

MR. ~20GGETTs Yes, sir.
!i |'

19 l CHAIVIAN WOLFE: Well then I don't understind,
h
if ,

i20
, .uybe it'll be cl.1rified later, why you nre speaking ard j

0 ' addressing yourse;f to some poir.t concerning intimidatian.21

;! '

22 ~ , I don't understan2.
23 , MR. :OGGETT: I think it would be safer 11 :

23 f ' just go into it 1.1ter. It'll ha a very brief presentatien.
I'h

!'
25 |!

CIIAITFJ.N WOLFE: All right. | '
,

I l
.

g 1215 M 3
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i
, e

I will be caking arguments on bohalf;!urb /agbl4'I .MR. DOGGETT:
i /

,

Q of - I'm sorry, I'm reading from my notes and I do not hava |

3'

these people's filist names, but I'll be me,. king arguments on

4 the contentions of Conn, Cumings, myself, Durham, J. Durkin
: .

5'

and P. Durkin.

6 CHAI2 MAN WOLFE We would advise ycu, even before.
,

7 we get to anything you may have to present or were thin!:ing
I-

G
.

of presenting on behalf of -- ie

i-

9 MR. DOGGETT I will also address the issuct of !
i.

10 the intimidation. :

i
11 CHAI3 MAN WOLFE We have denied admission to -- |

12| Strike that. ,
,

i
13 .HR. EOGGETT I believe thero is an .lssue on

14 Cumings as to -

15 CHAI.UU.N WOLFE: Nc, I'm not addressing he r. r

15 MR. ?CGGZ72: I thlak probably what you're ;

r ,.

17 referrirg to is t e issuance of - the timeliness of th a filing

18 of the Durkin....-

,. >
r

19 CHAI.UGN WOLFE On September 24, 1979 in r.

. 20f order, we da.nied 'r. Durkin's pctition for losva to int trvene,
,

;
, ,a

21 ! and again on Octoaer *.0,1979 in an order for various raisons
}

22 : we denied Judith Ourk:.n's petition for leave to interw au.

t

23 i I don't uhinl. that -- and ue have advised xth'

,

i

24 of those, I guess Mr. and Mrs. Intrkin, that their only

25 recourse after the issuance of cur order is to appeal to the i

.

\2\b 3\4
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MCRBRBN!L
"'

,.

wrb/agbl5 Appeal Board. So I would advise you, Mr. Doggett, that there>

,

d is nothing to state to this Board at this time on anything
! 3
| involving Mr. and Mrs. Durkin.

O 4
MR. DOGGETT: That's fine. '!

.
e

i 5 l

| I will be. arguing on behalf of Griffith, Cohnston,,'
I '

6*

Lemmar, otte, and I understand -- or at least there has been-

;

7: i
t a preliminary ruling that che will not be admitted, but I do r

. i

3'
have some argume.nt on that issue.

, ,

t

CHAIRMAN WOLFE I have forgotten er.aotly shat |

10
the ruling was as to Ms. Otto. I will not at this point attempi-

i

II
to rosearch that. And I trust the parties will bring na up

', to date on the ruling on Ms. Otto, and then I will make a

i 13 determination before you go into your argument whether, indeed,;

' 1
-

we raay hear anything uith regard to Ms. Otto. '

#' I MR. OOGGETT: That's fine,-

i

16
The same applies, to Pavlovio.

U CHAIRN WOLFE: AndthesamarequesttoApplicanti
18 i

|
and Staff and Mr. Doggett as well as to what the prior ruling j

i
I

18 '
was on this individual. !-

20
, MR. DOGGETT: Yes, sir.

',
21 Streilein, Weaver --

1 CHAIR N WCLFZ: That's Donald Weaver, rirht?,

23 :;lI ''

MR. DOCGETT: Yes, sir.

24 And ;711 son. e
_,

25 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. k
*

t

f
I

L
f,

_
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y J
lrb/agbl6 Thant you.

2 MR. COPELAND: Defore we break, Mr. Chairnun,b:
3

can we get clarification, is it now Mr. Doggett's representa-

' 4
tion that he is the attorney for all of these parties, attorney

5 of record, and ha.1 gotten authorization from them?

6
,

MR. DOGGETT Ye air. I have not been able to.

7
prepare the proper document to indicato that because I get home]

O
after 5:00 and my secretary 'is gone, but I will submit the

9 proper document to the Board. .

10 MR. COPELAND: I'm not objecting, I just ant

11 to make sure.

12 MR. DOGGETT: In answer to your question, yes.

13 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Upon that representation, you

14 may proceed then, and we will recess until a quarter tc 2:00.
,

15 (Whereupon at 12:50 p.m., the hearing in t no -

,

16 . above-entitlad matter was recessed, to reconvene tt

17 1:45 p.m., this same day.)
.

19 s

!<
19

_ 20
-

.

.

21

22

22

24

25 1
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i i
i 1 AEEEEEEEE EEEEEEE |
I 2 (1843 '-D.)Q'

-

!, 3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right, the conference oaco

h ,

4 again is in sessicn.

'

5 Just after the noon recess, Mrs. J. Morgan Bishop,

6 Mrs. Margaret Bishop, contacted me and indicated that wa should

7 consider her husbs.nd and her as being joint petitioners for

8 leave to interveno, and both having signad the suppleme..tal list*

of contentions of September 13, 1979, the Board will be givingg

10 consideration to them for admission a3 joint parties.

11 All right.

12 We now proceed with oral argument by Mr. Steve
'

Doggett on his own behalf and on behalf of certain of hl.sg
'-

names clients.,;4

All risht, Mr. Doggett..g

MR. DOCGETT: Ragarding Ms. Carrick, as inatmeted
<1 o_

by the Board I did censult niith her on the issue of who isr ory

.8 not she had been f.ntimidated by prior notices, the ones in Mayn
#

and September of 1979.
77 9

g She stated that she was aware of those notic is,

'and that dus to the use of the phrase " design changes" she

. interpreted that to mean that to intervene you had to h:x3
1:

1~ { some type of tech:.ical expertise to intervene. t. , , , .

n!'
24 NevertLalass, after -- so ' thi.nk she probat .I would j
*

have met that cri';erion ~ nevertheless, after discussi.:q with
25

1215 5\1 ,'.
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'

wel 2

1

her fully what it meant to becor.e a full party and the rights
'

g) 2
and responsibilities involved in that status, she did make the

t

~3
representation ~te me that I cdvised the Board of earlier, that

,

!.b 4 she would prefer merely to make a limited appearance.
5 CHAIRMAN WOLFEs. All right,

3

6 MR. DCGGL*.?: trow, I will proceed to the co:2t.2ntions
,

7 of Carolina Conn.
*

~8 Just to be sure I understand, there is no isole at_

9 this point as to whether or not, on the notice question, for
to Ms. Conn, is tharo?

11 CHAIRFAN WOL7E: C'here's no question cf what?
12 MR. DCGGETP: There'a no question of whether or
13 not sha was intinidated by prior notices? I dcn't believe she
14 was one of the cres that vac included..

13 .3iAIR!Xi WOLFE: No. You're correct.
.

-

1

16 MR. DCGGETT: All ri.rht'.
.

L7 Conter. tion 1 --

18 CHAIIGAN WOLFE: Well, all I'm saying is that
.=

19 there's no question but that sh.) put in her petition that she
20 , had been intimidttod.

.

21 MR. CCCGTT: Yes, sf.r.

Conter tion 1 is basically - it actually has two22

23| parta, although t hey ara not de'.inaated in the centon;:Len
24 itself.

The first he.s to do >ith - I believe is a pcoulatios '25

'

1215 318
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'

I contention, a population exposure contention. In other words,
2

that a large number of people. are being exposed to a possible
! 3 significant risk in the event of a major accidant.
{ 4 The second part -

"

~5 MR. COPELANDr Excuse me, Hr. Doggett. Coule you
,

6 kind of point out where it is, because I'm having trou:le*

.

Y finding that delineation.

"O MR. SOHIIIKI: The Staff does not agree with that
-

's charactarization Mr. Chairman.
1"0 10. IX4GETT: I'm sorry. I misread the contention.
I'l Basien11y, Contention 1 is an argument that a coal

.

~

12 plant would be preferable to a nuclear ?lant. And the
~

l3 objection that the Staff and Applicant rt.iss is that Ocan
1h has failed to allege an environmental basist basically, that

'15 she has sirply a: guad economic compariscus and has failed to.

;

16 allege an enviror:nental basis. I
'

t
-37 I wou N argu that she does, in fact, allegs an '

environmental concern, and I quotes frcm the beginning of herla

#
19 contention where she states that, "The 1:apact on the aro 1

*

would bo less in that the general risk to the local ci':1.zon20
.

and the outer area citizen is greatly altered and redu:e1."2,

Now, idmittedly she goes into no detail on th_it22

statement, but all I can s:ty is the way I read her etne mnt23
i

i

is that she is ccucernod abeut the population exposa La thsg,;
j
$

2'5 event of a major accident.
- gj'

\ \'
I

|,
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1

Nmi, I unda_1. stand thct in tho - that the basic

Q 2 position is that a Class 9, accident does not have to be
3 considered, but on that point I would simply argue that the,

O 4
C1 ass 9 accidene - t wou1d agree that the C1 ass 9 accicene

.

5
should not have ta be t'onsidered to the extent that it raises

6 a safety question, but I vould argue that the probability of
.

',

7 a Class 9 accident and the probable damage that such an
.

^

accident might ,cause, should be considered in the cost varsus
mafit analysis.

.

''
TO MR. SCHIN?.I: Excuse me, Mr., Chairman. Are wa
11 still discussing Contention Number 17

12 MR. DOGGETT: 'les .

13 MR.' SCHINICI: If so, I see no basis for arguing about.,

14 a class 9 accident at all., Wa*re discussing the ccal rersus

nuclear comparisca from environrental and econcaic standpoints,13 i.

and I don't see where a Class 9 accident antars into the
16

i
17 discussion at all. I

l
T8 MR. DCOGET': I understand that. My argument is<

I

that wnile Class 9 should not have to be considered as a.
jg

!

l
~ safoty issue, thah it should still, nevertheless, he f:.ptred. 20 ,

i

21 into the cost-benefit analysis. l
'
i
-

22 , I'm nct raising a safety issue. I'm saying C.at |

.

!
!23 , you need to do is to taka the probability, however leu ,f an !

h accident occurring and multiply that times the projected

Possible damage, and include that factor into the cent bmefit t25
.
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1149

1 analysis.

; g 2 IMR. SO'IINKI: I still don't seu the relation to i

!
*

3 this particular crintention.
!

4 MR. COPELAND: Nor no I, Mr. Chairman. I thinM'
.

I5 that the difficul:y that was prraentod in our argtrisate
;

6q related to the - fr.ct that i,s. Conrt had not explained in e.ny |
,

_

7 way how a coal plant would be environmentally superior to a
.

~8 nuclear plant, and I don't believe that Mr. Doggett has yst
-

94 addressed himnelf to that question. And, in fact, as both

To the Staff and Applicant have poiated out, this question has

been examined in extensive detail, and I have yet to hear Mr.11 '

I'2 Doggett say a worel about one single error in the Staff's very,
i

~13 very lengthy and very, very detailed analysis.'
n '

'.14 MR. DO( M : I do not think that what I hava
13 I proposed - that f.s, that - i

,

;.g CHAIRMIN WOLFE Well, let na Esk you this, f.r.
97 i Doggett:
_. , i

rg . Your af.vertence to the Class 9 accident, how la

g.] that in any way, cha;;T or form a rebuttal to any St.sff r
t

ph Applicant objecticn to this contsntion?,

MR. COGGETT: I believe the first ob'tction 1 hit21 e
!i

9 they made was that Conn had failed to stato an envirc=:.:n :a1n
g-

h

lj hacia in her contcation, that she was arguing strie':1f3
i

24 i economic cost comiarisono-.
l

25h My argrrtent is that her statement, which I q sc".ed, I.

.
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1 about tha impact on population, is in fact a statement of
2 environmental concern.

3' Now, I admit that she goes into no detail in that
'4 sta+-ammat. The way I intarpret har statement is that she is

,

5 concerned that in the event of a Class 9 or other possibly
-

6 less serious accident, that n largo pcpulation might be
"

7 exposed to unhealthy radiation.

'O Now, I'm not challenging the position that we,

'

9 cannot raise Class 9 accidents as a safety objection. I art

fo merely taking the position that the possibility of that
f1 happsning and the dcange projactions on that, shculd be

included in the cost-benefit analysis of coal versus nuclair,12

13 and I do not think : hat has been done.
r4 MR. LINmiBERGER: Mr. Doggett, in an attempt to be

se helpful as kpossible here, let me say that it aeoms tc a
15

.
.

as a possibility tha person you're repreeenting really neae.16

17 not have reached as far as Clac3 9, which in a very contrc-
18 versial topio, as you well know. Any accident sequence richt

' lave been cause for concern, even the normal releases, ner al
...- 19 .

20 and acceptable releases in terns of the Cor.mtissien's
*

*

regulations, of radicactivity might have been a cencern.21

22 So I think you may be extending yourself furth3:

42 than neco3cary. The more basic quastion is whether you c:N

giving cc ycur inte;prOtation of waat MR. Conn's contantion24

25 says, or are you giving us Ms. Conn's intent when she framas ,

'
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1151 :

1 this contention? .

t2 Now I have to ask you to think carefully shat your '
! (. )

3 positilon is on this; your interpretation or'what Ms. Cenn has
i

i O 4 told you is her intent?
i. V

5 MR. DOGGETT To answer your question,'I will make
-

6 a statament which will apply to not only Ms. Conn, but to all
'.

7 the people that I am representing.

8 As the 3 card and everyone else present is prebt.bly.

a9 able to surnise, iny rep esentation of these people came alout
|
'
;

10 on very short notice. It was a surprice to me, an.1 was la.rgely i
11 a result of the failure of another attorney to represent these I

|
12 people as they had believed that he would represent thera.

J
i

13 Throughcut my arguments on these contentions, it !
i
?14 may be impossible for me no state to you that I have consulted
3

15 with my client and this is what they meant to say.
.

.

i
16 So I am in a forc3d - because of circumstances, I

?17 an in a position oi being forced to merely argue that whau I

38 say is a reasonabla interpretation of the statement as it

;;9 stands. I am not in a position to expand on the at Atemenu as/

'20 it is written.
.
'

at In summary, then, I interpret her statanent -- and

22 I argue that it is a logical interpretation of her statantnt --

t
21 f. hat she is concerned with a population exposure to clasc 9 !

. Itat19g||
'

y.; accidents, or postibly lesacr accidents, and that sha 13

25 an environmental concern on that particular -- ragarding . hat i

q' 1215 323 !'
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|

14 particular objection of the Applicant and Staff. I

2 I really have no further argument.- I'm willir.g to
.

3 let that stand as I've stated it..

'

O 4 " So3'"*'' ' $"=* <^a*** *a 'ar 1" r =9oa=' to '.

!*

that, that I think that that could very well have changed the5
;

:

6 ntention. And if we had known about that .rgument befors, |.

.

7 we'd have changed our response somewhat.
'

I'd like te make a general comment which may cr
-

8

9 may not save time.- I do:'t know.

10 The Staff -- it appears to me, af ter reading

11 f these contentions from the petiticners which Mr.several

12 Doggett represents, that several of these people have not
" * " * ** * " *" # # "13

or in the Safety 2 valuation.
I

I

,5 Staff has spent much time, manpower anc effore to
6 ,,

do these analyses- and I thin;: t. tat when c. petitioner allages,G
i

|that the Staff han done comethiny inadequately, or that v3

18 * #8 '

'

that we have a right to expect titat they hava e::amined tte
'.

19
,

Staff's analysis a.nd that they are able to point to somathing,uo.
.

specific in that analysis that taey feel is inadequate. Ii

21 ;

|
'-

The FES supplemant in this casa has been out linea22
- ,

i
;

5 August of 1973. #'he supplaaer.t to the SEn, supplenant 2 has_

23 ,
,

'

be:2n out since March of 1979 A.td the previous supplaxen and
23 ; ,

original voluma of the SER for a far longer time than that. j
25 ! ; ;

'

!
,
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ssl ug h tL'a

i So I thin *c we have a right to expect,.given the

2 time that these dccuments have been out, that the petiticners

3 have examined those documents and, to tho extent that they

4 allege inadequacies, that they have ext. mined the analyses in

5 thos documents and are able to point to something specific that

6 they disagree with.,

7 'Otherwise, the Staff is put in a position of not
' *

8 knowing exactly what it is called upon to address.

9 MR. DOGGF' "; In response to that, I certainly

't o agree with what ycu say. Had I been consulted by these

11 persons at some reasonable time before the hearing, I think I

~12 we conid have done that. But these contentions were written

13 by lay persons, and perhaps - well, they very obviously do

14 not-have the expertise -- some of them do not hcvo the

15 expertise to do what you've asked. *

.

ts I certainly apologize for that. IIad I been
i

;7 const'lted earlier and been given a sufficient amcunt et time,

18 I wuald have attenpted to do exactly what you asked.
'

'

.;9 MR. SOHINKI: I might note that I wasn't saying that :
1

20 to chastise any pcrticular person.
. |

,

21 And I also want to mLke the point that the Stz.ff '

e

a has always in the past and continues to cooperate with

potential intervanors in cases that we participato in to |%
..

,

i .aiswor any questiens about Commission procedures that the.y [24

have.25 So if any of these people had questions, cortainly I or ,
.

,
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1

>

Ms. Woodhead or ar.y other member of the Staff was availahic to I
2 answer them.

k'
3 MR. DOGGETT Okay,

4 i

In any event, I've made my argument as to the first
I .5

objection made by the Applicant and Staff, and I'ra willing to
-

G let that stand as is.
.

-
.

7

Now, there its addi':icaal objectior. to our centantion !
e

i

in that she fails ':o state any factual bauls which voald tend8.

:

t

to discredit the Ghaff und Appli: ant's pr or analysen.s
1.

I10 In response to that cajection, I would aryle that '

.

she has, in fact, pointed out sc~na new information, and she
.

;j

refers to some ne i information w2ich might have a baari.'.9 on12 i
'

c13 the analysis and its conclusions.,

I'm retfarring to her referral in her con: ant..ca :o !la
'

3 a study done by D::. Ralph E. Pect and Dr. Laf.d Fitr:on .c:
t

.

the Illinois Inst 2.tute of Technc!.ogy regardir.g apparent..y a16
~

;

;new development ir. the ncrubbing process.;7
Aad ::'11 cir gly

j

refer the Board to that allegati.m in the contoretion as it isis
i

.- stated, and argue that rhat, in fact, is e.-- that sha Lc
39

-

allegir.7, I guess. new natarini widence.gg .
t-
:

21 i Now, ir. revicwing the analyses made in ..x: I ' .:11
Environimental Statamont, and hc supplemer.t thereto, :

1

3 .

s ta

that frca my read ng of tho:s pa. ! sages in ma':ing th i :tg3

i
-

benefit analysic nat tha ra!.ys:.s _s basad en car:p tar n 3dels
,

,,

25 using certain set assumptions,. ~~

'-
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1 I would further argue on behalf of Conn's first

2 contention that a better way to make the analysis would bs to
O 3 use actual historical data on these various factors that ara

4

'4 considered in the analysis.'

{ ,O ^5 MR. COPELAND: Mr. Chairman, I will object to that

6 last statement, and ask that it be stricken from t'te record.
'. '7 There is nothing in the contention about errors in

8 computer analysis nor, might I add, is there any indict. tion
.

9 from Mr. Doggett that suggests that that compuc.ar analysia doe:3

10 not consider the data. And I think unless and until he
11 demonstrates both of those matters, the comment is totally

12 inappropriate.{

13 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: What suppcrt do you have for that
i

14 statement, Mr. Doggett - or argument, I should say?

i5 M. DOGGETT: Support as to the way in which t'2e

~

ts Staff's analysis was done?

17 CHA m W Wo m : Yes.

18 MR. DOG'GETT: I would refer the Beard to the.

19 statement itself. I'm merely referring to what I read in,
,

20 the statoment as to how the analyses were done.
~
-

21 MR. COPELAND: I don't helieve that there's

22 any place in Ms. Conn's contention that she challenges tha

23 computar analysis,

g Our answer and the Stadf's ans'zer was tnat Ms. Conn

g had not addressed the question of environmental superiority
. . . p

\2\5 521
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1 and that a bare assort. ion of economic superiority was not

2 sufficient for a litigable contention in this proceedng. And

I believe that for the last five minutes he's been addrescing3

Q 4 something -- an argument that we have not even made, and I
'

thought that the purpose of Mr. Doggett's being here today was5

o to address the argunents raised by the Staff and by the,

.

7 Applicant as to the deficiencies of Ms. Conn's contention.
-

g Maybe I'.m wrong, but I thought that's what w3 were
.

doing here.9

10 M I N WOM E: Yes.

,,3 With that in mind, then, when you bring up the

12 computer code, for example, how is the usa of that code or

'13 your description of that code in any way a response to
'

Applicant's or Staff's objections to contention 17g

MR. DOGGETT: Applicant and Staff object tog

,y Contention 1 on the grounds that they have already done the

,;7 analysis, and that their conclusions are contrary to Hs Conn's
,

assertions..,g
'

-

g I'm merely stating as a basis for her assertions

-20 that perhaps the analyaes were incorrectly done.
.

,

Now, she does not state that as a basis in her

contention. I'm serely stating an additional basis in tne

cont-antion - to the contention..,
i

' MR. SCHINKI: Mr. Chairman, I don't think Mr.24

Doggett has characterized our response entirely accurately. ,

1215 328
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1 Ua did not object on the basis that our analysis disagreed
2 with Ms. Conn's allegations. The rasson that we objected was

U
3 that Ms. Conn could not point to anything specific in cur
4O ^"*2'"i" **** """ **""5"*** "**^-

. . '5 MR. COPELAND: Now we have Mr. Doggett arguing

6 about what he disagrees with in our analysis that bears na
.

~

7 relationship to the contention. We've gotten complotely
3 off track, Mr. Chairman, and I think we'd better establis2.

9 ricjht now Mr. Do'ggett is not going to be allowed to get off
:10 track like this, or we're going to be here for days, hearLng
11 what he thinks ought to be a contention raised by his cliant

12 that has nothing to do with what he is saying,- who he
,13 hasn't talked to, by the way.

14 MR. DOGGETT: If I can respond to that I think I

15 can clarify what the issue is, and then the Board can tell
.

:16 me how to proceed.

17 It's my understanding from watching other

intervenors and parties proceed, that we are not allowed to18

.- 19 change our contentions. However, we will be allowed te a: ate

2G additional or different bases for the contentions,.as lony
~

21 as that does not amount to a changed contention. And the :'s

22 what I'm attempting to do.

23

24

25
l

1215 329
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wel/5 1 CHAIR!!AN UOLFE: Well we won't gra't your motion
wel/agbl

2 to strike, Mr. Copeland, but we'll just review the transcript
U 3 ,and make a determination from the oral argument made.

;

4 All right. Pro'trand. Is there anything elsa you
'

.

5 have to say on this contention? Or proceed to your next --
.

6 contention.
.

7 MR. DOGGETT Finally, on this contantion, and
-

'

8 along the lines of what I just addressed, I would like to.

9 adopt as further basis for Conn's Contention 1 the bases given
10 by Mr. Bishop in his srgument on contention 14 which has :o do
11 with the same issue, that is, whether or not coal would be

12 preferable to nuclear.

13 MR. COPELAND: Could you specifically identify
14 those arguments, Mr. Dcggett?.

15 MR. DOGGETT: They are on the record. I did not
.

16 take notes on what they are. I think it should be sufficient
17 for us to simply say that we ._ lept without repeating thosa
18 '

"
arguments, those bases stated for the same cont ntion that

.,

.- 19 - are already on the record.,

20 MR. COPELAND: Well I object to that. We have
.
~

21 no identification that the contention is the same and that
22 the' argument should therefore be the sama.

23 MR. DOGGETT: Well I can repeat the arguments

24 that have already been made but I don't think that would 'sa

25 in the best interests of using our time wisely.
#
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wel/agb2 1 MR. COPELAND: Sir, I would point out to you that

2 Mr. Dishop has absolutely no allegation whatsoever in his
3 contention that a coal plant is environmentally preferabla to

,

' a nuclear plant.4
I
' '

5
MR. DOGGETT Contention 14 of Dishop's conten-

i

6 tantions is basically that the Applicant used inaccurate cost
7 cmd envircnmental data in comparing coal to nuclear.

,

8-

, MR. COPELAND: Sir, I think you better read the

I
9 contention instead of your sheet, because the contention

10 contains no reference to environmental factors.
.

11 MR. DOGGIET: Well I do not have his contention
12 in front of me, I'm merely referring to his notes.
13g I'm going to let the record speak for itself.
14 If his contention has nothing to do with coal, then I think

.
the record will speak for itself. I'm merely making the15

M6 statement and I'm willing to go along from there.
17 If, in fact, his contention is as Mr. Copeland
18 has stated, I am willing to suffer the consequences of

#
19 mistaking what I said. I'm willing. . . .

20 CHAIRMAN WOLFE We'll let it go at that. We'll:

21 look at it when we review the record and we'll do the best
22 we can with it.

23 All right. Proceed.

24 MR. DOGGETT: Contention 2 is basically that the

25 South Texas facility is a better alternative than the Allans
7

.
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Iwrb/agb3 Creek. I believe that the Staff and Applicant have stated t. hat

2 they do not object to the admission of this contantion as lcng
3 as it is - as long as Ms. Conn is consolidated with TexPIRG

O oa that i==ue =a e're ~i111n9 to cceve ** t-
4

,

5-

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right.

6 MR. DOGGETT: Contention 3 is that Ms. Conn is
7 concerned about possible heal.th hazards related to a highway
U* transportation accident. The. Staff and the Applicant opposo

the adnission of thlis contention on the g? ounds that there are9

10 rules and regulations governing transportation and that thone

11 rules assure adequate protection and that the Doard does not
f2 have any jurisdiction over that area.

13 I do agree with thoce statements, however, as
14 with Contention 1, I would again argue that although we are
15 not allowed to raise transportation accidents as a safety

.

16 issue, I think that the risk of possible damago of transporta-
17 tion accidents should bo included in the cost-bonefit analynis.
16

,
MR. SOHINKI: Mr. Chairman, that's precisely

~'
19 what's done is to take the values in T.ble S-4 and use then
20 in the cost-benefit analysis.

;

21 MR. DOGGETT: I'll let the documents and the
22 record speak for thensolves on that particular point.

23 |-
.

.
.

CHAIRMAN UOLFE: All right. Ii

24 : If thsre's nothing else, you may proceed to the.

25 next contention.
,

.

.
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300R ORGINALIwel/agb4 MR. D0GGETO: On Contention 4, this is a con:ention

2 that several other people are attempting to raise and it :Tas
s' 3

to do with the st'. raga of waste. The Staff and Applicant

4

O oppose this contention on the grounds it it, a challenge tJ
| 5 the regulations. -, '

6
I accept that. However, I can make the arcurant

'

7 that the risk -- the health risk possibilities and possiolo.

8 damages should be included in the cost-benefit analysis. And.

9 again, I will let the record and the documents speak feri

10 themselves. -

11 That concludes my argument specifically on tra
12 conn contentions. I would like to make, at this time, an

13 argn:nent which will apply to each and every one of my dic:ussion a

14 of the contentions. I'll make it one tilte and I will not
'

F

15 repeat it.

~

16 From my reading of prior rulings, the ruls 13
17 that a contentien must be specific and factually supportsi
18 and cannot be conclusional, barren or unfocused. However,

19' 10 CPR 2.714 does not require that a person show that l'.1::,.

20 contention is susceptible to a reasonable deg: ce of prcof.

21 | 11e would merely argue that takinginto acccun:
-

22 that these contentions were drawn up by layman and protabty

23| are not worded as well as they could have been, I would r a: aly

24f argue that the Cenn contentions and the contentions the t : vill

25 be arguing for in a few minutes do meet this test.
,

\2\S 533! .
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Iwel/agb5 And the authority for my argument is offshore
9
-

Power Systems Manufacturing License for Floating Nuclear Power
3,

Plants, 6 NRC 249: 1977. .-
,

h one small additional point is that there is,

*

5
authority that - well this is probably not directly to t'.to

6 point, but there is an euthority that' a reasonably valid,

_

7 contention may be supported by facts which are developed in
' 8 cross-examination.

9
Now I will admit-that this citation, which is

10 Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation, Vermont Yankee :Tuclea t.-

1I Power Station, 6 NRC 436 at page 442, 1977, while not dirsetly
12 in point, I would argue that that is s_ome support for the
12 position that these contentions, althodgh not worded as voll

'

_

14 and developed as fully as they probably should have been,
"

-15 should be admitted.
,

'

16: Finally I would argue that in the eventthat the
l

17 Beard chould find that these ' contentions ue insufficient,
18 I would askthat the Board give these parties a reasoitable

%
.

19' opportunity to correct the problem by amendment.

.
20:

"

I~am prepared to go en at this time to Eletanor
21 P. Cumings.

22 MR. COPELAND: Mr. Chairman, as I understr.nd

N' Mr. Coggett, he has now moved the Board for a specific order,
24 ' and we would oppose that request.

25 MR. MGGETTr No, sir, I am merely making argument 8

.
e
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Iwel/agb6 for my contentions.

E
MR. COPELAND: You're not asking the Board ca doU

3 anything?

(1 4
MR. DOCGE'IT: Well certainly I'm asking then co

5 admit my contentions. I'm merely arguing - I'm not asking for,

6 a ruling at this time.
.

7 MR. COPELAND: I thought you had asked for E.n
-

8 oppor. unity to amend, Mr. Doggett, I thought you were -.

9 CHNIRMAN WOLFE: No, as I understood,Mr. Doggett-

to asked that - he was merely askirg us to look to the contention i

11 as written and if there is paraphrasing in adding or whatever,
12 if there is something there that we thought was litigable but
13 not as clear and precise as we d like it, then he requested
14 that we communicate with the petitioners and say All rigi:t,

.

15 amend, make more clear.
.

16 I think that's all you were suggesting.
17 MR. DOGGETT: That's correct.
18 CHAIRMAN 1;OLFE: All right. Proceed.
19 MR. COPELAND: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I appm-

*
.

20 ciate that clarification.
.

~

21 MR. DOGGETT: For Mrs. Cumings, I believe t'1ere

is an issue as to whether or not she was intimidated by arior22
.

23 notices. I communicated with Mrs. Cumings on this point and
24 the problem is that she was not aware of the 1978 noticea.

25 The reason she was not ceare - now, despite that, I think that
,

.
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Iwel/agb7 there is a good reason to allow her to be admitted as a pat':y
i .'

g despite t''o fact that technically she does not fall within the
'

,

criteria of the last notice.
"

'

4 And that reason is that the Cumings did not move>

5 '

to the affected area until December of 1978. They moved bere

0 from Arkansas, so they did not live in the area that wou.:.3 he.

_

7 affected by the plant until -iDecember of 1978.

{ 8 I would argue that the Board go ahead and a2 low

9 her to attempt to intervene based on her contentions' despito'

i 10 the fact that technically she does not meet the restrictions
,

11 that are in the latest notice. She has good cause for not

12'

filing on a timely basis.

13 MR. CCPELAND: Mr. Chairman, as I hear what

14; Mr. Doggett is saying, by his cwn admission she did live nere
:
*

15 ' by the timo that the prior notices were published'in May and,

15 , Septe:ter of 1978.

17 MR. DOGGETT: No.

18 CHAIRMAN WOLPE: No, she didn't move here ur til -
.

19| MR. DOGGETT: December of '78.

20} MR. COPELAND: Okay. I think that the Cor.cni ssion'< a
1

21 i decisions are vnry clear on the fcct that somebody mov:.n 3 into
|

22| an araa is not grounds for a late filed petition. We c r.
!

23 Provide the references for the Beard if they're interr.s :2d,
f

24 but I think that's pretty clear.
't

25 MR. DOGGETT: Well - 1

\2\S bb
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Iwel/a;.5 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: May we hear from Staff on dis?

2?

Q) MR. SOHINKI I;believe there are casos, I tras

3 just trying to locate one. I haven't been able to do that yet.
4

MR. DCGGETT: !(ay I ask, are they for or agt. inst
*

5 my position?

6
MR. COPELAND: Definitely against..

7 MR. SCHnnCI: I think my recollection is the .same
*

8 as Mr. Copeland's in that rogard.
9 MR. DCGGETT: In that event, I would like te dis-

10 cuss - before the Board makes a ruling, I would like to go
11 into the factors that are montioned.....
12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Well apparently the case

13 Mr. Schinki is searching for and the cases that Mr. Cole. and
14 can't recollect offhand, in the maantime, cut against 2.''ll
15 which providea that upon good cause shown a petition may oc .

,

16 filed out of time. But I just don't know.

17 MR. DCGGETT: Well what I would like to do .s

!8 address the factors that 2.714 directs the Board to consider..'
'

,19 I have not addressed those, and I would like to put that
20 i before your consideration.

21 CHAIPF.AN WOLFE: We11 you're aaying good c.T:3e
22 is that she wasn't living in the area until December of 373,

i

25 so you' ra suggasting you haver shown good cause there.

24 MR. DCGGETTs Yes, I am suggesting that ard I'm

further suggesting that even if she cannot show good cru:a,25 '

1215 337.
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Iwel/agb9 that the Board can still admit her as a party in its discussion
2

g after considering these factors .that are listed in 2.714.
,

3
CHAIR!!AN WOLFE: Well we would like your asr.istanco

4
on that, tell us why.

'

5
MR. DOGGETTs First, for authority for the

6 statement that you can admit her even if she cannot show good,

7 cause, I would cite Long Island Lighting Company, Shoreht.m
* 8 Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1, 611RC 261 at page 263, 1977,

9 and also Florida Power and Light Company, St. Lucie Nuclear
10 Power Plant, Unit Hunber 2, 6 NRC 8 at page 22, 1977 and,
11 finally, Jersey Central Power and Light Company, Oyster Creek
12 Nuclear Generating Station, 6 NRC 500 at pages 512 througa
13 516, 1977 as to the four factors.

14 Other than good cause, the second factor is 5he
15

, availability of other means whereby the petitic ar's interest
16 will be protected.

17 On that point, I would simply argue that being
18 allowed to be a party is, of course, a much - grants nuch

*

19 broader rights to the Intervenor than merely being allowed to
10 make a limited appearance. And I would cite -- again cite

.

21 the cases that I've previously cited for that point. I da

22 not think she can properly protect her interests merely 3/
23 making a limited appearance. ' '

24 Another factor to be considered is the a:ctenb
25 to which the petitioner's participation may reasonably be '

9
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Iwel/agb10 expected to assist in developing a souna record. On thau

2g point, I believe that Mrs. Cumings' participation would ba of

3 assistance. She is a well educated person who has research

O
'

4 abi11ey, azehough she has no ecientific expertise.

*
5 In addition, I might point out that from thi.s

6 point forward she will have access to an attorney which could,
,

.

7 of course, elimi. tate the problem -- hopefully eliminate the

8- problem of poor wording of the contentions and problems of
.

9 that nature.

10 Another factor to be considered is the extent

11 to which the petitioner's in%erests will be represented by
12 existing parties.

13 On this partiet11ar point, it is my perception]
14 that the majority of the contentions raised by Mrs. Cumings

15 will, in fact, either be consolidated with contentions o. other.
.

16 parties or will not be allowed. However, she has raised one

.
17 contention which I believe the Staff takes the position <f

18 supporting that apparently no one else has raised, and tLat is
*

*

19 the issue of the failure of HL&P to take into' account in
20 calculating the need for power the building of two ligni::a-

~.

21 fired plants which are proposed to be built north of Harris

22| County. Therefore, she is raising one issue which~apptrr:atly
I

23 : no one else is raising and, therefore, I don't think her
i

24 | interests could be protected -- on tnt, particular conte:. tion

25 could be protected by other parties. ,

)))b '
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lwel/agbil The final factor would be the extent to which
2 the petitioner's participation will broaden the issues of

3 the proceeding. I don't think, her participation will unduly
4

broaden the issues because most of her contentions will be
*

5 consolidated with those of other parties. I do not think that

6 will delay the proceeding. And at this point I think everyone
7 has had fair notice and will have ample opportunity to meet

*
8 any contentions which may be admitted on her behalf.
9 The'refore, I would request that the Board, in

to considering these factors, would admit her in its diseration.
11 CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right. Any response to

12 Mr. Doggett's requesting us to reconsider and to consider
13 Hs. Cumings as a petitioner for leave to intervene instead of

f

14 a person that may make a limited appearance request?

15 MR. COPELAND: I would just like to say, Mr.
.

.

16 Chairman, at this time that the motion Mr. Doggett is defective
17 in all respects. He practically admits his client has not

18 . shewn good cause for a late filing, and I think under the
'

19 circumstances he bears a very heavy burden on all the other

20 factors of --,

.

21 . CIIAIRMAN WOLFE You say he~has failed to show

22 good cause? '

23 MR. COPELAND: Yes, sir.

24 CIIAIRMAN UCLFE: You mean in light of certain

25 cases that you haven t identified as yet?
,
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Iwel/agbl2 MR. COPELAND: Well I don't believe he's even
; 2 stated what the good cause is, unless it's just the fact :hnt

3 his client has now moved into this area.
1

4
MR. DOGGETT: That's the extent of my stater. ant

.

5 on the issue of good cause.

6 MR. COPELAND: Okay. Well to that extent, taa.

7 is correct. We will provide.the Board with those citaticas,
.

8 I just don't have them right at hand.

MIk.' SOIIINKI:9
Mr. Chairman, one aspect of thin

to business is confusing, that is, are we talking about goed
11 cause for not filing pursuant to the May 31st and September 11
12 notices of 19787

:

13 MR. COPELAND: I don' t believe we are. I think
.

14 n's already adreitted that she's out on all the prior no+. ices.
15 MR. SOHINKI: Well what's troubling me is, .s. .

far as timeliness goes, there was a timely filing with rc.g.ard16
;

17 to the June 18 notice, and so this is not really a tradiuional,

18 timeliness argur.ent that we're having h' re.e
.

19 C11 AIRMAN WOLFE ,It's failure to comply, whtt
20 yoc're saying, with the requirements of the Board's order _?.

,

21 NR. SOHIUKI: That's correct, and that's uhr t's

22 confusing re about this entire- timeliness and five fact:r
23 discussion.

3

I t
i24 Nov .t have located a case with regard to '.h.*

~25 excuse about troving around. We're talking about a tradi:ional I
*

r
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j j
Iwel/agb13 timeliness argument, the Sharon Harris decision, ALAB 526,

h Carolina Power and Light Company. That's at 9 NRC 122. The
'

3'

Appeal Board decided that recent acquisition of standing is
i

4
not an excuse for late filing by itself.,

5
So that 'if we were talking in a traditiona!.

'. 6
sense about an untimely filing pursuant to a notico -

7
CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes, you're absolutely right,,

O
Mr. Sohinki, yes. All right, continue.

9 NR. SOHINKI: But what's confusing me is ths.t

to 'yo,ve been spending the last 15 minutes trying to justify a
11 filing under these five factors, when those five factors were
12

not written to deal with this type of situation.

- 13
,3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: So we're only then considering,-

14 aside from 2.714, exclusive of that, whether there is a caewing
15 of good cause for not having put in that she had been,

16 intimidated, prohibited or precluded by our earlier noticas
37 from filing at any earlier point.

18.. MR. SOHINKI: That's the way I see it.

19 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. And then getting
I

. 20 ' down to the nub of it then, you're statment of good cause,

i

21 | is that she was not in the area until December of 1978 ad,
i

22 | therefore, could not have filed any sooner than she .did.

23{ MR. DCGGETT: That's correct.-

I
24 - And I would further argue that the Board sho21d -
25 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Not file any earlier than rao '

.
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Iwel/agbl4 did, but would no* have been in a position - would not have

2() been in a position befcre October lith certainly -

3
MR, DOGCETT: Certainly she would have been

O
V 4

| concerned about the plant but because she didn't live here
-

i

5 she wouldn't hasi 1.een.
6", But as far as the analysis in 2.714, I'm merely

-

7
stating that it corsiders the same type of factors in

.

8 making the decision.

9 MR. SO11INKI: Just to save some time as far as
to our position gocs, Mr. Chairman, we did not raise an objection
11 to this portien of Ms. Cumings petition originally and, given
12 the new circumstances here, we don't have any objection now.
13; I think the Bcard should go ahead and consider her contentions.
14 MR. COPELAND: I'm sorry, I don't understan5

15 what you're saying.

16 CEAIRM7Ji WOLFE: Mr. Schinki was saying th.t

17 initially in reEponse to Ms. Conn's petition for leave tu
18 intervena -- or Ms. Cuming's petition for leave to interuene --,

.

19 that they did not raise the objection that she had not

, 20 asserted that she had been intimidated by prior restrict: ons
21 in our notices. They did not raise that as an objection.
22 Is that correct?

'

23 ER. SOIIINKI: Correct. But more than tha:,

24 Mr. Chairman, given Mr. Doggett's explanations this af':e: noon,
25 we certainly would not interpose an objection to conside :ation. I
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wel/agbl5 ' MR. NEfMAN: Mr. Chairman, I think it's important,
' ^

U looking towards a time down the road, to clarify something -

3'
; here on the record. I don't believeMr. Schinki is correct in

O bis assereion that the factors, the five facto =s for an
4

i d

5 untimely petition should not be considered in this case.
6

gg g. understood him properly, the_. Board's notice.

,
_

7 'of May 1978 and September 11, 1978 provided for a special
~

8
. class of persons, namely those who would not have filed --

9 Strike that - a special class of individuals who for a reason
10 would not have to demonstrate the acceptability of their
11 non-timely filed contentions.

, .
12 In effect what the Board said -- that's my under-
13- standing - what the Board said in those notices were if you

)
14 are able to identify - initially it was changes in. design,
15 subsequently it was amended to say new information, new

-

.

16 evidence - then you need not satisfy us with respect torae_

17, timeliness of your petition.'
-

a.
.

18 And I think that subsequently'the Board made
'

.
.

19 very clear after those noticos, and I expect that it was the
i

_ 20 ruling -- perhaps it was the February 9 ruling - that it, -

kt has always been open to- individuals to file non-timely filings.
22 I think the question here is whether or not
23 Mr. Doggett has said enough' to justify a filing which would
24 have been untimely even under the rulings or the notices af

,

25 May and' September of 1978.
!
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wel/agbl6' In weighing those factors, I think that there isi

'
2{} well established authority that. if an individual is unable:

i 3
to establish good cause, he bears an extremely heavy burd2n

|. with respect to the other factors to be weighed under 2. 714 (a) ,

And-I would cite you to the so-called West Valley
6*

rule, which is Nuclear Fuel Services, Incorporated, West Valley,

7 Reprocessing Plant, CLI-75.4, 1 NRC 273 (1975). It is clear
.

8
that under that ruling, one who has not established good -

9 cause - and I don't even believe there's been a passable
10 attempt at good cause here -- has a very, very heavy burden
11 with respect to the other factors.

12 And I do-not believe that the very superf cial
13 analysis that Mr. Doggett has provided on the record with
14 respect to the other four factors begins to carry the cby
15 under the West Vallay rule.,

16 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Is there anything else to ba

17 said on this question?

18 MR. SOHINKI I think I'd like to make somethI,ng..

19 clear that perhaps isn't clear, Mr. Chairman. I did not wtan
20'

my comments to indicate that if a contention of Ms. Cuminga,

21 could have been raised under either of those prior notics a
22 that Mr. Doggett's explanation would save her in that recard

"
23 as far as consideration of the contention goas.
24 But the Board's ruling regarding foreheartace
25 of filing did not < a to contehtions, it went to standingc '
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I
g wel/agbl7 as I understand it, and in that regard my prior comz::ents,

i 2-

y they are my position.
I

3 C11 AIRMAN WOLFE: Well I'm going to cut through

this and state the rule that we're not going to make that,
,

5 determination now. We want to give further thought to i'..

0~
'

.
- It may well be that - and we will hear oral argument cn

7 contentions - it may well be after we deliberate on thin that
.

8 we may well find that it was inexcusable and contrary to our
9 order that Ms. Cumings did not properly insert in here pctition

10 for leave to intervene what she had been required to str.te.
II It may well be that we would have found that it would hasa
12 been voiced at some time in discussing the contentions.
13 '

3 But thn's what we're going to do. We're not
14 ' going to rule right now. So we will proceed to hear contan-

~

15 tions. It may be a little bit a waste of time but we wa.t,

7

16
~

to be absolutely certain, or at least reasonably certain on
17 our ruling.

, . "
'

- 18 All right. Contention 1, Mr. Doggett.
'

19

~. 20 *

.

!

22
' ,

24

25 I

'
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" WRBloom/wb.ll MR. DOGGETT: Contentien 1 is basically that

2{y HL&P is not financially qualified to construct the facility.
! 3 The staff and the applicant object on the ground that this

!'O
4 contention is inspecific, particularly with regard to

-

5 Ms. Cumings' reference to on-going hearings.

', 6 As to that particular point, I would say the:

7 Ms. cumings is obviously referring to the current Public
.

8 Utilit/ Conuniscion hearings in which HL&P is making stat a nts
9 regarding the need for a substantial rate increase due largely

10 to the on-going and proposed construction costs of the Ecuth

11 Texas plant and the Allens Creek plant, or at leas the.t m

12 one of the factors they are mentioning. I don' t want tc; get

13 into an argument about what their position is in the Public

14 Utility Commission hearings; but, simply, it is obvict.s

15 that that's what she's referring to. And I ask that the Board,

16 take judicial notice of the fact that those hearings are

17 going on.

18 MR. COPELAND: You're asking the Board to tt.:a'
.

19 judicial notice of those hearings? For what perpcse?

, 20 MR. DOGGETT: The objection was thct you on . ' t

21 know what hearings we're talking about?
.

22 MR. COPELAND: No, sir, that's not the ob;e : ion.

23 Perhaps you had better read it again if you Nish to p. Need

24 with your argument. ink you're on the wrong track.

25 MR. DOGGETT: Somebody objected on those groInds, s

.
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W B/wb2 1 It could be I was incorrect,

n 2 MR. SOHINKI: That was the first portion of theV
! 3 staff's objection, that neither were the hearings identified
I

: O 4 nor was anythine e11esed concernine those hearine which wou1d
.

5 indicate any doubt that the applicants were financially
6 qualified.

,

7 MR. DOGGETT: All right. I will confine my
.

S argument as a response to the staff's objection.

7.220 9 Now to shorten things, I will moraly ask that
10 Ms. Cumings be allowed to adopt without repetition the same

11 bases for her contention that were argued by Bryan Baker on

his Contention 1, which is identical, or substantially identi-12

13 cal to Ms. Cumings' contention.
.

14 MR. COPELAND: I would object to that, Mr. Chairman ,

15 unless Mr. Dog.,et'. is representing thathis client is not.

16 only adopting any acguments by Mr. Baker but the contention

17 as well. Mr. Baker's contention has a very fatal defect in

18 it. Mr. Baker alleges as his contention that wm have to
.-

19 have a specific plan providing assurance for financial -- to

, 20 provide the financial surety of being able to build this

21 plant. And that is a contention which is impermissible under

n the Commission's rules. And now this gentleman is tryin; to

23 adopt his argument which relates to a contention whici- is

24 ccmpletely diffarent than the contention which his clicu is

25 raising.
f

.
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WRB/wb3 1 Ithink it is highly improper unless he is willing
2 to stipulate that he will use for his client exactly the

j 3 same contention that Mr. Baker has used upon which his argu-
!

{ . ,O
'

~4 =e=== wer a -
i '5 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Had you made this comparisca

,
6 before this mint.ce? --you personally, Mr. Doggett? --the

7 comparisen between Mr. Baker's contention and Ms. Cumings'
.

8 contentien before this moment?
.

9 MR. DOGGETT: I had glanced over them, and m-f

10 position is that--

*

11 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I'm not asking about your position!

12 I'm ask ng-

13 MR. DOGGETT: Yes, sir, I had made a comparison.

14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right.

15 MR. DOGGETT: Now we do not adopt Mr. Baker'3.

16 contention, but we adopt -- we propose to adopt the base 3

37 which he arguad for his contention as the basis for the

.*
18 contention that Ms. Cumings -- for Ms. Cumings' Contention 1.

ig We will accept those bases, however staued. If

-

20 they are defectivo or incorrect we'll take them as they Ire.,

21 And we will stand on the record as it was made by Mr. Ba.:er.

22 MR. COPELAND: Sir, I just don't believe there is.

2f any provisicn in the regulations for that kind of approm:h.

24 Mr. Baker has made arguments in support of a
'

25 very specific contention which we believe is defective far a f

.
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WRTs/wb4 I very specific reason.

t 2 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: It differs, yca are saying, fromh,'

! 3 Ms. Cumings'?
.

.

4 MR. COPELAND: Yes, sir, it certainly does.
.

5 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Aren't you rather pleased, then,

6 that the petitioner is willing to rely on irrelevant basas,,

.

7 in light of the fact that they ara directed toward a different
.

8 contention? And I think we would be able to see that.

MR.' COPELAND: I think I have said all I needed4

to to say.

11 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Doggett, you are advancing

12 at your own peril. It may seem to be the way to go, but it

13 may also be the way to go out.
\

14 MR. DOGGETT: I understand that. We'll take

15 our chances.
.

.

p; On Contention 2, this contention mantions several

17 different factors, and I want to address those factors one-

18 by-one.

.-
19 Contention 2(a) states that the need calculation

. 20 is incorrect because of the failure to take into account the
,

21 effect of the lignite plants being built north of Houston.

22 It's my understnMiM that the staff supports the admission

23 f this contention, but the applicant takes the position that

24 the lignite plants are accounted for in their calculations.

25 I will note that there is, in fact, in the Final
,
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! WRB/wb5 1 Supplement o the Final Environmental Statament -- I caa' t
!

Q find the specific reference, but there is some.2
..

I 3 Can you help me in this, Mr. Copeland?

4 MR. COPELAND: If I knew what you were lockang,

5 for I'd be glad to tell you. But I'm sorry I don't kno what
*

6 you're looking for..

7 Are you looking for the generation schedu'.e'
.

8 MR. DOGGETT: No, I don't think I am.
'

9 Well, in any event, the. e is some reference :;o some

10 new generation plants, although I am unable to dete.s. '.no

11 whether or not these are the specific plants that Ms.Curdags
12 is referring to. If in fact they are, then I chink the

13 applicant's objection is well taken. If they are not tha

14 same plants to which Ms. Cumings refers, then I think tha

15 applicant's objection is not well taken..

16 I'm willing to stand on the record, whatever :.t

17 may be.

',. 18 The item which I am referring to .in the Final

19 Supplement to the Final Environmental Statement is on pi.Te
'

20 S.8.10, and it is Table S.8.13, and at the bottom of that.-

21 table it says-- That is a table of planned and propOEe(

22 capacity additians of 100 Mw or more to baselor.d systcm:

23 1973 through 1934. And at the bottom of tha tr.bls it rc irs
24 ' to ' Unit name: Undetermined-l and Undetermined-2. Prirary

25 fuel: coal." '

'
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WRB/wb6 1

I don't know whether those are the same thingsi

2 to which Ms. Cumings is referring or not. I assume they are
i

3 not.,
.

4g In any event, we will rely on the record as it
5 acands.

-

6 MR. COPELAND: I see you looking at me,.

*

7 Mr. Doggett. Do you wish to ask me something?
8 MR. DOGGETT I thought you were going to naka

-

9 a comment. *
,

i
'

,b MR. COPELAND: I don't know what lignite plants10

i

11 Ms. Cnmings is talking about. It's my understanding that
r

the two plants that are listed as coal plants, '83 and '84,12

the undetermined units, were in fact intended to be lignite13 ,

'

s

14 j units in our own documents. And this is a staff document,.

I.'Mr. Dcggott.15-

.
-

I don't know which lignite plants your cl.'.ent
'

.

is is talking about. Maybe if you could tell u's, we could--

h The point is, What is wrong with our need fcr
' '

is power analysis? That's the questi_on. And that's what t'e
*

can't figura out from this rather vague allegation.. ip

20 MR. SOGGETT: I'm wi'lling to let the alle<Jation.

, .

21 stand as itic written and rely on it.

22 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right.

23 HR. DCGGETT: As to Contion 2 (b) , this is ar.

allegation that thora uas a failure to account for ener y;t

25. conservation, the possible effects of energy conservaticn
I

.
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WRB/wb7 1 brought about through education and awareness and legislstion,,

2 pricing, and new standards.
t >

| 3 The staff and applicant oppose this contention'

I
,Q 4 on the ground that ccaservation was considered.

.

i 5 On this particular point all I can say is this
6 contention should be read as a disagreement with the coralu--

~7 sion of the staff analysis and conclusion. And, admittedly,
.

a' this is a very vague statement. And hopefully she will ao

g given an opportunity to amend this statement later on.

10 On Contention 2(c), Ms. Cumings alleges a failure

;; to consider the effects of alternate price designs, stch as

12 interconnecting lines and peak load pricing. I believe to

13 staff and applicant oppose this contention on the grounda
, I

14 that those itams were considered inthe Final Supplement to

the Final Environmental Statement in S.8.2.4 alternate. p. Lcing-__ ;3

16 Structures were considered; and to that extent I think t'io

g objection is well taken,
,.

gg However I may be in error on this point: I lo not'
.

19 see where the possible effects of interconnection have haca

considered, and, therefore, I will state that r. hat shcu: I be. 20

a valid contention.21

22 As t Contention 2 (d) , I'm not sure what i t says .

23 The sW and acplicant are not sure what it scys. Ar d :

24 will concede that that's a bad contantion and chould not be
admitted.3 s

.
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WRB/wb8 1 CliAIRMAN WOLFB' You withdraw 2 (d)?,

2 MR. DOGGETT: Yes, sir.
-

i

3 MR. SOHINKI:
. Does that complete your argument,

O 4 on this contention?
.

5 MR. DOGGETT: On Contention 2, yes.

G MR. 30HINKI: I would just like to make two points,.

.

7 Mr. Chairman:
-

8 First of all, with regard to Mr. Doggett's point
s' that the staff had not specifically addressed interconne:: ting

_. .

10 ' lines, the reason we di'n't do tha't is because that's not a

11 means of alternative pricing. Sosin the section of the ?ES.

33- - in which we discussed alternative pricing that's the reason

,

13 * we didn't discuss ~itt it'.s_not'an alternative pricing metna.
34 One point further: With regard to subpart (a)

15 of the contention, the staff did support that portion of the.

16 contention. The rea. son we supported it was that we were not

at all sura, and still are not sure that the two lignite37

Plants about which the petitioner speaks are the two plants18
.-

39 that are listad in the table in the FES. If the applica1t

can verify that those are the two plants, that tne two plants, 20

in that table are the two lignite plants which the petitioner21

22 is concerned about, then we don't think there's a basis for

25 litigating that portion of the contention.

g MR. COPELAND: I wish I could tall you, but .C

g don't know what No. Cumings is talking about. I have no idea. i
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WRB/wb9 1 what plants it is. !

2 The only lignite plantsthat Houston has ever

O'

3 looked at are north of Houston. So I don't know what sh1's
4 talking about. I'm sorry, I can't clear up Ms. Cumings'

~

5 contention for Ms. Cumings. There's no way I can.

6 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right..

7 With respect. to the inquiry, or at least the lack

*

8 of knowledge as to what Ms. Cumings -- as to what two lignite
'

9 s*4nts Ms. Cumings had in mind, will you be able to contact

10 your client some time today, or byno later than tomorrou

i and report back to us tomorrow, by tomorrow no later 11aa,

12 say, four o' clock,as to the identity of these 7.wo lignits

13 Plants? Will you do that, Mr. Doggett?
)

14 MR. DOGGETT: Yes, sir.

15 I C2 ink the confusion-- I don't thi.% anybody
.

16 disputes that two lignite plants are being considered. I thin'<

the
37 confusion is the reference in the Final Supplement to the

18 Final Environmental Statement to two coal plants. I think
*

that's where the confusion lies. The question is whet 6er99

20 those two lignite plants are the same thing 'as the t"o coal
;

21 Plants that are included in the analysis.

MR. COPELAND: Well I believe that the smrca of22

g that table is our Environmental Report, and we'11 take. ' look.
.

But I have checked since I made the statement, and th< si two

unita shown on Table 8-13 were lignite plants.g

1:215 355
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ia 71g4

WRB/wbl0 1 CHAIW.AN WOLFE: Well have I put the quesden

2 properly, to applicant's and staff's minds as to tne q :ertion
G

3 to be put to Mo. Cumings?

4 MR. COPELAND: Yes, sir, you're right on point.

5 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well we would like that answer
6 by no later than tomorrow afternoon by four o' clock.,

.

7 MR. DOGGETT: Yes, sir.

-

a CHAIRMAN WOLFE Go ahead, Mr. Doggett.

9 MR.' DOGGETT: As to Contention 3, this con.ention

10 mentions several factors. It's mainly a fear of heal:h

hazards based on radiation exposure due to people dritking11

12 water from the Brazon or Brazos cont-:minated aquifers, 21so

13 through fishing and the food chain. And the staff anr1 the
i

applicant oppose this on the grounds that these facto::s hhveg

15 already been considered.

16 We agree that the factors were considered.

j7 However, we ".:~al.d take the position that the analysis was

defective for the same reasons that Mr. Bishop stated in his18

99 argument on Bishop Contention 8. And we would like to adopt,

without repetition, the arguments made by Mr. Bishop as a20
".

21 basis for Contention 3.
,

g MR. NEWMAM: Mr. Chairman, I'm going to obj;ct
g, at this point. I think a game is being played here whi:h

I
,

g: imposes on all the parties, including the Eoard as we..l. an
I

~ g absolutely unreasonable burden. Mr. Bishop was up he::e for
,

1215 356
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j 1185

WRB/wbll 1 the better part of eight hours yeaterday giving extenaive
I 2 off-the-cuff support for his various contentions. To require
i

3 the Board and the parties to sit through that eight hours of

.O 4 presentation and determine whae supgortsMr. aishop's teeei-

5 many, or his cententions, and then adopt it, is totally
( 6 unreasonable, and I don't believe that by any atretch, 71Ien

.
the widest latitude to the fact that we have, perhaps a7

8 pro se intervenor, or a lay man, I don't believe that t'.s-

9 kind of stretching of the rules is proper. And, at a

10 minimum, the gentleman owes to us a specific identifica:Lon

11 of which of Mr. Bishop's statements he adopta. And that

12 has to be chapter and verse, lina by line.
,-

13 MR. DCGGETT: We adopt all of S is statemer.tn .i,)

14 They're on the record. You'11 have an opportunity to a::Jue

13| this. I don't see how you're being harmed by this.,

-

i

16 If his arguments are incorrect or insufficity:

17 we will stand or fall based on that.

18 MR. SOHINKI: Excuse me, Mr. Doggett. Did 1 >it.
- '

.
.

gg i say Bishop Contantion 87

-

MR. DOGGETT: Yes, I did.20-

21 MR. SOHINKI: Bishop Contention 8 her'. to do if.th

22 a ruptured pipeline. It has nothing to do witn what ve :e

3g talking about hera.

24 E. Me Do you have a copy of Mr. Bist. sp's
!

25 contentions that I might look at? I've obviously given on '

. 1215 357
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WRB/wb12I the wrong reference. I UO I 'J (,(
,

i 2 MR. SCHINKI: I might add that I agree withi G
| 3 Mr. Newman's comments.
!

4 CHAIRMAN ~WOLFE Is this the last time any cne
i -

5 of your clients is going to incorporate by reference and
6 rely on someone else's arguments?.

.

7 MR. DOGGETT: No, sir.
'

-

G CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Since I have to give considera-

tion now to th1s continuous incorporation by reference, is9

10! . this the last time?
,

11 MR. DOGGETT: No, sir.
.

12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: How many more times?

13 (Document handed to Mr. Doggett)
i .

14 MR. DOGGETT: The proper reference is Bishop

15 Contention 12. Bishop Contention 12 is a different cen-
.

16 tcntion from Cumings' Contention 3. However we feel thet,

and would argue that the bases stated by Mr. Dishop in17

support of his contention 12 also relate to, and are germane18
*

.

19 to Cumings Contention 3.

. 20 MR. SCHINKI: Mr. Chairman, tre don't think there's,

21 any relationship between those two contentions at all. One

has to do with laks seepage into the Evangelino aquifer,22

one has to do with the tact that we haven't considered Iadio-23

24 active discharges to the Brazos River. They don't seen to
,

23 he related at all.
;

1215 358 .
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WRB/wbl3 1 MR. NEWMAN: I would add to that, Mr. Chairman,
; 2

U, that there is something to be reminded of from the Appeal
i

3 Board's ruling of October 1. The Appeal Board, in talkiag
4 about the possibility of substantive alterations of cont 3n-

*

'5 tions, stated:

6 " Substantive alterations of contention.s.

.

7 as distinguished from arguments in support of exis :-
-

'8 ing contentions can be done only with leave of the
9 Board. That's a matter for the Board's discretion "

10 What is going on here is that this petitienc.c

is attempting to support his contentions, which differ from11

12 those of Mr. Bishop, with Mr. Bishop's reasoning; in effact
13 asserting if Mr. Bishop gets in on Mr. Bishop's conter.tijns,

)
-

14 his client gets in on his contention.

15 I regard this as just straight playing ganen
16 with the process.

17 (The Board conferring.)

18 CHAIRMAN WOLFB: We'll have a ten-minute rac-nts
19 at this time.

End 2D 20 (Racess)
.

21 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Ms. Woodhead, may we contir 107

22 MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Chairman, may I please bc-

Permitted to restate our position with respect to the r.a ::.tr of23

pj, whether one may adopt the argument, the statements of ( ne :her

25 in support of a petition?
,

1215 359
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II I

HRF ubl4 1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes. II I

! 2 0 , NEWMAN: I would not mean to suggest that(/
' 3 a party seeking intervenor status cannot, in support of his
J

f' 4 contention, adopt statements of another. I think the caaea,

'
.

5 have to be looked at one-by-one.
..

Itisarequirementoftherules,2.714(b)6-

7 that a person shall set forth a bases for each contention
.

8 set forth with reasonable specificity.

9 I believe that one has to examine in every case
10 ' whether in that case one can divine from the statements of
11 another a reasonably specific basis for his clin contention.

,.-

12 I am stating that in this situation the particularization
13 required to support the. contentions.which Mr. Deggett is

'

T4 set ng forth cannot be discerned from the statements of

15 Mr. Bishop witliout, further detail and particularization.
,

I th5.'h$i'it is clear, more generally, that a16

petitioner is not permitted to incorporate massive documants17

gg by reference as a basis for a statement of contentions.
.'

I think that is in the NRC case law, the Browna Ferry pro-19

- 20 ceeding.
,

21 Finally, Mr. Chairman, aside from the requirement $

22 of the rules and the precedent in NRC cases, the Board's own

rder of October 2nd set forth the purpose of this proceeding.23

3 Permit me to quote.

3 "During the course of the special ,

.

1215 360
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PJOR OR GEL
""

WRB/wbl5 1 prehearing conference the intervening parties and
2: the petitionera for leave to intervene may present

i

3; oral argument upon their own behalf in response te

4 the applicant's and/or the NRC staff's objectio'ns

5-

to the admissibility of said party's and petitioner's

O proposed contentions."
.

*

7 Mr. Doggett is obligated, as I read the Board's

8 order, to defsnd the contentien of his own clients ageinst
-

"
the objections'of the NRC staff and the applicant. I think

to if he attempts to do anything else he is oncside the reco<3

11 of this proceeding.

12 I would only add that to the extent he sceh3 to

13 adopt by reference the statements of another, the circur.r:ance:s

)
14 of this case are not auch as would permit Mr. Doggett ts

15 ,do so with respect to this contention on behalf of this
.

16 petitioner. And I believe we will have to go through t*a

17 laborious process of making that statement each time.

18 I do not want to attempt to, or try to set icwn

~

19 a general principle of law that one may not adopt the a .'72 ment-

i

20 of another.
*

I think they have to be looked at case-br~.1se.
.

21 I have thougb*: about that in connection with each of

22 Mr. Bishop's cententions as reflected on the record ye. tar-

23 , day, and I would be very surprised if one.could divine .u

24 precise basis of ?*r. Dcggett's contentions by reading

25 Mr. Bishop's transcript. 1216 001 ,
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?00R BRIGllM u~
'

WRD/wbl6, 1 MR., SOHINKI: Mr. Chairman, my problem, au vell

8 2
, as the problea Mr. Newman is pointing out, my problem is a
Q

3 practical one and one of fairness.,

{ It seems to me, especially in the light of4

'

5 Mr. Doggett's assertion, or admission that the contenticus

6 upon which he relies are not exactly the same as those of,

.

7 his client, what we're left with is a period of perhaps i.wanty

-

B minutes of argument with regard to eu.n contention -- or

9 more. And it s'eems to me what we're left with is a desi:;e

10 that we search through that material to find out if interd

11 maybe five minutes of that twenty minutes of argument supports

12 his particular contention, and I don't think that's fair to

13 the Board, I don't think that's fair to the applicant, and

14 I don't think it's fair to the staff.

15 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Let's see now. Lot ma go b.tek
.

16 over this.

17 We've had -- what? - one prior instance wi :h

18 regard to one of Ms. Cumings contantions wherein there Lts

19 been an incorporation by reference of Mr. Bishcp's basec for

^
20 a particular contention. Or is it now two? There han b mn

.

21 one effort. We allowed that. This is the second effcrt

22 isn't that correct, Mr. Doggett?

23 MR. SOHINKI: I think this is the third. ?

24 think two Bishcp contentions were incorporated by refert we :

25 and one of Mr. Baker's contentions.

}2kb
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,

WRB/wbl7 1 MR. MEWMAN: T' tat's correct. dj j (
:
I 2 CHAIRMAN WOLFE That's correct. All right,s

d
3 Do you have anything more to add, Mr. Dogge :t?

fv 4 MR. DOGGETT: Merely that in prior presentations
.

!' 5 by other parties those parties were obviously allowed to go
!

6 well beyond the bases which we*e stated in their written
,

.

7 submission. Nowhere in Mr. Bishop's written r,ubmissicn do I
'

8 find many of the things that he discussed as bases for has-

9 contentions.
*

10 I am merely trying to save time by adopting

13 arguments which I feel - bases: arguments - which I feel

12 will support my client's contentions, without having to

13 repeat all the arguments that have been previously made.
,

14 I feel that the staff and the applicant have had
)

15 an opportunity to respond to those prior argumants, ard I
.

16 don't feel that they have been treated unfairly in this~

g7 manner.

18 In the event that- To a large e:ttent where I'm

'
-

gg trying to do this is on contentions that are very simila::

20 to contentions that have already been raised by others, tnd
:

21 will probably,~in my opinion, if admitted, end up being j

consalidated. And I anticipate that my clients would bcg

g ruled to consolidate with others on those matters. Ther3 fore ,

24 I can see no point in arguing independently for contentians

25 which are very similar to contentions which have already been
i

_



I

I

WRB/wblB 1 raised.

4 2 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Yes. That is your argumer. :,s

U,

! 3 All right.
t

.

! ({} 4 Tha Board is prepared to reverse itself in its
t

*

5 past rulings with regard to what I understand was the
6 incorporation -- was the allowance,!!r. Doggett, as to 1.la.

.

7 clients as to three separate contentions, to incorpore.te hv
-

8 reference the bases given by another petitioner for leare

9 to intervene,'whether it be Mr. Bishop or Mr. Baker.
10 We have reconsidered our allowance of this,

We are beginning to see that this is pretty much of a pr.: ern;11

in fact Mr. Doggett advises that there will be several raare,12

13 if not numerous more incorporations by reference to other

14 arguments and/or bases given by previous petitioners for

15 leave to intervene. We see this as a pattern. Ne see .aat
.

it is in thelong run going to be disruptive and ultincttiv16

will delay, because of the laborious process that will ha17

required -- namely, not only will applicant and staff bu t18
~

the Board as well will have to go back and go through, ' x:
-

39

example, Mr. Bishop's bcses, numerous bases in support o f20
:

o

ithe contention, and go through each one and see whethe.r Ladeed21

that is applicable and relsvant to one of Mr. Doggett's22

23 client's contentions.

24 This is self-defeating, and we won't all.w L:.

25 There are too many of them.
I

1216 004
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300R ORGNAL
""

.

WRB/wbl9 I It would seem to us that if this had been the,

'

2

h3
idea of any petitioner or group of petitioners prior to

' 3 coming'before this Board on oral argument there should have
I
' 4 been an effort made by the various petitioners to agree to

5 consolidate their contentions and/or consolidate their
6 arguments. But this way, once again:-- The Board just won't.

7 stand for it.
.

8 % have been working mightily, as I indicatad
'

is much earlier, to yet this case on a single track. And v.a are

10 just goin<T - we are spinning our wheels on two separate

11 tracks now. And we~'re not going to allow that.

12 This is not to preclude you, Mr. Doggett, from

13 backing up, if you so wishr to one cf your client's first
y ...

~

14 contentions, and if you wan to orally give us the basas,

.
And ws'11 go through that process. But we're Joing.15 you may.

16 to demand that it be made by you and on their behalf. A .d

17 we will consider the bases one-by-one. It may be time-

18 consuming, but in the long run I thnk it will reduce a lot
*

.

19 of our work.

, So, as I say, the Board is not against raversing20.

21 itself where it has been shown that its prior ruling has been

22 in error or has not been fair,

s

23 I would also add: one of my colleagnos was

24 concerned abcut the status of the record, as to whether you

25 understood, Mr. Deggett, if you make a full oral argument ,
.

.

1216 005
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302 OlmiUL
""

WRB/wb20 1 now you cannot later supplement your oral argunent by a
,

,

2 written argument. You must understand that the time for
b,

3 *zendments has closed with regard to your contentions.
3

4 You may not amend your contentions at a subsequent date. You
I -

5 may not amend your contentions.

6 We are proceeding, after the conclusion of this
.

~

7 special prehearing conference, to write up an order
- 8 and determine whether the contentions presently beforc. us are

9 admissible. I thi k you understood that. Maybe we're f.tstn

10 being overly cautious in reminding you and/or any other

11 petitioner for leave to intervene that such is the care.

12 All right.

13 MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Chairman, I would just like to

14 make clear my own understanding. I

15 Whan Wu invited Mr. Doggett to bac): no and
'

16 explain with respect to each of his clients the bases fc.

their contentions, my view would be that he can certainly37

18 go back and pick up certain parts of Mr. Bishop's argtmeit
*

- jg that he believes are supportive of his clients. But I don't

20 believe the Board's order precludes him frem doing that.
*
.

g. The 3 card's order precir/.es him from simply adopting wholesalea

22 and without discrimination the statements made by Mr.Eii. top

23 g over the full record yesterday.

24 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: That, ofcourse, may be dor. r.

25 But what is your suggestion, then? Say that Mr. Bishop had
i

.
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WRB/wb21 1 given fiva premises, or five bases for a particular conten-
;

,
2 tion. Your suggestion is that Mr. Doggett may go back and()
3 identify Bases 1 and 4, or he should say "I incorporate

!

4 Basis 1 of Mr. Bishop, which is..." and then proceed to
I- *

5 read that off?

6 What is your suggestion on that? Or what are.

.

7 you suge stating?

-

8 MR. ? 'mMAN: He must identify with reasonable

9 specificity thbse portions of Mr. Bishop's statements which

10 support his contentions. He must also establish that the

11 statements are supportive of his contention as opposed t3

12 Mr. Bishop's contention.

13 CEAIRMAN WOLFE Well I think that's well takin-
\

''
14 Certainly, as you say, you've read the prior bases for hooo

15 prior petitioners whom you a:'e willing to incorporate general-
.

16 ly by reference. Certainly you're conversant with what their

17 bases were.

18 Would you like a little time in which to prepare
'

19 yourself for that? In which case we have Dr. Marrack ir.
-

20 the audience and he can proceed. Or what's wur pleasur:?*
.

21 We would like to finish with you today if possible. ~

22 MR. DOGGETT: I would like to try to fini.sh, f!L ig, and possibly on the particular issues or contentions :/n:-re
' ;
. :

I'm trying to incorporato, pocoibly go into that at a 1.'.cer33 i

date.3

b
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WRB/wb22 1 The problem I'm going to have is this: It's,

:

2 essentially the same problem that the staff and the applicant
O

3 have: I did not take notes of Mr. Bishop's or Mr. Baker's

4 presentations, and the only way I'm going to be able-- I

'

5 need to review tte transcript.
t

6 Thank you. That solves that problem.,

7 And I will do what the Board asks on that isuus.
'

8 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: We're not asking you to de
,

9 anything. What we're saying is that we're not going to allow

10 wholesale incorporation by reference.

11 MR. DOGGETT: I understand.

12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: You take it from there.

13 MR. DOGGETT: Now what I'd like to do is trossed
') -

- ja on the contantions where I do not attempt to suoport -ht:
'

3o

byarhumentsmadebyotherintervenors.15
.

16 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Any objection?

17 MR. 30HINKI: I would think it would make- 3r

16 a comewhati fragmented session, but....

19 CHAIRMAN WOL?I: Exactly.

20 All right. We'll permit you to proceed ''i':h
.

21 y ur petitioners and to proceed with argument, oral a:ginent,

22 and you may have time to review, I guess, the transcr p - to

g make a deter:nination on what portions of prior peuiti< n irs'

! f r leave to intervone bases are and come back in and ttil us24

uhat those particular bases are.
25

i

1216 008 -
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WRB/wb23 1 All right. You may proceed on that basis.

2 MR. COPELAND: I assume that has got to be done

3 within this week, Mr. Chairman?

i 4 CHAIREN IMLFE: It'll be done within this week,O'

5 and 4f we have to go into late hours for Mr. Doggett we will'

6 go into late hours fo:: Mr. Doggett.
.

~

7 MR. COPELAND: I'm perfectly willing to do that,

a sir..

9 CHAIRMAN WOLFB If we have to go into a night

10 session to complete Mr. Doggett's argument, that's where

;; we're going.

12 MR. DOGGETT I don't anticipate any problems

13 on my part of not being able to do it by the end of the week.
'

. 14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE But that's the deadline.

15 All right. Proceed.
" .,

16 MR. COPELAIID: Thank you.

97 MR. DOGGETT Very well.

18 One point 1 would like to make on the Board's
.- ruling, and that is: the contentions that I'm seeking togg

20 adopt by reference are fairly limited in number. In other
.
~

w rds, I'm n t going to do this on every singla contertti3n21

that b;s been raised,g

i. 23 CEAIRMAN WOLFE: We mada our ruling. Ju: t

proceed.g

MR. DOGGETT: Okay.g

r

\li6 .
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I
wrb/agbl I believe all this came about on cumings Co1tenti n

2+

3. !(,
3

The next contention is contention 1, which lasic-
4

/.
4

ally alleges that Bay City is a superior alternatire., and,

t .

5 4.t'c my understanding that there is no controversy on tlat
6

issue. And if it is admitted, then Ms. Cumings Conter.td an 4
.

-
.

7 would be censo11 dated with TexPIRG's.
8 Contention 5 has to do with - Ms. Cumines
9

argues that this plant will - ny notes reflect that l'er

10
contention is that this plant will emit greater amouni:n of

i
II

radiation than other similar plants and that, thereforo. !

12
it shouldn't be built.

13 The Staff and the Applicant oppose this on tha,
-

I4 , grounds that the amissiona vill be within the regulaticas
;

13 and I accept that objection and withdraw Centantion 5 -!I-

l16
~

Contention 6 refers to alternate energv -o r:as,'i
.

17 including flared gas, sclid waste ccmbustion, solar u.;d |

18 water and wind power.
.-

19 The Staff and Applicant oppose this centantioT

20 on the grounds thr.t these alternative energy sources 'rcre.
,

,
'

21 already considered and also that the contentien i s in::pte.i ?lc i
i

i22 , in stating how these alternative sources could be a s i.) t.i :ut y
4

23 ' for the nuclear plant.
i

24 I will argue as to each proposcd alt:arna' ,2.
t
'

,

25 | As to the alternative of flared gas in tNs ,
!

QS
s'2.\ 6

I

*
1

s
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wrb/agb2 Thompson field, my argument is that this potential alt:ernative
2

O energy source was not considered by the Staff or Applf. cuntU
3

in their analysis, and that if it vrore considered it r. tight
4n() change the outcome of the analysis, '

'

5
As to solid waste combustion, the Interv mer

.

6 !
'citas --

!*

7
.

'
MR. COPELANDs We stipulated on that one, ;

*

8
I believe.

,

9 |
-

MR. DOGGETT: Yes, sir. I'm sorry,.I be.1!ve 8

to
there is no epposition to that particular part of Con:e.. tion

l '' 6, as long as it's consolidated with another contantion.
12

As to nolar, I believe that that has been con-

13 sidered in the Applicant's and Staff's calculations. TI er
'

14-

way I read the contention is basically Ms. Cumings diaagrtos
15

with the analysis, although she doesn't identify specaff c.111y ..

16 how she disagrees.

17 I will leave it at that. 1 will nat wititdraw
18 tha'contantion, but I have no further argument on it.

*

19 The contention as to water and wind peker,
20 I agree with the Applicant's and the Staff's objection : hat.

,

21 that contention is inspecific and will withdraw it, t.ta::
22 part of Contentior 6 .which has to do with -- the 'tiy' l'ii '

!23 says it in hydro- and gyro-power.
24 I

CEAIMAN WOLFE: 'Icu are withdratting AD7
|
f

25 MP. DOGGETT Yes, sir. ; i
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1
. rb/agb3 On Contention 7, basically Ms. Cumings isw

2:Q alleging that the cost-benefit analysis regarding coal "Irsus,

: 3
i nuclear is inaccurate because certain costs nre not considore 1

! . 4
in that analysis,-

*

i 5
'

The Applicant and Staff oppose th7 admiscion
'

S
of this contention en the grounds that Ms. Cumings falls to*

.

,

7
point out any errors in analysis.

'

8
I would simply argue that she has mentioned

9
a factor which apparently was not considered in the cost-

10
benefit analysis, and that is legal costs. And I ass 1:ma what

11 she's talking about are the fees generated as a resu.'.t rf
-

12
these hearings. ;

13
MR. COPELAND: And they're going up the More

I4
you talk, Mr. coggett.

I
I

,
(Laughter.) .j

MR. COGGETT: And I would argue that's a valil

I7 factor that should he considered in the cost-ben-fit analysis.
3A f1ws IB

'

.

19

20,

.

21

22

23 8

l
'

24

25
l1

1216 012-
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3A WRB/wbl 1 Contention 8 has to do with the storage of

2 waste. The applicant and the st2.ff oppose this issue on the
V

3 grounds they believe it is not litigable in these proceedings.
,

; 8.360 4 I may.be misstating that.

! - 5 I would merely argue - I would agree with that

6 except that I believe the potential risk, the health hazird as
.

*

7 a result of waste storage, however low, should be considered

9 in h cost-benefit analys'is. If it already has been, I-

3 t u 11 stand on the record. But that's her contention.

10 And I would cite the same citation that I balieve

11 ,'the staff refers to, State of Minnesota versus NRC,

12 [DocketNo.78-I24b_.D.C. Circuit,May 23, 1979.
.i

'
'

-

13 MK. NEWMAN: Mr. Chairman, just for the recordt.
-

>
14 In connection with the citation of the Minn3sota

15 case, I think the Board, if it isn't already aw:1re - and

16 you probably are: there is a notice of proposed rulem king 5

17 out on the subject of the high level waste disposal which

doesprescribethosematterswhichshouldandshouldnotbagg
,

-

taken up during the course of an adjudicatory proceeding.-

39

20 IIR. SOHINKI: I might add, Mr. Chairman, just
|

21 for Mr. Doggett's information and for any other petit;onars

22 in the room who have the same concerns about high levol
|

'

?.3 waste storage, thz.t they'rs perfectly frae to esiment in

24 e nnection with that rulenaking proceeding, even though tha

O issue is n t litigable in this'' proceeding.2s
-

r

1216'013
i.

.

.

.
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yRB/ub3 1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Do you have a Federal Register
2 notice for that?

'
3 MR. NEWMAN: I don't have the cite to the!

4 Federal Register notice. I was operating from the docuatent

| 5 attached to the Ccmmission staff paper. I'm sure I can get
.

6 it for you before tomorrow.
.

7 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: Do you have a date?
.

9 MR. NEWMAN: No, I don't have the date. But,

I w'i.11 get it for ycu.9
,

I10 MR. DOGGETT: Contention 9 states a concern aboutJ
|

11 low level radiation. The applicant and the staff oppose '

12 this on the grounds that it is a challenge to the regulations.

13 Again, I would re7ognize that objection; except

14 that I believe the potential hetlth dangers from low '.evel

15 radiation, however small, even within the regs, should be !
!'

a factor that is calculated into the cesh-benefit analysis. I16

j7 I would like to skip over myself and go on

with the other people I represent, because my arguments on18

,- 39 their contentions are basically very brief. - if there's no

20 objection.
.

*

21 As to Nancy L. Durham, her first contentior is

22 that the building of the plant will cause increased r sk cf
' '

23 flooding. The applicant objects on the grounds that that

24 has already been considered.

25 We re gnize that, and withdraw Contention 1.
i

1216 014 -
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?BCR BRGINAL
WRB/wb3 1 One thing I'd like to make clears In case I

2 make a withdrawal of a contention for one party and don't.,

O
3 make a withdrawal for another party, that may appear to be

j
4 inconsistant. But I LL11 assume that each party will be !

'
5.

considered as a separate entity, and that one party will not
6 ba bound as to a representation that I make on behalf of

'

{~

7 another party.

8 CHAIRMAN WOIEEi Bsfore we take up Ms. Nancy
.

, ;

9' Durham-= Is that correct, Mr. Doggett?

10 MR. DOGGETT: Yes, sir.-

11 CHAIRMAN WOLFEt We had ruled on October 15th
'

12 that we would consider Ms. Durham, among others, as merely
13 being an individual who wished to make a limited appearance
14 request. And Ms. Durham appeared among those names. And we

15 .7sked at that time if any of those named people wished to

16 come forward and give reasons why we should reconsider

17 and rule that they, and Ms. Durham in particular, were
18 petitioners for leave to intervene.

-

19 Now you're proceeding todeem that we havo

20 recognized Ms. Durham as being a petitioner for leave to

intervene and that she has preparly contentions bafore us.21

22 When we read Ms. Durham's petition for' leave
'

23 t^ intervene dated July 9th - and I assume that's what

you're referring to, is it not? - as being her petition for24

25 leave to intervene, Mr. Mgsattr is that correct?
I

1216 015
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WRB/wb4 1 MR. DOGGETT: I do not have that in front of me.
2 The only document that-.

O,,

3 CNAIRMAN WOLFE Does anyone have it? Does
.

4 anybody else nava any'other document from Ms. Durham?

4 5 MR. COPEIAND: No, sir, that's all we receired.

6 MR. DOGGETT: I have a letter dated- What late,

.

7 did you give, sir?

*

8 CHAIPl!AN WOLFE: July 9th 1979.

9 MR. DOGGETT: I have a letter dated Septemb3r

to 27th, 1979, received October 5th, 1979.

11 MR. COPELAND: I have that, Mr. chairman, I

12 thought you were asking about whether we have any othsr

13 document relating to her statement of interest.
'

l
14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE What is that letter you're

l
15 holding? What is v. hat? j

.

16 nR. DOGGETT: That's the letter of SepteLSer 27, '

17 1979, in which che takes the statement,

18 "I would like to add the following te

~

19 my previous contentions."

20 E.-COPELAND: And wc have no previous contan -.

,

21 tions.

22 CHAIPMAN WOLFE: I'm sorry?

23 MR. COPELAND: We have no document 110ti;g anr.

2a other contentions other than the one that Mr. Doggett jt: 3t
( identiified.25 g

.
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WRB/wb5 1 We have two pieces of paper frem Ms. Durham.

2 One'is the letter that the Board has, dated July 9th, which
(. _

3 presumably was filed in response to the notice. I think

V. the Board has already noted, quite properly, that she failedn 4
. . . _ _ - . . -

~

5 to assert in that letter that she had not intervened before
6 because of the restrictions of the notice.,

.

7 'We then got a document dated September 27th, 1979
*

9 listing two contentions. And I might add, the documet.t was

g filed out of time.

10 Those are the only two things we have o,

1: Ms. Durham. I think she is obviously out for both of those

12 two reasons.

' l'3 CHAIRMAN 1CLFE May I see that document yuu
"

14 have there, dated September 27th, received October 5th, or

13 whatever?
.

30 (Document handed to the Chairman)
.\

37 MR. COPELAND: I have an extra copy if the

18 Board would like it.

19 (Handing document to the Board)

20 CHAIRMAN WOL7E: Thank you.
;

21 All right. I guess the first thing you havi

22 to do-

p

23 MR. COPELA?TD: Mr. Chaiman, might I maksz ole |.

34 | cther point, sir?

25 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes.

1216 017
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WRB/wb6 1 MR.COPELAND: My notes reflect that on Monday
2 when this prehearing conference started that Ms. Durham was

3 on the list of people that you read off. And Mr. Doggett

4 did represent that he was here that day as her ccensel.
~

5 He was appen_ing as substitute counsel until ht could confirm

6 that Ms. Durham wanted him to represent her. And I gcther.

'

7 that he has now gotten that confirmation.
-

8 So she was for all purposes represented on that

9 Monday when this prehearing conference started and then you

10 requested thct anybcdy come forward who wished to challenge.

It the Board's ruling with respect to the people you had deamed

12 to be persons who were going to make a limited appeartnea.

13 CHAIRMAN WOLFER So what are you saying?

14 MR. COPELAND: I.'m saying the lady has hcd due

15 process, i
j

~

16 MR. DOGGETT To make things easier, I believa

17 Er. Copeland is correct. And I will accept - I will not

18 make any further argument on behalf of Durham, and will

gg accept the Board's ruling that their documents be conatrued-

20 as a request merely to make a limited appearance.
'.

21 CHAIN WOL?E: All right. Thank you.

22 MR. DOGGETT: The same is true of J. Duri:in

23 and P. Durkin.

I CEAIDIAN WOTEE: As I told fou, I guess feac'e -24

f day, or was it today? we had et ared orders as to thone Wo25
,

1216 01B
_ _
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WRB/wb7 1 individuals. And the only appeal, as we indicated in our

2 order, was to the Appeal Board within acertain time date.,s

(.
3 Whether such an appeal has been taken I don't know. But

4 certainly we can't entertain that again.
~

5 MR. COP 2 LAND: Mr. Chairman, I understand

6 Mr. Doggett is not even complaining abcut those orders now,,

.

7 but he is representing that those two clients wish ta make
'

8 limited appearances only.
.

9 CHAIRMAN WOL?E' Yes. All right. Fine.

10 I'm just amplifying what their status is. If they appeal in
'

11 a timely way therLthey can appeal to the Appeal Board.

12 MR. DOGGETT: The next persor, ic Robin Griffith.

13 Her contentions are not numbered, so I will
~

14 attempt to designate, give them numbers as wo go along.

15 On the first page of her letter, the last para- '

.

16 graph, she makes a statement which is basically a concern

17 about the exposure of a large population to low level radia-

18 tion. The applicant and the staff oppose this as a challenge
gg to the regulations.

-

20 I accept thoso objections. But, an on previous:

similar contentions,I would argue that risk to health however21

22 low, and even if in compliance with the regulations, thould

23 be considered in the cost-benefit analysis.

24 MR. COPELAND: Mr. Dcggett, I'm sorry to inter--

rupt you, but would you agree or not agree that that's a changg a
t

1216 019
.
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WRB/wb8 I in your contention?
'

4

i 2 MR. DMGETT Well the contention is worded in,

; 3 such a way that I probably would have the same difficulty
'

4 with it that everyone else does. It's hard to tell axactly
-

5 what Ms. Griffith means. And I am merely trying to argue an
6 interpretation of her statement that puts her in the best,

.

~

7 light.

* 8 MR. COPEIAND: I can certainly appreciata your

9 difficult. es. *And I'm not trying to be overly technical.
10 But I do think that it'r, important for us to know. Because

11 the way she has written the contention, the only way to

12 construe it would be as a challenge to the regulations.

13 I think if you're going to deviate from : hat
)

14 and now argne that the effects of releases should be con-

sidered, I think, sir, that you will have to specify the15
,|

. .

16 manner in which they have not been considered or that the

manner in which the consideration is given is inadequate,17

18 because I think those are different contentions.
19 I just want to make sure that we are not --

20 that we don't have any misunderstanding about this.
;

21 MR. DOGGETT: My argument is that they saould

22 be considered in the cost-benefit analysis. If they tav e,

I'm willing to accept the record on that particular pnint.23

24 I'm not atteking-- I'm going to rely on the document i ; hat

25 are already here on this particular point.

1216 020
>
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WRE/wb9 1 I guess what I'm saying, if I'm in error in

2
. stating, in implying that they have not been considered, *

b
.3 I'm willing to accept that.

' 4 MR. COPELAND: Thank you.

Cf3 5 MR. DOGGETT: On Conhntion 2, that's at the-

6 bottom of page 2, the last paragraph. She expresses her
.

~

7 concern about nuclear waste and its disposal. The applicant

8 and staff oppose this as a non-litigable isaue.-

9 And, again, basically the'same argument. I

10 recogniza that. But merely ask that waste storage and any

11 health risk resulting therefrem, even if within the rogs,

12 should bo considered in the '.:ost-benefit analysis.

13 Contantion 3 would be on page 3, the first full )
w'' 14 paragraph, in which Ms. Griffith expresses a con:,ern abcut

|
|

15 thermal pollution in the cooling lake. I believe the objec- |
'

16 tion of the applicant and the staff is that this mattar has

17 already been considered and that she has offered no new

18 information.
'

tg I would accept those objections and will with-
-

20 draw Contention 3.
"

.

21 Centention 4 begins at the bottom of page 3

22 and continues to the and of her letter. It is a conctrr.

'

23 that the cooling lake is going to be useless cc a rec er.tional
-

;4 facility. And I believe there is no objection to the admissic a

( 25 of that contentien as long as it is consolidated with like

!

.

! 1216 02il
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WRB/wbl0 1 contentions that hava already been raised.
.

..
2 MR. SOHINKI

b I think cur agreement was c little

3 more specific than you just pointed out, Mr. Doggett. The

14
contention is that the lake would be useless as a recreational

*

5 fishery, not in general as a recreational facility. And

6 that much we agreed can be admitted solely because thcre are,

.

7 already other contentionc in the case, and we havero cbjection
*

8 to consolidation on that NorticIlar issue.
9 MR. DOGGETT: We accept that, and are willing

to to restrict the contention to use as a recreational fishery.
11 I believe that concludes the argunant on
12 Ms. Griffith'c contentions.
13 The next percon is Leotis Johnston.

I

14 The first contention is a state" lent that he
15 lives close ow: ugh to the plant to be exposed to normal and

.

16 accidental radiation emissions. The applicant and'the staff

oppose this as a challenge to the regulations or consileration17

18 of a Class TX accident.

Again, I reccgnize the objections, and merely19

20 wculd state that any health risk, however lov, shculd .e

21 considered in the cost-benefit analysis.

22 contention 2 is a concern about a transpc:tation

23 aedident. Ihc app.'.icant and the staff oppose this as i
: i>

, .
.

# ;
2.5 challenge to the regulationa, or a non-litigabM iscus.

25 * Again, the samar ment, that I recogniz 3 these
,

| 1216 022
-
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WRB/wbil 1 nbjectichs and merely request that the risk, however small,
2

k ,' assuming that the present regulations are complied with, of
3 an. accident, and the possible conse.quences thereof, abould

4 be included in the cost-benefit analysis. I do not think
- 5 they are.

6 He rnises in his Contention 2 - he also raises.

~

an issue about the transient population, people traveli.:ig7

8 on the highways. I believe the staff has opoosed thi3
-

s particular part of the contention on the grounds that it is
to vague and spaculative and that no regulation violatio:t has

11 been alleged.

12 Again, I truld make the argument, the sane

9'.
argument, that the possibility of an accident should '.>e, even13

"
if the regs are complied with, shouM be included in the14

15 cost-benefit analysis, and that- Also I wculd argue t*mt
'

10 CFR 100.3(c), which the Board states refers only tois

residential or permanent type population, I would argue that17

18 a more conservative conatruction of that provision would be
*

to include transient population, since the whole idea is to. jg

consider how many people might actually be exposed to radia-20
|

21 tion in the event of an accident.

22 MR. SOHINKI: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.

23 Part 100, in the specific section .-fr. Dcq geht.

is talking about now, has to do with populatioa center24
j

distance, which has nothing to do with the contention dealing
'

25

1216 023
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WRB/wbl2 1 with transportation accidents. I dot , understand the

2 correlation of Part 100 with the contention we're talking
3 about.-

,

4' MR. DOGGETT: I'll agree with your statement.

I ~
5 Contentions 3 and 4 I will consider together.

6 They state a concern about the limits of liability imposed,

' ~
7. under the Price-Anderson Act and the availability of insurance

-
8 to protect again injury caased by a nuclear accident. .he'

.

9 applicant and the staff oppose the admission of these con-

to tantions on the ground that they are challenges'to statutes,-

1 .something that is not to be considered by this Board. And
,

12' also on the grounds that the insurance wnich the applacant
-- ,,

.,

# -33 is concerned about la in fact available.,-

14 CHAIPMAN WOLFER Did we or did we not decids

15 that particular issue in our ruling of February 9th, 1979, I

'

16 and did or did not the Appeal Board affirm us dn that point? '

17 I have forgottan now.

18 MR. COPELAND: Y a did rule on that, Mr. Chairman,
'

39 and I do 'not 1511 eve 'that anywhere in|the Appe 1 Board-

,

20 decision that they questioned that ruling.
*

21 CHAIH9.N WOLFE: Had you seen our rulin;; of

22 February 9th, 1979, you might be willing to withdraw

?_3 contentions 3 a.J 4.- I'm not pushing it, but... |
t i

-

3; MR. DOGGE*T: I recognize the cbjection .ts beinq !

valid. Again, I merely make the argument that the ri:k of25
,

.

1216 024 :
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WRB/wb13 1 accident, even if all regulations are complied with, however,

i

5 2 small, should be included in the cost-benefit analysic. I

3 will not withdraw the contention, bat I recognize the

O 4 objection. That's the extent of my argument.
| .

' ~

5 CHAIRMAN NOLFE I would like to hear fres
6 applicant and staff on this. Contentions 3 and 4 certainly,

s -

7 do not relate to any cost-benefit be'.ance.
.

8 MR. DOGGETT: I recog 6 je that, Mr. Chairman.
9 CPhIRMAN WOLFER Well you recognize it, but I

10 want to know where we are exactly. Are you pushing that as

11 a - presenting that as an additional bases for Conter tions
12 3 and 4, or what are you doing on that? If you are prasenting

it, is or is that not a change in the scope and thrust of13s

ya
14 the two contentions?

End Bicou !
15

Landon.f1s I

16

17

18
*

.

19

20.

.

21

22

23
I

24

(
25

,

,

1216 025 i
.
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1 MR. DOGGETT: I think that's an accurate statement,,

2 and I'd like to just go on to the next one. I think you made

'3 ' an accurate statement.;

O 4 ca^ra=^" "osr== re ao = ot^rs *** =cov or th-
' '

=5 two contentions; therefore, you're withdrawing tua additional

6 bases you had proferred. Is that correct?,

' ~
7 MR. DOGGETT Yes, sir.

*

8 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right.

;9 But you wish the contentions, 3 and 4 as they ara

20 written, to be considered by the Board?

t1 MR. DOGGETT I will not withdraw 1 ham.

12 CHAIP. MAN WOLFE: All right.

73 M't. DOGGETT ThereSs a slight numbering probicm,
')

14 I have been informed. That is, Ms. Johnson has two nunber

15 Ss and two number 6s. I will refer to these as 5-1 and 5-2,
.

16 and 6-1 and 6-2.

37 5-1 begins on the face of her letter, and 12 a

18 statement of concern regarding the permanent storage cf
'

nuclear waste.-

39

20 While recognizing the Applicant'1 and Staff's
:

21 objections, I'll not withdraw it, but- wili make no further

22 argument in support of it.

'~

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Of the Roman V ~ the firs:23

Roman V7y

MR. DOGGETT: Yes, sir.
-

g
r

. .

'

1216 026
.
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/ ,,

1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right.

L-..
2 MR. DOGGETT: The second Roman V, which is at the

3 top of the back of the page, and possibly the second page.

Q 4 I have a xerox copy. It's on the back of the page. This is
'

'S the South Texas Nuclear Plant alternative contention, and I

'6 understand thera's no objection on that particular contention,,

"

7 and I make no argument en it.

*

8 The first contention 6 has to do with solid waste

9 combustion - I'may be wrong, let's see.

10 MIL SOHINKI I think, Mr. Doggett, if I'm not

mista%c.n, that 5-2 and 6-1 both have to do with South Texas.11 '

12 MR. DOGGETTs Okay. Excuse me.

ja 6-2 is concerned with solid waste combustio as an
''

14 alternative, and the Applicant and Staff, again, do no?. cbject

is as long as that particular contention is consolidated rith
.

1~6 the contention previously raised by TEXPIRG.

17 The next person to be considered would be

Rosemary Td e r.s

)18.
*

19 MR. LINENBERGER: Excuse me, Mr. Doggett.

g, This leaves me w.ith a little bit of ecurusion here.

21 5-2 and 6-1 both go to the Bay City RSTP site consideration?.

22 MR. DOGGETT: Yes, sir.

g MR. LINENBERGER: I heard your discussion with

a respect to 5-2, but I'm not sure of your intent *, or yoIr

25 client's, with respect to 6-1. Are they to be consolidated, or
'

1216 027
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wel 3 lil6

1 are you standing on their -

; 2 MR. DO4.ETT: They are to be. consolidated into the

sam -3 ,

4 MR. I,INEUbERGER: Consolidated. Thank you.8
- O

MR. 'OGGETT The next person to be considerad ic5

Rose' nary Lemmer.
6

.

Her contentions, again, are not numbered..

7 g

'"8 ' '
-

e
and is concerned,with population exposure around the plut.g

e Applicant and Staff argue that this contantion10

, should be rejected on the grounds that there's no haair stated,

that the issues have already been considered, and no ncy

evidence is shown, and that the site selection critaria have

e' not been shown to have been violated.

I would aimply argue that Lemmer has alleged a

factual basis. She has alleged facts which differ from the-

facts used by tha Staff and the Applicant in their anal sesf
regarding population density and growth, and that this aeu

18

data might affect the outcome of the site selection decision..
'

19

This contention is similar to the concerns cf20
.

*

Bishop in his contentions 1, 2 and 3, and I will reviet the

transcript and present additional arguments on this palticu:ar

contention at 2 latar time.

MR. SCHr.iKI: I'd like to ask Mr. Doggett 11 Ma.
24

Lemmer's contention is that there has been some violation of
25

+

l .
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1 the Part 100 site suitability criteria, or is her contention

2 something else?
b

3 MR. DOGGETT I believe what she's saying - I'll

4 try to answer your question - I believe what she's saying is
-

S that your analysis is based on incorrect information, and is,

6 therefore, incorrect.
.

'

7 I would have to assume that it would follow from

~8 that that she's alleging that y~ou violated a site selection-

,

9 criterion. -

to But I have to agree that probably the next thing

11 you're going to say is she doesn't specify how you vio!.at:od

12 it.

13 MR. SOHINKI: You reminded me.

14 MR. DOGGETT: Well, there is - and I have r.o

'S further argument on that particular point.
'

16 Contantion 2 is the South Texas plant alterr.at.t.va.

g I believe there is no opposition to that being admitten and

consolidated.18

*

gg Contention 3 is a concern which begins at the la.st.

20 paragraph on the face of the page. It's concerned about
:

21 permanent wasto storage, and the applicant and Staf f o; pose

22 "chis for the same reason - for the reasons that they : stat.e

in23 pposition to Carrick contention 3, and I recognize ;;ha

33 objactions, but do not withiraw the centention and havo na,

further argument.25
I

.
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'

I CHAIRMAN WOLFE: You do not withdraw it?
2 MR. DOGGETT No, sir.

3 Contention 4 would be on the second page. It vould

C 4 be the first full paragraph, and it is concerned with the

'

5 consideration of conservation as an alternative.
6 The Applicant and Staff oppose this contention on,

*

7 the grounds, I b311 eve, it is vague and inspecific.
*

8 MR. SOHI;TKI I dcn't think that is right, Mr.

9 Doggett. He agr'eed it should be admitted and consolidnted Uith

10 TEXPIRG on the sums issue.

I1 MR. DOGGMT: If that's correct, then I have: no

17. further argument on that.

13 MR. SOHINKI I want to emphasize, when I mtka these
'

14 representations on our behalf that I'm not making any

13 representstions on the Applicant's behalf.

16 MR. DOGGETT I understand that.

17 In response to Applicant's arguments that the IIRC

18 does not have jurisdiction of, nor is this the businosn of

19 HL&P to promote tax breaks for consumer insulation and the

20 other things that she mentions as a means to increasine*

.

21 conservation, I'd simply argue that the issue is not wl othe.-

22 HL&P or the NRC have any control over those particular

23 factors, but merely whether or not they might have semi

24 effect on consorvation as an alternative.

25 MR. COP 3 LAND: Are you changing your content ion r.ow,
i

1216 0 %
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1 Mr. Doggett? Because that's exactly what the contentien says,
r

2 is that the NRC chould promote tax breaks. And I think you,
L

3 as a lawyer, would admit this commission has no jurisdiction
4 to do something like this. '

-

5 MR. DOGGET't: I agree with that, and obviousLy Ms.
6 Lemmer did not understand that..

~

7 I might say, though, that the NRC could indirectly
. a

3 infit:ence some of these matters, depending en huw it rrlec-

9 in these proceedings.

10 obviously if the license is denied, other

11 alternativa energy sources would nava to be found.

12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Of course, that would be because

13 we found against the Applicant on one or more counts, and not
'

-

;;4 on the ground of tax breaks.

.,15 MR DCGGZTT: Right. I understand that.
.

16 The NRC is not in a position to make policy

decisions abot' t(nat type of energy resources we chould ure.37

I'm merely at 3.ng that any decision that is made would, in33

.'
ig effect, hava an offect on thcae things.

'20 MR COPELAND: Is that the argument, that this
*
.

21 Soard ought to look to the effects of its decision inscfar as

22 it might affect Congress in establishing tax -

g MR. DOGG3IT: No, sir.

24 | MR. COPELAND: Well, I'm sorry, but -

MR. DOGGUTT: I don't want to belabor the po Lnt.25
o
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1 I'm ready to go on it.

' 2 CHAIRMAN WOLEE: All right. It will sink or stim,
(_ -'

3 eh?

4 MR. DOGGETT: Right.

-

5 CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right.

6 MR. DGGGETT: Contention 6 -
.

*

7 MR. SOHINKI: I don't know whether you meant tr

8 skip 5, Mr. Doggett, but I think you did.-

9 MR. DOGGETT: Excuse me. Contention S is a cor.ccrn

10 about low-level radiation. I merely state we recogniz3 the

;i objections, but do not withdraw the contention.

12 contention G, which is the last paragraph, is a

13 statemsnt that solar energy should be considered as an

v'
;4 alternative, and is prsferable.

15 The' Applicant and the Staff -- the Staff obd,3 cts
~

16 n the grounds that it has aircady considered sciar anc found

17 it not to be a viable alternative, and the Applicant otjecte

18 on the grounds that the contention itself in the way that it's
'

19 written doesn't raise any issues.-

20 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Don't you agree?
:

ME* DOGG2TT: Yes.21

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Would you care to give some22

consideration to wi:hdrawing it, so we don't have to wtito tpg

s mething in denying it?24

MR, DOGG2TT: I will withdraw that particularg
I

.
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- 300PIOR'SNAL1 contention. l

2 CHAIRMAN WOLPE: All right. You've saved tho :30ard,

C
3 some work.

4 MR. DOGGETT The next person to be considered would

' 5 be Kathryn Otto.

6 Now, I understand that the Board has already ruled,

*

7 that she did not comply with the requirements of the nctices
*

3 as to being intimidated by the wording of prior noticea.

9 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Now, we had ruled that - and w3.

,

10 advised at that time -- that anyone in the audience coald

11 move for reconsideration, and Ms. Otto did appear, I think,

12 and argue her request for reconsideration.

13 MR. DOGGETT: Yes, she did.
)

''
14 MR. SOHINKI: Mr. Chairmaa, the Board's ruling

15 with regard to her was at page 766 of the transcript from
.

m Monday, October 13.

17 MR. COPELAl'D: She did appear, and my notes

18 indicate that not cnly was she hers, but she was here with
/

'

19 counsol, because Mr. Doggett represented on Monday tha- hs'

20 was her attorney.
:

21 MR. DOGCETT I think I can shortcut this.

22 She was the girl who got up and admitted taat she

23 didn't have any knowladge of the Federal Registor noti:ss,

31 but that che wanted to intervene ac;yway. And I recogn.zs that

g she did not comply with the requirement in the notice. I

o
.
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1 would simply argue and ask the Board in its discretion to
2 admit her and make an analysis using the factors simil.tr to,

("
3 those used in 2.714, just as I made the argument for Ms.

'

4 Cuminga.

'

5 Admittedly, Otto has not shown good cause for not

6 being able to comply with that restr;iction, since the Eoard,

*

has ruled that she had construc..ive notice of the Register,7

O the Federal Register.
-

9 Now, in making that statement we do not traive hhe

10 position that the notice was not adequate. However, without

1i rearguing that positian, I would simply ask the Board f.o

12 consider allowing her in at its discration. Sho, again - a

limited appearance is not the equivalent of a full party13

s.) status. Her contention, which is I think basically --34

15 basically the contantion is that coal would be a better
~

alternative than nuclear, which does raise some issues as to16

what she alleges to be the lower efficiency of coal pir.nt:s,37

the life expectancy of coal and nuclear plants, and lez.kage18

Proble'ms, and the storage of wastes.
'

-

19 And these are matters

which I believe had not been raised by anyone else.20
*

.

21 HR. SOHINKI Mr. Chairman, if I could interrupt
g here, just so the r.acord doesn't get confused, I'm.concarned

23 we're ge t ng hto a disassion of --a

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes. Yss.g

MR. SOHINKIr - and I don't think that's re11:.y
1

1216 OM
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n |
1 appropriate in this -

2 CHAIRMAN WOLFE No. We're just nalking about justi
3 a showing of good cause outside of 2.714 *

4 MR. SOHINKI: If I'm not mistaken, Ms. Otto vae the

*
5 lady who suggested that the restrictions .'.n the prior notices

6 had nothing at all to do with her decision not to inter /ene.,

*

7 MR. DOGGETT: That'a correct.
*

8 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Well, in any evMt we had -

9 MR. NEWMANs Mr. Chairman, 9'zcuse ne for interrupting *
'

10 but I do believe that it is in order for Mr. Doggett to
;j i attempt to justify an otherwise non-timely petition by Ms.

.J2 Otto under the rules of this case.

(13 I think, Mr. Chairman, that a good explanation of
V

.ja what the situation is nth respect to people who could not

comply with the Board's order is contained in your' order, Mr.15
. s.

.16 Chairman, of, I believe it's November 30, 1978
.

"

'17 In effect, what you indicated there was that - and

.jg I believe it was really the theory underlying the~notico -
[

, that you had, by your earlier notices, . created a category of.jg

.20 persons who would otherwise be untimely, but who~, for sta.ted
'.

21 re ason.3, would not be required to make a showing. I thi.nk you

22 indicated in.that order of November 30, 1979, that it was up
''-

p,3 to the persons to do one of two things -

24 CHAIR!nN WCLFE: November 30, 1978.

"^ """"^": '**- I'a = rr7- -t 8 "* of two25
I
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1 t ings: either to make a representation under your priorh

2 notices, or to file a non-timely p'.stition expressing the
'3 bases for the petition to be adopted.

4 So I do believe that Mr. Doggett can make such a

'5 rspresentation. Again, I think it goes back to what we were
-

6 discussing earlier. There is a patently no good cause for,

*

7 this untimely filing, and that being the situation the burden

~8 on petitioner is quite substantial in trying to have his client
*

and 6 ,9 admitted in this proceeding at this very late date.

10 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I don't know whether we have to

rt really get to that at all. Isn't this much like another

12 ' individual that we said we would consider only as a lin:ited

13 appearor, and we said when his name or ber name came up
'' 14 through Mr. Doggett t. hat- we had so ruled and we had heerd

15 argument on reconsideration, and denied that person's argurent.
.

O
16 Now, here we have apparently a requent for

L7 re-reconsideration, and this I don't think is proper. w. .s .

18 otto had her opportunity. She did ask for reconsideration.
'

ig We heard her out, and we denied it.-

20 You can only bounce a motion ball so many ti:nes,
'.

21 and then that's the end of it. And I think a motion fr r

22 reconsideration is enough, without going to re-reconsic<er.stion.

23 So I think we must deny it, once again.

24 All right, Mr. Doggett.

25 MR. DOGGETT The next person would have becn in
o

.
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1 a position similar to Ms. Otto. That would be Ms. Pavlovic.

,

2 I was going to make the same argu; cent.
C

3 However, Ms. Pavlovic has instructed me to advise

4 the Board that she does not object to being clacsified as a

5 person wishing to make only a limited appearanca.-

6 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right.
.

-
7 MR. DOGGETT: The next person is Pat:cicia L.

8 Strellein. Her first and third contentions have to do with-

9 the South Texas alternative, and I believe thero is no -

to opposition to those contentions being admitted and consoli-

3i dated with TEXPIRG.

12 MR. LINENBERGER: Excuse me, sir. You're s. lying

13 her first and third contentions? Did I hear you corre-:tly?
J

j4 MR. DOGGETT: Yes, sir.

g MR. LINENBERS .2: They'are to be combined and
'

16 consolidated with TEXPIRG?

97 MR. DOGGETT Yes, with TEXPIRG's contentio.2

g regarding the South Texas plant.
*

!!9 MR. LINENBERGER: Thank you..

20 MR. DOGGETT The second contention is conemed
*

i
Zi with population exposure and population density.

22 I'm not sure what the objections are. I Jatgine

!g; they would be tha same as - that this matter had alre...dy been
1

24 considered and she failed to cite any new evidence.

MR. COPELAND: Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry tog
i

1216 OM
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interrupt, but I have Ms."Streilein down as one of the people1

'

2 who the Board ruled on the first day as being deemed to unke.,
i

3 a L "ted appearance.

O, MR. DCCC-3TT: That's correct.
'

%. .

'
'

? Since I've already started my contantion argu:annt,
I

'

S let me finish my argument on contention 2, which is ve:.y,

*

7 brief, and then I will ad&ess the issue that Mr. Copel.and
*

'8 has iaised.

9 She was one of the pexsons whom I was to contaut

to and advise the Board.

11 As to contention 2, I simply argue that "s.

12 Strellein has cited some data in her contention which is

13 apparently different from the data used by the Staff and the
:

"
14 Applicant, and weuld argue that that data might result in a

15 different outcome on the question of site suitability.
.

16 MR. COPBLAND: Could you toll me what data iha :

17 is, please? The data that's different from what we hate?

18 MR. DOGGETT: Well, I can tell you what she cite 2.

19 To be honest, I do not know whether you cited it-

20 also, Her data that she cites is right in her content on.
.

|
21 I see no need to repeat it. '

22 MR. COPELAHD: ifell, you represented it was

23 ! different than what vs had, and I just wanted to find eut
i

I hou?24 '

MR. DOGGSTT: Well, the only way I can do t!at is6
i

1216 038
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I to take your data and go through all of it and see if any of
2 it is data that she has also cited.

\
.

3 I am assuming that her data is different. It may'

O 4 be .- And if it is not, then we will take the consequences. '

-
5 I simply take the position that the record will

U
,

speak for itself.

'

7 CHAIRMAN WOM E: On what, now, pisase?

O MR. DOGGETT: bn the issue that Mr. Copeland has
*

9 raised. *

10 CHAIRMAN WOME: Oh, yes. All right.

11 Now, getting back to Ms. Streilsin, we had listed

12 her an being one that we deemed and would rule would be an

13 individual requesting to make a limited appearance statement,
''

t4 because, for one reases, she had failed to indicate in her

1:; petition for leave to intervene that she had not filed
.

16 previously because of the prior limitations and order cf

17 May 31 and September 11, 1978. And we so ruled.

18 I don't think Ms. Streilein appeared to ask for
'

19 reconsideration. I think you advised that you were-

ao representing her and would find out.
*

.

21 W!iat have you found out?

22 MR. DOGGETT: She told me that she became avara of

23 these proceedings in September, 1978. Her source of

g.t information was newspaper accounts of the proceedings t.nd

25 I presume accounts of the notice also.

9
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I I am making an effort - she says her sourcs was

2 the Houston Chronicle - I am making an effort to determine

~3 or to obtain copies of the Houston Chronicle for Septeuber of
4 878 and find out whether or not there are any articles in
3 there that I can furnish the Board to assist them in determin-

*

% ing --
,

'
'

7 CHAIR 19N WOIEE: How would that assist us? ~.f sho

3 was to have filed her petition for leave to intervene by-

9 Octobar 11, 1978, and the list of contentions by November 2,

10 1978, what could there be in --
.

fit MR. DOGGETT Well, the issue is whether or not she

72 was intimidated by the September or May -- by the restrictions

13 contained in the September or May 1978 notices.

14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: So what have 4 newspaper

5 articles to do with anything?
.

IS MR. DOGGETT: What I'm saying is she became anara

jy of the proceedings through accounts in the newspaper a dicles,

73 and it was her impression from the newspaper articles t. hat
'

-

19 intervention was closed, that she could not intervene.

20 CHAIRMAN WOLFB: So it was due to the newspuper
.

.
.

21 articles and not to the orders themselves, is that whad

22 you'ra saying?

23 MR. DOGGETT: That is the extent of my repr7senta-

2a tion.

25 CHAIRMAN WOLFB Any comment from Staff or applicant?
r

.
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3 MR. SOHINKI: Well, Mr. Chairman, I think tnat if

2 in fact she did see a newspaper article, and if in fact she

~

3 became aware of the restrictions through a newspaper article

s. 4 and made a decision not to intervene because of what was in
:

5 @ e article, then I think she may have satisfied the terms of-

the Board's notices.6
.

MR. COPELAND: The question is, Mr. Doggett, did7
,

8 y u put the question to your client,'Did you decide not tn-

intervene during that time period because of the restrictionsg

either in the notice or ar you understood them in.-theg ,

.,.y newspaper?"

MR. DOGGETT: Yes, I did ask her that question.g

MR. COPELAND: Did she say that was the only

reason she did not intervene?g

* " '"Y " ** * ""15

the only reason, but she said that was e. factor in her-

decision, a major factor in her decision not to intervene.

MR. COPELAND: But she understood from the
18

"

newspaper article that nobody could intervene, is that correct,-

19-

that intervention was foreclosed
20

.

* CHAIRMAN MOLFE Wha 4d she exactly undcrvtand
.21

from the newspaper article?

MR. DOC-G3TT: I'm trying to remember exact 1:7 how
23

sha said it.
24

If I recall the words she used - I must apologize
25

1

.
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1 for this . . . she said she understood t! J intervention uas
2 closed, that she could not intervene, which is basically('
3 saying two different things. One is saying that no one can

4 intervene, and one is saying that she could not intervene..

5 But I believe that is the way she put the pbrane-

6 in answering my question.
.

7 (The 3oard conferring.)
-

8 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Would yo* go back and call Ms,-

9 Streilein again and try to get more information, or hava her

10 come in personally and tell us what went on? We can't make

11 a determination based on what you've told us.

12 So either have hor come in, or pin it down with

13 her, and at the time you present something by 4:00 o' clock

14 to=orrow afternoon, present also either Ms. Strellein er uhnt
'

15 she has to say about this. All right?

16 MP. DOGG3M: Yes, sir.

17 CHAIRMAN WOLF 3 Let's see, did sho have ra
.

18 contentions?
~

- 19 MR. DOGGCTT: I believe I have discussed her

20 thres contentionsa
'.

21 CHAIR:M WOL?E: All right.

22 MR. DOGGETT: Tha next person that I was going to

23 make a presentation on was Donald Weaver.

24 How, is there serie question on Mr. Weavor?

25 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes. We had read off his name ac
/
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I being one who we would deem and rule.to be a limited appearance
3 2 request.

_

3 MR. DOGGETT: On that issue, Mr. Weaver is in

O 4 saweit. ae wa= c 11ea #4se tea ==esuivoc 11r en eauwa=
'

5 intimidated by the wording of the prior notice.

d CHAIRMAN WOLFE: He specifically so stated?.

.

7 MR. DOGGOTT4 Yes, sir.

'

8 MR. COPELAND: Was that you,who called him, Mr.
'

9 Doggett?

10 MR. DOGGETT: Mrs. Bishop called him.

If MR. COPELAND: Oh, Mrs. Bishop. So this is -

f3 MR. DOGGETT: This is third-hand hearsay. T'll

13 say it for you.
'

-

14 CHAIPliAN WOLFE: Any comments from Staff or

gg Applicant which would be helpful to the Board in making a
.

1G determination on this? '

17 MR. COPELAND: How were you retained by Mr. Weaver,
.

18 just out of curiosity, sir?

19 MR. DOGGETT: There was a group of people who, for

20 lack of a bettar term, I will call the Bishop Group, a.'hese.

21 people had been working together and talking together about

22 this thing, and it was their understanding that Mr. We at -

g it was - well, first, the Bishops themselves wera going to

34 try to attcmpt to represent those people in the hearings.
.

25 Then it became their impression - I don't know whethe:: it's
r
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1 right or wrong - that they could not represent someone without
2 being attorneys.

L
3 So they decided to use Clarenca West. Clarence West
4 didn't show up. I was asked to represent the people 1.n tho

5 Bishop Group..

6 MR. COPELAND: Sir, were you ever requested by 1%.

7 Ifcaver personally to represent him?-

8 MR. DOGGETT: The only raquest I'have is through.

9 Mrs. Bishop, and she has talked with him.

10 Let me say this about that. My reintionship with

11 my clients I don't think is an issue in these hearings.

12 MR. COPELAND: Sir, I strongly disagree with that.

g I think that it's very important to know whether these people

14 have been spoken for properly and whether you are authorized

f5 to make statements on their behalf.

16 I don't see how you can possibly be authorized to
represent a gentleman \

s

with whom you have never even spoken..37

18. CHAIRMAN If0LFE: Mr. Sohinki?
*

. gg. MR. SOHINKI Staff has no objection to the

20 consideration of Mr. Weaver's petition and his contenticas.
'

21 MR. DOGGETT: Do you think it would clarify R.atimrs

22 any if Mrs. Bishop advisas the Board as to what her discassica

was with Mr. Weavor?g

24 CHAIRMAN t70LFE: Well, that would be first-haid

hearsay, or second-hand, or whatever.g
r

(The Board conferring.) j } } () 044 .
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1wel./agbl MR. COPELAND: fir. Chairman, we have discussed

2 it at our table and although I think it's highly improper and

3 '

I think the evidentiary value of it to the Board would be
-

,O 4 practically worthles , I am willing to have Mrs. Bishop come

'
5 forward and recount ner conversation just so the record is

6 complete.,

~

7 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right.

8 MRS. DISHOP: fir. Chairman, members of thE Board,
-

9 I called Donald' Heaver this morning. He is my immediate

10 neighbor in Valley Lodge, I.know him fairly well, in other.

I
'

11 words.

12 And he was located in Hawaii. And I asked him

13 the direct questions that Ms. Woodhead had used. I remembered.
' ~ '

14 those. I didn't have a lenguhy discussion. I didn't antici-

15 pate questions about my conversation, in other words, I just
.

16 simply asked him:

17 One: Donald, did you know about the May .nd

18 September notices? And he said yes.

-

19 Iaskedhaim: Were you intimidated by then? He

20 said yes.
,

21 It was a very brief conversation. But Mr. Weaver

22 is a long-time resident of Valley Lodge and- his intimidation

23 is knowledgable, I have no doubt.

24 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Anything else?

25 MR. COPELAND: Did you inquire of him, Madam,
i

1216 045 ,
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Iwel/agb2 if he knew at the time that the notices were published of
2

their existence or did he learn of them this summer?
k,

MRS. BISHOP: Ile learned from

4
Valley Lodge is quite small.

S MR. COPELAND: 'Do you know when, Ma'am, he
**.

6 learned of them?,

7-

MRS. BISHOP: Well he remembered both notices.
8.

He did not - As I mentioned earlier, I asked him questions to
9 which he answer &d yes or no, so he didn't really go into

10 detail. -

II I supplied him with the dates of the notices in

12 question and he said Yes, I knew of them. I also told him

13 that Steve Doggett did.not want to take any chance on mis-
3

14'

representing this issua but we want to know exactly and could
<.

15 Steve so state that he knew of the notices in question,
.

16 CHAIRMAN WOLFE And any statement why didn't

'put that statement that he had been inhibited or whateter17

'_ 18 in his petition for leave to intervene of July 17 of this year?
19 Any statement why he didn't put that in there?-

20 MRS. BISHOPS No, sir..
. .

,

21 There's been some confusion on Mr. Weaver's
22 application, as I'm sure you're aware. First it was arsumd
23 he wanted to make a limited appearance and th".c he had to

24 straighten that out. And then he sent a letter in, a Long
2$ lengthy-researched article on waste disposal. And I don't

i

1216 3 %
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wel/agb31 'think the Daard has sent copies of that out, although I havo

2 a copy of that with me.,
A. ., ,

3 And then Mr. Weaver sent in another letter

{ 4 specifically stating other contentions. There's been a little

*

5 mix-up is all I am saying about Mr. Weaver, and I guess it

6 just got lost 'in the shuffle is why he didn't ever specifically
,

*

7 state that.

*

8 CHAIRMAN WOLFE But we really don't know the

9 raason why. -

10 So, all right, any other comments?
t

11 Thank you.

12 We have not heard sufficiently probitive state-

13 ments regarding why Mr. Weaver didn't put the statement we

''

required that he put in if the truth in any petition for34

leave to intervene. Wehavehbardnothincjthatwecangive15
.

16 any weight to today, therefore, we refuse to change our

ruling as of Monday of this week.37

All right.18

MR. DOGGETT The next person is Connie W:.lson.-

99

20 Is there any issue on her standing?
.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE No.21

MR. DOGGETT Our first contention is merely a22

23 statement that she lives near the plant, and the Applicant

and the Staff object to this as the inclusion -- or to it24

being included as a contention.'

Itismerelyasta57rntof25

\2\6 '

.
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Iwel/agb4 interest.

2
The objections are wall taken, and we willC

3 withdraw Contention 1 as a contention. IIowever, I think it

4O should remain as part of her overall document as a statement
a

5.

of her interost. '

6
Contention 2 has to do with the South Tex.:s,

- 7 alternative, among others. To the extent that that issue is
8 the same or can be sonsolidated with the TexPIRG issue. I

.

9 don't think there's any objection on that issue.
10 contention 3 is a request for a moratoriuu o.1
11 licensing until the waste disposal solution can be worked.
12 cut. There's also some concern about road accidents, tra.is-
13 porting radioactive materials.

' 14 The Applicant and Staff take the position that
15 these are not litigable issues because the end of that

.

16 contention closes with the phrase that:
17 "THere are statistics about miles
18 traveled versus accidents occurring" -- I do not sea

'

19 what would exempt radioactive materials from these facts --

20 "I would simply argue that the centention be
.

~
'

21 construed to be a request that the possibility
22 of an accident be included in the cost-benefit

3v) 23 i analysis."

24 If the centention is construed as a safet:-
25 question, I think Applicant's and Staff's objections are $< ell

o

,
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2
MR. COPELAND: Which way is it supposed to bobs

construed, Mr. Doggett?

h MR. DOGGETT I'.ll leave that decision to the
4

5.

Board.

6
MR. COPELAND: No, sir, we want to know what,

7'

your centention is.

8*

MR. DOGGETT: Wel,of courso I'm going to argue
9 they've been construed in such a manner as to be allowed.

10
HR. COPELAND: What is Ms. Wilson's contention?

11
MR. DOGGETT: As I stated at the beginning of my

12 presentation, I have not had sufficient time to fully con:?er
13 with all of my clients and find out the answers to those

,

14 questions.

15 MR. COPELAUD:
.

Have you conferred Wir.h Ms. Wilson?.
16 MR. DOGGETT: No, I have not.

17 You know, I'm merely making an argument cs to
18 a possible construction of the contention.
19- '

MR. COPELAND: Can I ask you, sir, when F1. Nilson

20 retained you as her lawyer?,

.

21 MR. DOGGETT That is- the same -- again I ta':e
22 the position tnat that is not in issue. I will submit, a3 I

23 statsd before, a document which will comply with the rriea
24 I which states that I am representing Ms. Wilson. I think that

25 should be an end to that issue. I don't see why that's: being
,

.
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Iwel/agb6 made an issue.
2

MR. COPELAND: Would you like for me to e: Plain it(s/

3 again, Mr. Doggett?

4 HR. DOGGETT If you choose. I understand waat

5.

you're getting at, but I can't tell you any more than I'va

6 already told you. -

,

7'

MK. CCPELAND: Fine, sir. That's just fi:te.

8*

MR. DOGGETT: Contention 4 ic concerned with
.

9 a solid waste plant as an altornative, I believe there's no
.~

10 objection to that ecntention being admitted and consolidated.
' II with the Tex?IRG contention.

12 MRo SCHINKI: That's true with regard to the

13 Staff, I don't think that's true with regard to the Appli: ant,
14 Mr. Doggett.

15 MR. DCG2TT: Well I won't make any further,

.

16 argument on that point.

17 Contention S is a request that all licensing be
18 suspended to consider the ramifications of the Three M'.le

. 19 Island incident. And I think the Applicant's and Stafi's,

20 objections are well taken and we withdraw Contention 5.
21 Ms. Bishop has a question for the Board bofoce

~22 I get into the presentation on my own contentions,

23 MR. NEWMTdit Mr. Chairman, if I may, just oel

24 the record, earlier you had asked for a citation of Cor rtiasion

25 policy statement on the conduct of proceedings with recpe:t to
o

-
.

0
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1

wel/ag~7 high-level waste disposal. There is a notice -- the Ceramissiono

2
has adopted a notice and it is due to be published next

%'
'

*3
wrbf1ws Thursday. It has not yet reached the Federal Register.

4
.

~

5,

6.

.

7.

8.

9 -

10

11

12

13
3

14

15

.

16

17

18

*
10.

20
.

22

23 i
|

24

25
I
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3B wrb/agb1 1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: This is with regard to what

2 subject, Mr. Doggett? With regard to whct subject?, ,

3 MR. DCGGETT: The question Ms. Dishop has concerns,

f Cs what steps she has to take to make sure that her husband'.s4
,

5 ' presentation will also be considered -- her own presentation..

6 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I've already ruled on tht.t.
.

7 There are no stops you have to take. As I advised earlier,.

8 if the two Bishops ars admitted, they will be adnitted as a.

9 consolidated paity and one or both -- one at a time may
10 participate in the procaedings.- That is, if you are aemitted,
31 you and ycur husband.

'
12 MS. BISHOP: Thank you.

'

_
13 MR. DOGGETT Before getting into my own

14 contentions, I have -

'

15 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Is there a fifth contention on

16 Ms. Wilson?

17 MR. DOGGETT Yos, sir. Contention 5 I w:thlrew.
18 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Mr. Doggett.

'

19 MR. DOGGETT I have some information regarding,

20 ' the issue of the lignite plants. The table in the -
.

*
21 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Will you draw us in tight o:1

22 that? Now this is with regard to Ms. Cunings?

23 MR. DCGGETT Ms. Cumings. I'm not sure c f :ho

2; number of her contention. I guess it's Cumings Content 10:1 2A.
'

25 CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right.

)2)b .
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Iwrb/ar MR. DOGGETT: In the fins 1 =upplement in the

2
Final Environmental 5tatement, the referunce in Table S.8.13-

%)
3 is to two units of undetarmined location, e&ch with a rated

O ' c 9 city or 375 a - "ri=arv <= 1, co 1- oait i ta rvic-
^

5 3/83. Unit 2 in service 3/84.,

6 This in information that is in the Texas Observer.
.

7 I do not know the source of their information, but it's dated-

8
August 11, 1978 and it is an article entitled, Texas Lignite:,

9 Stripping Away Illusions." It's by Betty Ann Duke and it beginn

10 on page seven.

11 On page 10, there is a chart, a table which lists

12 [ the lignite-fired power plants in Texas. It lists them under

IJ three categories: the utility which cwns it, the county in

0 14 which it is located an1 the date that it is either on-line or
15 is expected to be on-line.

.

16 And under the heading Houcton Lighting anc Power

17 there is listed two - the phrase they use is unassigned
18 750 for. There are two of those, and the county is listed as

19 Freestone County with a questionmark behind it. The dates.

20 on-line are 1982 and 1904
~'

21 New in seeing this, it seems to me that in

22 discussing this particular contention with my client - and I

23 could be wrong, but it seemed to me she referred to Frtestons

24 '; County. I can't state unequivocably, but it seems to e it's
/

25 possible these are the lignite plants to which she is 2eferring
i

1216 053
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wrb/agb3 in her contenticn. I

2
Now these plants are obviously not the sare plantsU

3 as the one referred to in Table S.8.13, at least according

O to the fisures siven. The rated capacities are subseanti ily
4

5 different. The fuel is different, and the on-line projections

6 are different.
.

7. CHAIRMAN WOLFE Anything more?

8,

MR. DOGGETT: No, sir.

9 I E111 seek other clarification.from my client.
10 Do you 'sant me to proceed to my own contentions?
11 CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right.

12 MR. SCOTT Mr. Chairman, I was out part of the

13 " time and r hear that you said you're going to go through
I4 the night or part of the night or something, and I have an
15 appointment at 6:00 in 30 minutes from now, and I was just

.

16 wondering if I could leave for the day or not.
'

17 CHAIRM.W WOLFE: Oh certainly, Mr. Scott, we

18 wouldn't get to you. We had planned to get to you in the
'

19 morning. And if Dr. MArrack can proceed after Mr. Dogiett -.

20 we might be able to get you in yet this evening, Dr. _farrack,
*

21 if you're up to it, if you feel like it. We*1e trying to

22 'accomodate you, sir.

23 I'm sure Mr. Sectt would - I take it you re going
24 'to take the better part of tomorrow, Mr. Scott, for yo tr

(
*

25 alumimt?
,

1216 054
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Iwrb/agb4 MR. SCOTT Like I said yesterday, if I'm not

. interrupted I think I'll get through in a couple of hours.
3 Because what I propose to do is to raise a lot of." generic

O conte =tica ead noe aave eo reve s coaee=eioa= fter a=other-
'

5
IR, SOIIINKI In other words, we can count on

6 most of tomorrow, Mr. Chairman..

* 7 CIAIRMAN WOLFE; What time would you be here
* 8 tomorrow afternoon, Dr. Marrack, if you don't feel as if you

9 want to continue, what time could you be in?
10 DR. MARRACK: At about 3:00.

Il CIAIRMAN WOL'FE About 3:00. Well even if we
12 finish with Mr. . Scott by 11:00, we will remain in session until
13 you have come at 3:00 and have completed your oral argument.

-

14 You've been quite patient in waiting.
15 . DR. PARRACK: I can hardly hear you, sir.

.

16
CIAIRMAN WOLFE: I said you've been quite patient.-

17 So even if Mr. Scott finishes his argur.ent, say, by 11. 00 or
18 12:00, to accornodate you and if there are no other people that
19

-

trish to make oral a. p nt, ws will. remain in session a.cyway.

20 to listen to your oral argument at about 3:00 tomorrow afternoon.,

.

121 DR. MARRACK: You don't want to go tonight.?
.

22 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: We can.
!

P.3 { DR. MARPACK: I don't mind. I've been hera nince
L

24 this morning so I dca't mind waiting.
<

'

25 CIAIRMAN WOLFE All right. We'll hear from ,

\2\6 DSS
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PO R ORGNAL'wrb/agb5 Mr. Doggett and then we'll go to you.

( ', MR. SOHINKI: Mr. Chairman, I should make tha

3
Board aware that I spoke with Mr. Schuessler earlier in the

O afternoon, who is one of the veettienera who'has a substaaetai
4

5 number of contentions, and he indicated he would be here in
. 6

the morning and wishes to - asent oral argument.
7

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I think we had best take you

8
tonight then, Dr. Marrack-

9
Mr. Doggett.

10
MR. DOGGE*T: Contention 1 is a long contention

1I concerning alternative energy sources which are available
12

which would rendar _ae building of the ACNGS unnecessa:/y.
13 The Staff and the Applicant oppose the admission

v
14 of this contention en the grounds that it is speculati,e,
15

.
on the ground that I make no reference to a timsframe :n vhich-

16 these possibla alternatives would become availabla.
17

As to the issue of conservation, I believ.s tae

18 Staff has no objaction to that particular part of it being
.

19 raised as long as I am consolidated with TexPIRG, I bei.ieve,
20 but I think the Applicant still objects to that..

_

21 I will go step-by-step on each of the pro?osed
22 alternatives.

23 i ;,s to the heading Synfuel, heav crude oi and
24 tar sands and gacohol, I would argue that my ..ontentioc. and the

i

' bases stated therein do make reference to a specific t:.moframe.25
l

.

'
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wrb/agb6 The statement in the contention is that:

2
-

; . "The technology already exists and

3 {is becoming increasingly economical."
,

C' The pareicuser.timerrame, the information I
*

5 obtained from the articles that I cite, that these oil-related

6-

alternatives will become recoverable in the near future.
.

7 Admittedly that is not very specific, but that's.the best I
.

8 could do based on the availables that I used as a basis for
.

9 21 contention.
10

As to gaschol, again my basis stated is very

II
'

specific as to timeframe. The Energy Depart wnt estimates

12 . production will reach 300 million gallons a year by 1902 and
13 600 million gallons by 1985 from the present production of

3

"
14 60 million gallons. I don't see that that's speculatim

15 or inspecific as to the'timoframe in any way.
,

'

16 Cn the issue of solar power as an alternativa,
17 again I am specific as to time and the availability of solar.i

I

18.

I state that the estimates are that the sun will provide.12

19 to 15 percent of the country's energy by'the Year 2000. Ii

[, 20 won't restate all the information any further than that.
2

21 I might state that in relationship to all these
-

' ;.

22 alternatives I have propose <{, my analysis, of course, lirectly
23 contradicts the conclusion bf the Staff and the Applicant
24 that those alternatives are not a viable alternative to the

' 25 nuclear plant. '
.
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?0DR DR GINAL
Iwrb/agb7 I noter earlier a question by the Board as to

whether or not a particular alternative standing alone would
3 be a substitute for the proposed plant, and I do not nnke that
4O allegation that any one of these standing alone would provide

, ' sufficient amount of energy to negate the necessity for the5

6
Allena Creek project.-

7
But what I do allege is that these alternatives

*

8
used in varying amcunts depending on just how availabla they

9 are and their cost together would negate the need for this
10 plant.

11 The biomass alternative, it's on page three,
12 again I'm specific as to timeframe. I don't specifically

13 say I'm referring to right now. The statement that I nake\
v 14 in here is referring to the present: "Each tree rotting

15 in U.S. forests, enercy nearly double that is imported into,

16 the U.S. ," that is all right. now.
11.200 17 And of course it's my contention that the usa of

18
, biomass would put a significant dent in the need for the

.. ,,
~

19 'Allens Creek plant.

20 As to the hydroelectric, again my analysis is in
.

.

21 direct contradiction to the Staff's and the Applicant's analysis.

22 I'm not speaking about Bouldcr Dam-type sites, I'm tal" ing
23 about low head facilitics which require very low overf.0w,
24 and these would be suitable for many Texas sites.

( 25 There are also quite a few low head dams alceady #

.

-
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'
wrb/agb8 in existence, not in this immediate area but there are quite

a few that have the capacity to be convertad to energy-
J

3
generating systems.

#O ^= *= ce== rve**ea -
5

MR. LINENBERGER: Excuse me, Mr. Doggett, a point

of clarification here before you proceed.
-

7
On hydroelectrio,6you cite 'U.S. News and 1:orld

.

8
Report, a specific issue. Does that issue deal with hydro-.

9 electric power and Texas or , does it mention Texas at all

10 or is it concerned with the nation as a whole?
II MR. DOGGETT: It's -- the citation abogt 10

12 percent of the nation's current electrical demand is the

13 citation from U.S. Naws and World Report and it doels concern
5

--' 14 the nation as a whole.

15 MR. LINENBERGER: Is there anything in that report
.

16 that would be - that you would construe to be a source of

17 encouragement to the State of Texas to go hydroelectric -
.

18 Excuse me, don't read the article now, I just wondered if you
' ' .-

19- recall it.
.

.

20 ; MR. DOGGETT: I wanted to check. I don't believe
.

,

21 there is.

\
22 \ MR. LINENBERGER: '< 0kay, I just wanted to make sur.2

I23 ' that 'd understood the relevancy of that.

24 MR. DOGGBTT: I do not have it cited in here,

25 but I'm prepared to furnish the citation. I did read somathing ,

1216 059
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1wrb/agb9 in a local paper that the -- I believe some Texas regulatory

2 agency is considering this item specifically in re' gar'd to
3 Texas.

4 MR. COPELAND: May I interrupt you at that point,

5 Mr. Doggett, and ask you if you know the total megawatt

6 capacity of what you consider to be the available hydroelectric?.

.

7 MR. DOGGETT: I do not have that figure, at t'11s
.

8 time. I believe that I will,-- if I can obtain data from the

9 Texas agency which is considering this, I think I can probably
to be more specific at a later date, but I do not have those

11 figures at this time.

12 On the issue of. conservation, my timeframe

13 reference is right now. My nnain source of information are

"
14 HL&P booklets, that's where I get all my percentages for anergy

15 conservation possibilities.
.

16 I made a calculation in my argument, which I will

17 not repeat, which I believe supports my argument on co. servatior i.

18 Incidentally, tEese articles and booklets; at
~

19 this H mm, I do not have copies to distribute to anyone, but

20 I'd be happy to make copies and furnish them to the Apsli:: ant.

.

21 and the Staff and the Board for their consideration.

22 MR. COPELAND: Can I just ask you a clarifyiag

23 point on that? Is it your contention that Houston Lig. ting

24 and Power Company does not take into account some conservation

25 programs in projecting its demand and capacity requirements?'

,

'

1216 060,
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.

Iwrb/agbl0 MR. DOGGETT: No. You took it into account,,

2.

but my allegation is that your analysis is erreneous..,

(.-,

j MR. COPELAND: Would you say hcw, sir? Could3

4Q you specify how it is erroneous?
,

! 5 MR. DOGGETT: You have, in my opinion, unler-

6 estimated the possible energy reduction that uny come 2rcm.

*

7 conservation.
~

B MR. COPELA51D: Do you know by how much?

9 MR. DOGGETT: Well I think the record wil2. speak

to for itself, but I would rely .on my calculation as statud in

11 the contention and simply compare that with your data. I

12 do not have your data in front of me, so I couldn't tell you.
13 MR. COPELAND: You've never looked at our data?- -

-' 14 MR. DCGGETT: I've only reviewed the summarias

15 that I had.
.

-

?6j MR. COPELAND: What curmaries, sir?

17 MR. DOGGETT: The Final Environmental Sta:enant

18 and the Final Supplement to the Final Environmental Statement.
-

19 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right, Mr. Doggett, proceed.

, 20y MR. DOGGE?r: On that particular point wh:.ch I
'.

21 have and have nct reviewed, I would like to make this cint

22 which is not directly concerned with try contention:

]
- is difficult for people who are atte:np :iny toL

24 ' intervono or to keep up with this thing who only have :c

25 to thess materials in a City of Houston library a library
'

,

.

!.
t
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1wrb/agbil in Sealy.,

2

(/ I would request that, at the very least, that3

3 the Applicant or Staff make arrangaments to have these
i

4O materials p.1 Laced in the Fort Bend County Library.

I 5 CHAIRMAN WOLFE If you are admitted as a party,

6 .Mr. Doggett, you may make informal' requests, discovery requesto-

,

"

7 from any other party. And on failure to secure informal i

~

3 production, you may move to compel production.

O ''So proceed on that basis.

10 XR. DOGGETT: I was responding to the questian

11 from Mr. Copeland as to what I had reviewed.

12 CHAIRMAN WOLPE. I see.

13 I MR. DOGGETT: Now-the next part of the contention
i

~
14 discusses the comparativa econcmic cost of these alternatives

13 I as opposed to the nuclear alternative. And again, I hive
.

16 cited facts with reference to a particular timeframe w'.ich
17 ! directly contradict the facts contained in the Staff's and

i

13 Applicant's analysis,
'

19 In particular, I would point out that I b ilievn

20| in the Staff analysis,the cost-benefit comparison, the' use.

21 i a figurs en uranium cf a 5 percent increase per year,,

22f Eut according to the source which I've ci:ed in
23 | my ar::icle, ararium cost $8 a pound in 1972 and $50 a :cuad i

M, today. And over a seven-year period it has increased
i

25 i 525 percent,
,

,
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Ivrb/gbl2 I don't see that - That's a tremendous increase
2.

and I think that type of increase should be considered in a

3 J proper analysis of the cost-benefit,

h # MR. SOHINKI: Excuse me, Mr. Doggett, could you

5 pdint out which specific portion, what section of the -

< 6 Staff Ana sis you're talking abo 6t? -

.

"
'

7 MR. LO" m Yes, sir. I can tull you,s.hile.

'

S I'n looking for it, it's in the cost-benefit comparison of

9 ' coal versus nuclsar, in the RFinal Supplemeltt to the Final
to Environmental Statement, and it's where you discuss your
11 computer modes and the assumptions that are made. -I ..believe
12 also the fuel cycle costs are discussed in that same section.
13

i

14

- 15 l
,

16
i

17

18

~

19
. .

20.

.

21

22

23

24

\ 25
,

)( -

i
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3C WRB/wbl 1 I might add that the same 5 percent figure was

"1.350 2 used for coal. And all I'm saying is I think you ought to
'

N ..i -

3 se the actual figures, as opposed'to using a figure of 5

4 percent for coal and a figure of 5 percent for nuclear. One

5 m y escalate in cost much more rapidly than the other.a
'
'

5HT. 50HINKI: You'~afe~alle.ging that's what's6 .- --

7 occurring? Uranium is escalatini ati a far greater ra'co than
.

8 coal?

9 Ib. DOGGETT: Yes, sir. And will contin 2e to

10 escalate at a greator rate.
'

11' MR. SOHINKI: .And your basis for that is what?-

12 MR. DOGGETT: It's information which is :ited

13 in the magazine articles that I cite in the contentio1,

\.~
14 U.S. News and World Report, August 13, 1979, page 38

15 Did I give you the cite to the S percent
.

16 figure yet?

17 MR. COPEINTD: No.

18 MR. DOGGETT It's in the Final Supplemsat to

~

19 the Final Environmental Statement, page S.9.10, under the

20 heading " Direct Economic Costs."
,

23 MR. COPELAND: I believe if that's what /cu're
22 citing, sir, you are mischaracterizing the record.

23 C S IRMAN WOLFE: We'll have a ten-Sainutt. .:ecess.
I

24 Decess)

( CHAIR! FAN WOLFF Back on the reccrd.25 ,

)Qh
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! WRB/wb2 1, MR. DOGGr"TT: Basically, on Cont ation 1 I'mI
i

i

2 prepared just to argue that the contention is not sptcula-
3 tive, it is specific as to time frame. It's certainly no

I

i O 4 moro spec =1ative than ehe s w f's and app..icane's o.m
! 5 analysis. And my analysis directly contra 3..icts the,

6 cost-benefit analysis of the Board, and, based on the.t :f-

.

7 ask that Contention 1 he admitted.
.

8 If there is no further comment I srill pro:ced
.

-

9 to Contention 2
...

10 MR. LINENBERGER: Sir, I'm afraid there is a

11 cmiment the Board has here.
.

12 I say this as much in your interest as in any-
13 body else's or everybody else's, including the Board's.

s .-

14 I am hard put to know what your Contention 1

15 alleges. I'm not being facetious or sarcasti:: when 7 sny
.

16 that.

17 I suspect that your Contention 1 can he stated

18 in perhaps one or,at the very most, two sentences. At loast
.

19 I think I could so stato it. And I suspect both the pr:.nted

20 matter that is labeled Contention 1 here may fall int 0 ahe-

,

21 category of supporting bases or arguments.

22 The probica the Doard hasis, if this whc l.e

23 collection of material which you label Contention 1 i3 . eft

24 as your statement of the contention, neither you nor %

25 parties nor the Board are going to have an easy te-
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WRB/wb3 1 knowing whether anybody prevails on a contention statad as

2 this whole aggragate of information you've supplied.

(>
3 I do not say this is the time to do it,.lut

4 before we go into the evidentiary sessien the roard i 9oing

5 to be very insistent with you and others - not singl:.ng

6i you out, Mr. Doggett - tihat contentions's stated in 1
!

-

7 fashion that allows the record to speak for itself as to which!-

a party has or has not prevailed.-

9 This collection of material you have lab Ccd

10 as Contention 1 I think is much more than acontention. 'Io

jj repeat myself, I think it can be stated very conciselr in

12 one or two sentences.

13 please think about that. Because there ri31
'

34 come a time prior to the evidsntiary session when we fi:1s.._.

9g be directing parties to be ccacice with the statement of
-|

'

16 | their issues so that they ara in truly a litigtble mctaicr.ble

form.
37

MR. DOGGETT: I understand your prchlem, ar.d Igg

3g will endeavor to separate out the basic from the cent 2nt icn.

20| itself. Actually I'm going to try to do that for yor hsfore
*

the end of tha week.g

| MR. COPELAND: If this is a good point,22 i
i

i Mr. Linenberger, I would go beyond that point anS I >nu:.d23 ;
,

! cay that, taken in its totality, it's still our positic: that.u4 !

l

even if the things he says in there were true, it is ac- set( 2a
r

1216'066 .
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P00R BRBl1M9 i

.

WPB/wb4 I forth as a contention for the reasons we set forth anl the
'

, . 2() staff sats fcM h; that is, that all thetratters that te sets

3 forth as bases have been analyzed in great detail in sur
4 documents, and particularly the stat'f's documents. Nst once

5 today have we heard him say what is wrong with respec'. to the
. 6 staff's analysis and how that would char ge the catcoma of

7| this proceeding, except with reference to the cost cer:Tarison
'

*

8 of coal versus nuclear in which he claims the staff ursd a
5 percent escaiation and I said that I thought that t".at9

10 statement mischaracterized the record.

11 I think in fairness to Mr. Doggett I shovld

say the reason I say that is because page S.3-10 also says12

13 that the staff used the applicant's fuel cost assum"cfon3 in
\

'#
14 doing their analysis.

13 NEAN WOIEE: '2 ell I don't think that ie are
calling on Mr. Ooggett nor m.iy other petitioner for 1:ava to16

intervene to do anything about their cententions at t!is17

10 time. What Mr. Linenberger had in mind was that if a
"

petitio' ner fcr leave to intervene is admitted as a pasty ac;g

20 seme time befora we go to evidentiary hearing the Boa:-d is.

going to get the parties together, or tell them to gei.21

together before such a 2.752 conf arance, and get tcget he:: and22

23 % nock contantions together, and to frame centantions t: 1: hat

they are cr.fficient to go to trial on, sufficiently sot out;j.

5 the issues. And these overlong contentions may or ma3 not be25
,

! 1216 067
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IfRB/wb5 1 due to the fact that - weil, due to whatever cause er

2 reasons, ve're gof ng to insist that they be in sturaary .|orm
di

: 3 suitable for litigation before wo go to hearirr!.
1

4 I think that's all you attempted to say,, inn t

5 it, Mr. Linenbergdr?

. 6 MR. LINENBERGER: Yes.
~

7 CHAII$uui tiOIEE: All right, Mr. Loggett.

~

<3 MR. FCGGITT Contention 2 :oncerns the Icnt' .
I

9 Texas site as a'n alternative. And I believe thorn's r> 1,

10 objection to tl.o e.dmission of that contention, provii.2d ti at 1.

!

11 I am required to consolidaue with TexPIRG on that 13E.le.,

;p Contention 3 concerns the ability of the

qual.ity assurance / quality control proces,s to properly 12 sure13

l g that all the nc.:ersary and required design, architect. ira 1

g and enginecrf.ng features ara preparly i;r.plementsd so :h: t
,,

f*

16 the plant is built. co th'at it will operate in 2. cafo Ur:ner.
' -

. . , -
'

p" The ttaaff apparently does not object to i.1 :
!

18| admission of that contention as long as I am censolid12:.d
,

1

with a sir.ilar cor.tention which has been raised by T :P. RC. '- ;g

20 The .:pplicant., on the chhcr hand., :,bject i , n.

the grounds 2htt T have shown no nexus or contwetion :o t!'n21 i
i

22| items th t I cite in supporb of my contentiero namell
i

23 pro:: lams tha'.1 av- developed at .:he South T1xas plant .i

34 ; MR. r0PELAIir e 2:<cus3 me. Maybe ' can : 10 t: Is

| short, Mr. ooggeet. ,I,3 ,
l i

I ,,
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WRB/wb6 1 I have looked at this question again, Mr,
2 Chairman, and we had, I holieve, reached a stipulation with
3 TexPIRG that we would let in their contention on this sub-

{, 4 ject. And I believe if Mr. Doggett will represent tha.t 'ais
5 contention will be the same as TexPIRG's that we smuli be
6 willing to likewise stipuluta that Mr. Doggett's ennt .ticn -.

-

7 well, tht he should be consolidated with TexPIP.G on t'.at
*

8 issue.

I'think tht's the cleanest way to h.indle it.3

10 MR. DOGGETT: ::'m not familiar with the ':ex'r2G
11 contention, but I would assune it is essentially concer nel

12 with the same issue that I have raised.

13 Is that a fair characterization?
\

'~

14 IIR. C 3PEIAND: '2 hat's a fair characteric-tion.
13 MR. DOGGECT:

-
Then I would have ne obf e: ic:1 to .j

i
16 being consolidated with Ten?IRG.

|
|17 OHUM!AN 170LPE: All right. '

;g MR. DOGGE'?f Contention 4 asserte tht H".&P is
*

19 not financially qualified to construct the project he"au::a --
. 20 and because of their financial problems would rot be bla,

to insure that the plant would be - voll, I dcn't ec '.ta Lir21

22 say this in my contention, but the problem is, e5 cou: se -

which ia implied by the statement, uhich I didn't spc if.cullyi73

ia stata. --is, '.:cinq financially discualified would n:ea t tan

( possibly thu .pla2 t wouldn't be constructed in a safa .ndg
,

,

'
,i .
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.

WRB/wb7 I proper manner because of money problems or money preseures.

1.590 2 The applicant and the staff both opposed this
3 contention on the grounds that it is highly speculative.

. 4 I believe also on the ground that the applicant does not

5 have to -- all the applicant has to show is a reasonable

6I financiing systen, 'nd that they have done that.a.

"
7 The applicant further objects on ths orcund that

.

8 tha material I've cited as a basis for my contentian,
9 which largely has to do with - some of which has to do with

"
10 problems at the South Texas plant, that I have shown ~1o

1 nexus or connection between South Texas plant and the
# 12 Allens Croek plant.

13 As to the nexus question, or objection, ~: can

14| only say-HL&P is the managing partner of the Scnth Te':as
I15 ; project. .They are slso the people who are proposiag :o

.

16 build the facility that is the subject of this hea.fini. I

17 | certainly think that IIL&P' a request for rate hiken "e 1.'.d

la show that based on present construction, presently pr jected
'

19 construction ecsts on both the South Texas project a-I the

20 Allens Creek fncility, all show that there is a conna: tion,.

21 that there is ene company that is proposing to taka tle

22 responsibility fcr bcilding these things, that they'1 to

23 , responsible for financing both of them. To the exter: ihs

2.t Scuch Te:can project would causa ffinancial problama, t sat

25 would have a di. rect' effect on the~ financial ability c ' the'

,

1216 070 - .
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'

WRB/wb8 1 applicant as far as the Allens Creek project is concerned.

2 ML COPELANDr Can I asic you for a clarification,
'

(),,

j 3 Mr. Doggett?

O # '" ** r "" "**"** " '""* " ""' " '*5"'t"
! !

5 and Power Company is not financial qualified to builc the
'

6 project at all, or that it is not financially qualiff.ad to.

,

7 build tha plant in a safe manner? Something you said a
.

8 minute ago led ne to believc that the latter was you:-

9 conclusion.
'

10 MR. DOGGETT: I think what I'm saying in tint

1; that is the same thing. The whole issue of financial

12 qualificatio1 is gone into with the end in mind that the

13 plant will be built in a proper and safe manner. And that's ,

14 all I'n saying on that particular point. I guess lh hulking

jg about what the purpose of the requireacent is wilen I :all.
,,

. .

16 about safety,

j7 MR. NEWAN: Mr. Doggett, can I just ae! 1 i

18 couple of quick questions?

~

gg Have you hamined the applicant's applir.nhion
}

20 with respect to its statement of financial qualificttions?-

21 MR. DOGGETTr I have examined the summa' y f.n

22 ' the Safety Eval'uation Report and' the "supplemen t thertto .

MR. NEWMANr And in what specific respe t e!o22 ,

24 you find that that analysis is in error? Is it with roupect'

to anticipated bond classification; is it with respect :o(- s5. -

o

.
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WR3/wb9 1 part.icular problems in floating equity? Just what in the

2-

natura of the prchlem you percalve?
| b
! 3 MR. DOGGETT: Those are cited in my written

4 submission.
1

| 5 MR. NENMAN: As I read your written sul: mission

6 you're raising q2sstions about financial qualificati ns.

'

7 essentially as a result of what you perceive to be c:st
"

B cverrun experience at STP. Aside frein that, do ycu aava 2
9 specific aspect of the applicant's financial structura

10 which suggests to you that they will be unable to fi:ance
11 construction of this facility?

12 MR. DOGGETT: I think what I'm 3aying i:r tila:

13 that the present proposed financing plan is not reastnable.
''

14 MR. 4EFMAN: What financing plan tre yor r3fer-

15 ring to?
.

16 MR. DOGGETT: The present plan for the ;inincing
17 of the Allens Crn.ek project.

la MR. HEWMAN: In what document dc you fi::d diat
*

19 firlanc.ing pl.in? What are you referring to?

20 MR. DOGGETT: That particular phrase I ak3.

21 frc a the Safety Evaluation Report, and alce frem the ob lec-

22 tions that vara raised to this centertion.
' ' -

25 Far instance, the staff's objection say

"Mr. Doggett rais 3s nothing which unuld call i.ato qu.; st. .on24

'

25 either the reason.ibleness of the applicant's financi..g >la n'

,

1216 072
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WRB/wb10 I or its ability to adapt. "
..

2 MR. NEWMAN: I want to know whether there is,

b
3 a real . contention here, Mr. Doggett. You point me to the

4 place wherein the financial plan is discussed, and indicate

5 to me in what respect that financial plan is defecti re,

6 or even which you assert is defective. I'm not askizg for.

.

7 evidentiary materialt I'm just attempting to determine

~

8 whether you cvan have an opinion groundad in any kina of

9 reasonable curmise.

10 MR. DOGGETT: I read Section 20 of the Saf.aty

iI Evaluation Report wherein the financing is discussed: That's

12 the source of my contention.

13 MR. NEWMANs I want you to go to that d:>cument,

"
14 please, -with the permission of the Chair. -and I v' ant

15 you to point cut to me a number that. you feel is wrong sr
.

-

16 incorrectly stated.

17 MR. DOGGETT I do not challengo the fi;r. ras

18 that are given heres what I'm saying is that there tre

'

19 other things such as the problems at the South Texas

I20 plant,. such as rising fuel costs, such as possible d! sign j.

*

i
21 , changes which may come out of the Three Mile Ialand-4

|
22 MR. NEWMAN: Can you give me an idea of the |

!
23 decign changes yeu're thinking about?

24 MR. DOGGETT: I have no idea.

( fir. NEWMAN: What you're doing, Mr. Doc.ifett, is25
i

1216 073
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; WRB/wbll 1 piling speculation upon speculation and making a contention
I
'

2 out of nothing.
.b

3 I think before there is litigation on a conten-,

4 tion of this importance, because it dcas go to the ultirate

.5 requirement for the issuance of a construction permit, you,

8 are obliged to indicate in what specific respect that finan-,

'

7 cial plan is defective.

*
8 MR. DOGGETT: I'm doing that in my contentf.on.

9 MR. NEtiMAN: I see nothing in your contention

10 that-
.

11 MR. DOC 4ETT: That's your opinion, sir.

12 MR. NEWMAN: You point to me someplace in *.hnt

13 contention-

14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I think we're getting into

15 argument. I think we are really bordering very much on
.

g3 get ing to the merits of the contention, and va just don't

37 consider the merits.

gg Now we've heard the argument. We are formulating

jg our own opinion on this. I think we should proceed wic.hout
-

20 any more argument.
.

.

21 Have you finished now with your discuss.on, your

22 oral argument on your Contention 47

23 MR. DOGGETT: Contention 47 Yes, sir.

24 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right.
<

( MR. DOGGETT: Contention S is that the issuance25

.
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WR3/wh12 1 of the permit would inimicable to the health and safety of

2 the general public and of myself, because in the evenr of
()s

3 a major accider.t it would be impossiblo to evacuate major*

4 portions of the greater Houston area population.{
5 How I'm going to make it clears I'm not alleging

6 that HL&P or the staff or anyone else has a burden of,

'

7 presenting to the Board an evacuation plan for the city of

*

8 Houston: that is not my contention. I understand ther a har

g been a prior htling in New England Power Company, New England

10 Power Units 1 aid 2, 5 NRC 733 (1977),that such a contention

gg is not permissible. However, what I am alleging is that.

12 the fact that there is no evacuation plan is a specist

33 consideration which should enter into the site evaluetion.
I

14 I guess this goes one step further than the

15 Bishop population contentions. I'm saying the people are
.

16 there, and, as an additional fact that should be conuidered

37 in siting, that those poeple are there and they cannot

18 evacuate.

39 MR. SOHINKI: For what area are we talki.ng
-

20 about an evacuation plan?

21 MR. DOGGETT The greater 3ouston area .s che

22 way I said it in my contention. And I think that wotld

23 probably include Richmond and Rosenberg as well as o her

y surrounding conum.tnities.

MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Doggett, perhaps yo'1 can( 25

\2\6 075 .
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WRB/wb13 1 help the Board understand the thrust of your contention
| .

2 here.,

| 3 In the first place, is it implicit in yr2r

i

j 4 contention that in your review of the accident analyees
i

! 5 that have been performed by staff and applicant that sonethiner

G about them leads you to believn that evacuation outsi.de ths,

'

7 low population zone around the plant is likely to be cecuired')

~

6 Ia othar vords, are you finding sonethi:.7

9 deficie.nt with' the accident analysis that causes you to scy

10 than Houston should be included in an evacuation plan?

11 MR. DOGGETT No.

13 MR. LINENBERGER: Tcu're not?

13 MR. DOGGETT: No.

14 MR. LINENBERGER: So you have found no

15 deficiency in tha evacuation analysis; okay. 3ecaus: I
.

jg thought that might be implicit in why ycu wanted to .neLule
i-

37 Ecuaton.

18- Are you finding something that's been o.erlooked
:

|' by the regulations when they talk about evacuation o:.t to19

1

- 20 the circumfsrance of the low population zone? Do yo- fini

21 a deficiency there scanvhere?

22 E1. DCGGETT: No.

23 . LNGEMER: Eo the accidant etnaly us c 'e

ig okry as pu aae them, and evacuation wi nin tSs Icv *; :t la --

( tien zone in o: cay as pu see it?g

.
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'

MR. DOGGETT: Yes, sir.

''

MR. LINENBERGER: Therefero I have troulla
.

4 3 with the thrust of your contention which talks about evacuat-,

,

4 ing the Houston area, and the basis for why you need to
5 i talk about that if the accident analyses are okay and
6 evacuation to the low population zone perimeter is oi:cy,.

7 MR. DOGGETT: As I understand the site criteria,
*

3 and I've read sono decisions on this, citing Public Service

Company of New' Hampshire, Seabrook Station, Units 1 end 2,9

to 6 NRC 33 (1977). Now as I understand those criteria,

c

11 what you're concernedabout, the whole thrust of those inaula-

12 tions is toconsider the possibility of an exposure, a radia-
13 tion exposure to the population. And not only should--

d
14 What I'm saving, I guous, is this: Not only should ymt

15 cenaider the rad:.aticn axposure under normal operati.g cireta-
.

j6- a'tances: I'm willing to accept the position that thar
~

.s--;

,17 MR. LINEITEERGER: Co ahead. Ua're talk:.ng,

18 about accident conditions, 1on cay?
-

19 MR. DOGGETT: -acceptable.

20 MR. LINENBERGER: Go n5ead.1
.

.

21 MR. DOGGETT: hihat I'm saying is, in tht. o' rent

22 of, say, a Class IX accident--

23 CHA"PRIui WOLFE: No, we can't discuss t'.-E uvent

24 of s Class IX ?.ccident. Ycu said there was nothing faf..cient
( 25 about the accident analysis performed by applicant aad .ie

f

'

, i n-*-, -)
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WRB/Wbl5 1 staff, and that's what we have to live with. So you murt
.

2 talk in the context of those analyses.
3

'

3 MR. DOGGETTt We1.1, even less than a Class IX
i

j
,

4 accident. I would admit that the chance of exposure to a

5 large number of people in the greater Houston area in very
i

6 low: I will grant that, and will accept the analysis of the
.

7 staff. What I's saying is, even as low as that is, uhe:t

8 you censider the tremendcus number of people that might be-

9 affected and the fact that most of the officials who ara

to responsible for planning any evacuation at the plant ha re

11 thrown up their hands and said, "It's impossible,' tPey
.

12 couldn't do it in less than five days, what I'm sayir.g is,

13 those are specihl considerations that should be conaidared
!

14 in the site selection.

15 I guess what I'm saying is, I just flat disagree

'

with the site selection for those reasons, because ci! the16

17 large number of the population and because of the faut

that as a practical matter it would be very difficur.t to18

19 ovacuate those people.-

20 MR. SCHINKI: Mr. Chairman, I don't und.arstand
.

21 how, on the one hand, Mr. Dcggott can say that he hz to

22 quarrel with tha staff's accident analysis and then, on the

23 other hand, postulate a situation that could only oc u:: in

a the event of a Class IX accident. --which we'ra not I.1: .ot ad

to discuss.25
'

1216 078 >
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WRB/ubl6 1 In other words, I don't understand what cen-

2 ditions he would be postulating so that the Housten area

0
3 would have to be evacuated, unless it's a Class IX at:cident.

4 And if it's a class IX accident we have already addressed

5 that in our response.

6 MR. DOGGETT: I think you can help me i:! you'll

y clarify a point.
.

8 In the staff's analysis you state the there-

9 is no chance cf exposure to a large number of people unless

to there is a Class IX accident.

j7 MR. SOHINKI: I think what we stated wa;s clear,

12 Mr. Doggett, that, first, that you hadn't demonstrated that

13 any evacuation as far as Houston would be required la the
.

''
14 event of any design 1nsis accident, and then, second1:r,

15 that if your concern was with the class IX accident, that

16 applicable Commission decisions prohibit consideration of

37 the consequences of that type of accident, at least lor

jg the time being.

jg I should point out, however, as we poir :ed cut.

20 in response to a prior contention, the Commission hta indi-

21 cated its intent to continde the rulamaking proceedi ..gs;

22 gancrally with regard to accidents, and that at somt ti.me

g in the future Ccmmission policy may change, and this scard,
,

Ecd Bloca of course, will be bound by that policy.g
Landon fla

(

1216 07925
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1 MR. DCGG3TT: Well, thera's r sense in beating a

2 dead horse. I'm willing to stand on the contencien and argue
(~

3- that the fact that they are to evacuate people is somethizq

4 that weighs very heavily against the plant being built in this
'

5 location. '

6 If I am in fact challenging the present rulas then
.

7 I an in fact challenging the present rules.

8 CHAIlt1AN WOLFE: All right. Have you finishad your.

9 oral argument, Mr. Doggett?

10 MR. DOGGETT: Yes, sir. I will attaapt to Paed

gg through the transcript and furnish the Board with the infor-

12 mation.

13; I think perhaps rather than read that informitt.on,

14 that it will be sufficient if I sinply designate the pr.eti.ons

15 of the record.

-

16 CHAIR! FAN WOLFE Wall, you had boat discust that

with Applicant and Etaff.37

gg. Shall we discuss it now?

gg Is there any problem with how he proceeds, one,

20 way or another?
.

*

21 Mn. NEWMAN: Well, as I understand tha situttion,

3 The Bishop matarial has been used to support contentior n of
I

3 three er four people. At the point at which we had the

| colloquy on that subject,.I believo it had been used ttcee.,

times, and since that time the Bishop material has beer.g

'
.

.
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wel 2

1 relied upon only in the case of the discussion of Lemmer

. 2 Contention number 1.
k.

3 Do I understand that those are the contentions

4 which you will be looking through the transcript for, to find

5 your bases?

5 MRe.DOGGBTT I'm not certain. I'll have to
.

7 review all my notes. I can't answer your question right now.

9 MR. NEWIfAN: Then I don't know that we can smaver-

a' Mr. Doggett's question right now.

;g MR. DOGGETT: I'll consult with the Applicant und

1F Staff and get that straightenad out.

12- CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right.
'

13 We'll rrecess until 7:30.

g (Whereupon, at 6:40 p.m., the conference was-

75 recessed, to reconvene at 7:30 p.m., this sano day.)

.

16

?00R BRIGINAl.
"

18

19~

2C
,

-

21

22

23

24

25
1
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I EVENING SESSION
2

s

.

(7:40 p,,m.)
{

'(~~)
3

CHAIRMAh WOLFE: The session is now in order.
4 PR,. MARRACK: I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman, I hadn't,
5 quite realize.1 you were waiting on me.
6

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: You may proceed, Dr. Marra:k..

7 You know the ground rules, do you not?
*

8
Proccad with each contention, state very simply

9 the thrust of your contention, and then proceed to rebut any
10 objections that Staff or the Applicant may have had to your
11 individual contentions.
12 DR. MARRACK: Contention 2 addresses the issue

that neither the final EIS nor the supplement to Jame, ncr13

14v

any of the other documents submitted as part of the environ-

mental impact statements, addresses the issue of both ".he15
.

impact of transmission lines, both on biological systens16

through their electromagnetic ef6 acts, and secondly, ca t.se17

18 migratory wild fowl.

-

19 I wish to address the second issue, the ascand
20 half of that issue, first.,

.

21 There are in the environmental impact stata ent
22 something like 124 lines - when I say environmental 'apte.:
23 statement, I mean generically both it and its suppleme.et, al.1

the way through my testimony - there are 124 lines on na24

subject of tranetsission linos, and of that none of it
'

25
#

.
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g addresacs the issue of the impact of migratcry birds, migratory

* wild fowl particularly, on the deaths or injury to thes; birds.2..

q'\
3 That there are migratory wild fowl using thic area,

, 4e is widely known. In fact, that is admitted in the envicen-.

)
5 mental impact statement.

3 That these lines do have impact on migratory wia.d
.

7 fowl in their flight, and in this particular area their flightsI

8, are not just a once-through or twice-through a yearr doy are-

.

g. more like diurnal; bacauoe the feeding sites and the roasting

g sites for many of thase birds cross the projected transmission

.d, line routes as proposed in tha -- various lines . propose!! in
h

, the EIS.

And this is again the problem that they,can hava
.

gi . multiple exposures to these lines.,
_ _ ,

g. ( . The fact that thoro is such an impa::t in racc:gnized
;

. ybytheApplicant,becauseinthefinalimpactstt.tementat ~-

11
"

I

17 [J five five one there is a littla bit on the side, about +:he

|' third paragraph, when they refer to a paper by Cornwall in16
.

(

,
-

iihe Wilson Bulletin of 1970, and they acognise the potuntial,

.

imoact of transmission lines'on these waterfowl over tha,,2v,
\- .

!i cooling pond:*

21 it

h So then any admission to recognising that thacea,,
'q

h waterfowl are impacted by those transmission. lines thr: Ighout
02 '|

,.w -

their lengd is ca admission of comission, and nct one ofy,,

k ~ accident.(

I

.
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1 MR. COPELAND: Excuse me, Dr. Marrack. Are you

g speaking to the effects of birds flying into the lines now,

(~)
3 or are you speaking to the electrical offects of the lines

i g on the birds?

'

5 DR. MARRACK: If you'd have listened, sir, you'd
.

6 have heard me state I was addressing the mcond part of this
.

contention first..j .

| 18. N E N D: You speak a little too rapidi:5 forg.

me to follcw, sir. I don't like to intermipt you.9

DR, MAG: I'm so m . T M you for ad C .V.g10

g I will try to - is it all right for you, sir, tome.
'

record?
-

72

*# * 9* * ** I*13

DR. tRN R ad you.'
"

14

The problem, then, of impact on ta.gratcry wi Ldiowl15

is kncwn to the Applicant, and they apply . hat informat br to-

rerouting transmission lines about the cooling pcmd.

They fail to recogni=e, discuss and dir.clost-, as

full disclosure requiras, the sams impacts throughout t to,

length of those transmission lines. And L; all the 124 lint sa,
.

* ( of their '. ext in the FEIS and EIS suppleme.it, I.o Ientic .'. is -

no further mention is made c* this impact.
I

Ir. fact, much of that bit of M<t is ir.volvt i 1.a
23|

mechanical arpects of the trans:rlaalon lines, tho,ir wid :h
e.4
,

( and length, et cetera.

I
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1 So we hava (1) a clear raccgnition of the p roblem,

2 and a failure to address it.C
3 MR. SOHINKI: Could I step Dr. Marrack right there,

r 4 because I don't think he has accurately characterized that's

5 in the FES.

s DR. MARRACK: All right..

.

y MR. SCHINKI What's in the FDS states that

s DR. MARRACK: Which --.

9 MR. SOHINKI: - power lines across the cooling

10 lake would have an adverse impact on watorfowl, and racensond

g that another route be chosen to m 44=4ze that i= pact.

12 That other route has been chosen.

13 DR.,MARRACK: I understand that. And I adm tted
# that. And that was the evidence that you know the traumdssion14

;g lines -- or the Applicant knows -- that the trans=issicn linas
*

gg have an adverse impact on waterfowl.

MR. SOHIMII: But don't you think, Dr. Harr:?ck -g7

DR. HARRACK: And the transmission lines aru notgg

g limited to the cooling pond area. There are some one hundred,

'

2a and -- I've forgotton what it was, how many miles of this in
hors .21 . 81 miles of transmissicn lines are involved in
one od the alternatives.g

g | MR. SOHIMKI: That's c::actly :3y probica witL y.:ur
icgic Dr. Marrack. L a're extrapolating that becauss thereg,

i-

as was a problen with the first route that was chosen across tha
I

1216 085 .
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I cooling. lake, that the same problem exists no matter whera

2 theso lines are. And I don't see the icgic.,

b'
' 3 DR. MARRACK All right.
:

* 4 MR. COPELAND: I would further point out, Dr.

5 Marrack, that you have made exactly the same argument the

6 last time you were hero before this Licensing Board, that
.

7 the Board specifically set forth in its order the fact that

8 the Applicant had addressed the full length of its trans--

9 mission lines in its environmental report, and, sir, I
10 suggest that if we're going to make any progresa tenigat that

17 you limit yourself to addressing the arguments raised ay
12 the Staff and the Applicant in response to your conten :icns.

13 DR. MARRACK: I will.
S

U
14 I would point out to you that apart from th.!

15 cirect admission, then, the reference by Cornwalla the :s
.

16 are a - n whole symposiun was given to this subject, .mc r.c

17 of transmission lines on birds in flight by the Fish and

TO Wildlife Service in September of '70. There are multiple
.

19 papers in there on it..

20 That there is an impact is well recognized y.

.

21 a number of schclars. The industry has recogni=ed , e

22 Edison Electric Instituto publication recognized that te ce

23 were part:.cular practictas. for protection of raptors on pc ier
n linos.24

25 Again, there's a furthor study by the Northteste.n
I

,

I
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I Electric Light Power Association on power lines and birds of

2 prey, and they are similar size to migratory wildfowl, goeee
3 , and duck.

4 FR4 COPSLAND: Are you now asserting, Dr. Marrack,

E that a rap nr>is a waterfowl?

6 DR. MARRACK: No, sir. I said they are a sinilar.

7 dimension -- sa.ze, I believe, is the word I used.

B*

In other words, they are big enough to hit utres.

9 i And in fact in one of these is a nice little picture of a

10- male pintail bird strung up on a power line. If that isn't

IT an impact, I don't know what is. '

.

13 Raptors arc, to those who don't undarstand, and

13- they are forms of hawks, meat-eating birdu, eagles through

14 white tail ty!ces, if you will."

15 Then there's a paper on the waterfowl collirions
.

16 with pcwer lines at a coal-fired power plant in the trim 1Lfa

17 Society Bullotin of 1978. 1

i
E

tg There are two more papers by the samd author that
.

Ig; the Applicant reflects in '72 and '78.

'20 MR. COPEIA*tD: Sir, are you reading a list cf
.

'

21 references?

22 DR. MARRACK: I am reading -- these are things you

23- could have addressed, found for yourceives, and put int o your
'

y impact statement. And ycu apparently neglected to do ta.

25 MR. SOHINKI Dr. Marrack --
i

.

9
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BR BR'G N|lLg DR. MARRACK: Yes, si
.

2 MR. C0P3 LAND: Just like I e:glainad to youg air,()'
at the last time in met before this Licensing Board, my3

4 client has been building transmicsion lines in this cot utry

5 for longer than you've been alive. And they havs a spe.cific

G state:2ent bcsod on their own system and what their facts JhCW.
.

y Now, sir, I wish you would address th 3se fi: di;1gc

8 and demonstrate that there in scue specific error in tl:eco-

b, findings.g .

10 If you can't do that, I wish you would just say
'

#"*
11

,

12 DR. MARRACK: Can I inquire of the Applicant's
a

13 rne ey ave made a published study of the impa r of
._ / porter lines on migratory waterfowl?g

I

,5 | MR. C3PI: LAND: If you'll look in the anviroi :sittela

-

i report, sir, and in t"e -*'e16 order of Februa.y 9, rau
!

[ will find that sta' ~ Based on the experience

this company thp. 1.ife of ope.:atione18

DR. MAR'gg you have any dai:1 baus.

*

whatsoever that you domain, that ycu ta'reg
*

, surveyed in a manner u... try to find clt what than
I

inpact io. It'.3 clearly not descastrated in the envi2 winet.tal
'

43 .g impact statamtr.t the kind of inpacts that: have hsen,

;

jj danonstrated elsewhero, that is racognized by ot:ter pct ar

companies, both on the east and west coasts.,

r
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I
So I contend that there is an inpact that should

2 have been addressed, properly addressede .a this environmental,

(~ '

3 impact statement. These are important, because this la a,
,

4 major wintering area Mr large numbers of migratory wildfowl,
5 ducks and geese basically. They're thera by the hundreds of
6 thousands, and they move backward and forwt.rd across the line.

7 of this transmission line proposed - the proposed routes

8 for thone transn.ission lines.-

9 So it's important from the biological impact. point
to of view that these things be discussed, and they are n:t
11 there in any part of the environmental impact statemenc,

t

12 except in the area of the cooling pond, which they recc.glize.,

13 Now I point out, as I have before, that the Public

Utilities Co:nmission has recognized this problem in the Stare
-

14

is of Texas in recent years and made directiires which tho
.

16 Applicant is aware of, because it affected his own power

17 lines. So it's -

18 MR. COPELAND: Dr. Marrack, that is exactly the
19 same argument, sir, you made the last time you were before.

to this Board 6 And I told you, sir, that the Public Utilitics
.

2; Co=nission has approved these transmission lines,

22 i I don't see any reason for us to sit here and

23| regurgitate what has already been argued by you, and ht.s

g; H circady been rejected by this Board.
'

Eg DR. MARRACK: The fact that the Utilities
I

, -

i

~
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I Com=ission has accepted it at this point, they may not have

been aware of this impact. No one addressad it at the tim 3,
V

3 I suspect, which they should have dona.

p 4 In fact, the Perry Ranch came about because av
5 protest was made. Unfortunately at the time these tranani.ss;on

6 lines were before the Public Utilities Ccumiission no or.c ins
.

7 aware that this was coming before their attention, and 'To .1o
S' l protest was made..

9 Now, the NRC in a letter of June lith roitar.-te :

10 i in its seconde paga a quotation from the Applicant, "The:t. tro
.

11 many miles of transmission lines..." et ceters, en cetera,
12. which the Applicant's attorneys, again, made an unsubstanti.a :ed

13 claim, a self-serving statement, without any basia, sup;orting

y basis, without any predicata.

1E MR. SOHINKI: Sir, that quotation forms a poctirn
.

16 of the Board's ruling which rejected ycur original cont.ntion

17 on the basis that you hadn't provided any informa-ion w:ict
.

10 would challenge the finding that das made in that quota 1o2

la And so far I haven't heard anything frmu you wh.'cn,

fwouldchallengethatfinding,tcday.20
i

*

21 DR. MARRACK: Are you suggasting that it was I.y

22 oblicacion to maka a study of the power lines in this a.ea ?

23 I would submit, ycur Honor, that it is tha
!

24| obliga:: ion of the Applicant te dovalop the data b r.se fo. his

25 environmental iopact statement. And in that case, it i:: tie'

i

.
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I obligation of the Applicant to demonstrate that this maiter,

2 which thay recognize, in fact, in their statement, does not

3 apply direct!.y to their transmission lines.

4 MR SOHINKI: I'm not suggesting at all, Dr.

5 M.u rack, that it's incumbent upcn you to perform an analysis.

6 What I'm suggesting is that when the Applic&st and
.

7 the Staff can state that linea that have been construct 3d for
8 many years are regularly inspected,.and that no signifi.: ant.

9 bird mortality has been observed, that you, sir, have an

10 , obligation to provide some informatior,which would at laart

11 challenge that finding.

12 And to cite articles which talk about, as fa_r as

'-I~can tell,'the possibility that there may be some impar:t to13 .

14 acme birds at scre location at some time, doesn't challenge

15 that specific finding, based on lines in the Applicant'3
.

je system, which are involved in this applice. tion.

17 DR. MM1 RACK: There are two matters involved ir.

18 that romark.

19 The first is, the Applicant has not shown he's,

c.
. . , .

20 done any studi'n. Just because aczeone walks along the pcwere

*

21 lines, or drives along them, does not mean that you wil;. see

22 the impacts, because in fact predators remove the carcauses,

23 as ia demonctrated by sovaral of the studies, within 24 hcurs

24 of when they fall to the grcund.

t And in fact, in some of the studies 20 perceat to25
I

.
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:

1 50 parcent of the carcasses hitting the ground are removed
'

2 before dawn.

3 Again, this is - and I have no evidence submitted

{ 4 that a.ty kind of study of this kind has been carried out by
5 the Applicant to show, in fact, that carcasses will oe lying
6 there, that they have obser urs, whoever they may be,

.

7 competent: and able to find fallen animnis and remove t~.em,
8 and show that other ..ones fall. or do not fall on the following.

9 24 hours. It r4 quires repeated surveillance along the pcreer
10 line every six hours, approximately, to remove all fallen

11 carcasses and prevent them from being removed by predat. ors.

12 This kind of study would be the only way thi.t this;
_ 13 type of information can be obtained on the rates of incidance

14 of birds hitting power lines. These are discusaed in the
15 papers which I quoted.

-
.

16 They clearly demenstrate the need for a pro,er

17 study of the impact of transmission lines on micrratory

18 wildfowl, particularly when they're present in the dancities

19 that are present in the arer %volved north and south 02' the..

20 proposed power lines, where we ha"e them nigrating down ts
*

21 the three large wildlife refuges the Fish and Wildlif::
22 Service has acquired along the Coast between Freeport .r.d

23 Mattagora, and go back up into the feeding areas on &

24 arabla lands to the north up toward Seely and to the n:.rt.1
l

25 of that, for feeding purposes. It's a continuous, diurnal,
,

N2 ^
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I .

back and forth flow in a not straight line. And there are
' 2 variable amounts.
.

There are a number of other roosting sites
'J

3 they use. Warren. Lake, the lake at .r. .

.

n 4 MR. COPELAND: Can I ask you, Dr. Marrack, howV
5 high the birdt are flying on these --

,

6 DR-. MARRACK: They go --if you're a hunter you
.

7 will know that.under some conditions they're almost you

8' can touch them as they go over your head, and other times,

9 they may fly as high as a couple of hundred feet, or even
10 higher. It depends exactly on the weather conditions sad

11 wind conditions, visibility, as to the levels at which they, _

12 fly and how "cr they obviously are going to go, too. I t'

13 they're just going to go over to the next ' field, they c'.an'tm
14 go up to 200 feet.

15 MR. COPELAMD: Would you agree that there hLve
.

boon power lines in South Texas for at least 50 or 60 29ars?16

17 DR. MARRACK: I don't know how long. There iro

18 Power lines presently.

13 MR. COPELAND: Sir, do you have any studies which.

20 show that this has been a problem in Texas? Do you hava any

21 studies showing that transmission -*

22 DR. .%RRACK: I have no studies in Texas. Fa Fave

to extrapolate, because no one - from studies done els whers,23

24 both in the northeast and in the west ~~ because no ont 11as

( 25 taken the trouble to do the studies on this line. And I
r

-
e

- -
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I Lt.ght point ore that an attempt was made some yacts age P.o
2 do nch a s',udy, and access to the lines was not permiti.ed.
3 MR. COPELAND: How in the world could Housten

!

{. Lightin and Power Cce.pany prevent you frco getting accusy to4

a transmi siNn line that goes out across the countrysid et5

6 That's an absurd statement, sir.
.

7 DR. MARRACK: Because it's not within my province

8 cr ability to enter privata property withott pernist. ion . And.

9 when we tritt to get permissJon to do this, we wera danc ed.

10 -

I vould cubmit also that the Staff's cespons > ia
11 that letter ot the lith of June, I think, of **3, doesn't

12 conform to the toquiremants of ITEPA and the C.^,uncil on

13 Environmental Qulity's full disclosure requirements.
14 They P. ate on page 2 that I've not taken lascu with

|
15 the conclusions, .nd that, I would submit, is a gross

.
.

1G micropresentation.

17 I havo t.non issue with their conclusions.
18 And some cf the sources for tht contention lave
19 been submitted to the Board provicualy, and I've added ama,

no this evening. There are many more in che literature if ans
'

21 goes to search for them.

. 22 The fact that they keep r,aying there's no in met

23 is cce.plet ny refuted by studies elsewhere in the world cad

they cro on migratory rout ec, and they clearly h2ve eve y24 ,

25 reason to believe they apply here, unless it's dcnonstr :ted
o

1216 094 -
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I they' don't they have to be assumed to apply.,

2 J And not only do they apply, but they apply i2 the, ,

O.
', 3 whole length of all the transmission lines that are pre 9oced-
,

i

O """ "*" *"""""'""i " 2i"*" "" " "'*' ""'**""'"='' '' "' '""*'

'

3 are out in the open arable lands. Obviously those that are,

6 in woodlands don't have that kind of impact, because tha
.

7 birds.ge over the top.

8 I would point out to you also that the Dapar: ment,

9 of Interior Fish and Wildlife Service now require in tha

20 recommending guidelines that conservation of fish and

11 wildlife be given equal weight to economic and other benefits

12 in the discussica of projects.'

13 So this is a mat.ter which can't be just igncred.m
14 There's a directive to be .spplied.

1.5 As for the problems of the electromagnetic a :pects
'

1s of the impact of pcuer lines, I believe this is a contettion

17 which has been submitted by another party and he.s been

ja accepted. I don't wish to add any further evidence to 't,,

.

jg except that which fs already in my contentiono earlier.

20 submitted on the 24th of May of this year.
4

'

21 MR CCPELAND: Sir, that is a misstatement. mast

22 correct the record.
,

23
| The contention that has 'seen admitted is Mr.

} 3antfro's contention.g

( If I might have one second to look at the7.5

I

,

0
1216 095
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) N!I contention. I# lb
2 I don't believe there's a word in there abot. : thed
3 electromagnotic effects on migratory waterfowl.
#i O "- "^""^ * ' ***"'' '^r ""**"' "2- " *** -

S. magnetic offacts. I 11d not qualify it by any biologic 21

F species or group of specie.
.

T 'MR. CCPELAND: I believe that Mr. Rentfro's

8~ contention is linited to potential health hazards assoc *ated, -

9. with living in proximity to high-voltage transmitsion line a.
!

1G' If you'ra willing to limit your contention to

11- that, Dr. Marrack, I'm willing to stipciate that part c ?,
12 your contention into the casa.

11 DR. MARRACK: I'm willing to limit it to the
3

14 human, if you wish. I'll accept that picco.

15 MR. COPELAND: All right, I would request Dis
'

~

16 Marrack be con.'solidated with Mr. Rantfro on that conter.itn

17 Mn. SCHINKI: Staff has no objection to that.
,

18. CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I wish I could hear.
19 Whr.t did you say, Mr. Copeland?

.

20 MR. CCPELAND: I'm sorry, sir.

21 I said that Mr. Rentfrc's contsntion 2.unber ? is*

22 limitc.d to the question of hsalth effects on hturens livinc
|

23 J near the transnicsicn lines, e.nd that if Dr. Marrack wtJ

z; , villir.g to linit that part of his contention to the sa: )

i
t 25 question, that I would stipulata that part of hic conto.itior

i

i~216 096' -
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1 into tho case, as if he's consolidatad with -

2 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: And Dr. Marrack, your response
3 was --

{ 4 DR. HARRACK: I would be prepared to consolidate

5' my contentions regarding the health effacts -- or elect ~o-

G maanetic effects, as I referred to them - as health ef.? acts
.

7 on humans, and limit it to humans. I'm prspared to.go c.loag
8 with that piace only.-

9 CHAIRbAN WOLFE: I see.

10~ HR. COPELAND: He has some languaga in his

11~ contention as written about the electromagnetic effects on

12 migratory watarfcwl, ana --

13 DR. HARRACK: No, cir, not migratory waterfer,-1,s

t4 just electromagnotic offects.

15 MR, COPELAND: Okay.

16 DR. PJllRACK: It's wildlife, if you read it

17 correc :ly, and biological systems.

18 DR. COPELAND: All right. So you'ro Willing to

19 drop that part of your contention, an I understand it?.

2q DR. HARRACK: Section B of 24th of May, firsi.
'*

21 page, ticuld road, than: "3 on humans." Stop. Deletir.g

22 " wildlife and biologi. cal systems."
4

23 ''orrwt?

2; 22., CCHI:mI: That's acceptable to the Staff.
(

25 DR. MARRACK: Addressing Contention 3, your :enor, ,

.

1216 097
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I this is the saconda_y impacts related to the chango in;

i

; 2 investment practices and subsequenc land uce changes cccasioned
D

3 by a inrge-scale infrastructure. And these are rnflecte.1 in
,

I 4 the CEO documant of 1976

5 These secondary impacts aro well known to be of

6 generic type, and cubstantially different from tha direc.c nnct
.

y consegrential impact ensuing from land use being .1nalyzed .in

8 the EIS in this matter..

.

9 Tha dccumants reflect a series cf piec.sc. 511 .n
.

10 the EIS. 912143, supplement 92, supplement 10.2, 10.2.2.1,

1; and suuoment 9.11.

12 Further:, there's supplement 4.14 and nu.pplem nt 4.3

13 All of these pieces of ECS are basically thi only

14 , bits which in any way reflect on the impacts of tae pla"t

25 'environmentcl matters, and address the ri':2 of tha plan:
'

i;c only, are limited to the cena - whatever it is, 5,000

17 1 10,000 cares of the site -- and do not eddress tha seco. da. y

yg| impacts. '

19 N M M WO N Yes. Well, nov, Doctar, yoi.'v3
.

.

P0
.

indicated this in your contention 3.

!

g Ncw, your purpose here is to addrecs y;ursel.-

22 | 2nd respond to tha cajecticna of Applicant and Stiff. -la:

i

ticy we know whct is at issue, and whether we can admi*: . cur.n.

,

g I centen:icn.
|( So why don't you go directly to that?'g ;

r
.
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1 DR. MARRACK: I was going on to that, sir. Thank
:

2 you.

\''

3 The only secondary impacts that -
b

4 CHAIRMAN UOLFE: No, Doctor, directly to Staff's

5 and Applicant's objections.

6 Nu , we knew what is in your contentions. W3'va
*

7 reed your contentions.

8 DR. MARRACK: Yes. Tha Staff's response on January.

9 lith claims that.I list agricultural activities, ficoding and
ga drainnga.

gg But nonhora in this does it address the issue -
g the EIS does not consider the kind of secondary impacts of

industry, subdivisions and other changes in land use that are:
33

brought about by the particular sitings of transmission lines.34

la MR. SCHINXI: That's because you diin't ment.on

g; anything about this in your contention, Dr. Harrack.-

, DR,, MARRACK: They are all part of a generic .'.erm,

g secondary impacts, and they are understood in this way.

MR. COPELAUDs By whom, sir?
.

DR. MARRACK: In CEQ's document of 1976 Thry are20

also raflected in tne caso of National Wildlife Federati::n,

v. Coleman at 529 S.2D 359 Sth Circuit, 1976

MR. SCHINXI: Dr. Marrach, you have 'ta:can is :re.3
,

with t'irco specific accendary impacts. We have address i,. 4

( those three in our response to your contention. The phr.sa

\Q\h ,

. .
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1 you used viten you used the term " secondary impacts," was
| 2 1.e. That i.1, you didn't say, e.g., for example,.'

(.I
! 3 DR.MARRACK: I don't see on here eithar i.e or
>

4 e.g., quite frankly.

5 MR. SOHINKI: Your contention says, in parer.',.

6 after talkir g about secondary inoacts ensuing fmm the
.

7 proposed actions, i.e., with respect to agricultural prot 1ct.iv-

O ity, flooding and drainage and water supply.,

9 DR. MARRACK: In that case, then, I s30 your copy
to is different frcm nine.

11 Down at the bottom - you mean right it the

12 botton thora? But at the tc'p - ='

13 MR. LINENBERGER: Dr. Marrack, please., sir, Staff,

14 Counsel was making a point about your submittal on page 3 ,.

15 contention 3, and he pointed out a specific quotation. -de Je.
.

~

I tMn't you aaid that it doesn't appear in your ::cpy. Ifgg

17 it's not, then we will give you a copy of what you subtir.aci
!

gg to us so you can see it.

gg DR. MARRACK: I have the original in front c f ne.
.

10 MRo LINENBERGER: Do you see the i.e. ?

-

21 DR. MARRACK: I'm sorry. I wcs icokitg hig;sr up,
i

22 at the original. The first part of this --

'

23 MR. LINim32RGER: All right. Thank yr.l. L- !. 8 1 -

y; DR. Miu1RhCK: And I admit that it's ( r.in th ta a*:.

( the bottom. But the point is I earlier pointed aut th:6 dieg
i

.
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I secondary impacts are a generic type of impact, and the::o ara
Z examples given here, and the i.e. reflects the kinds of things
3 that are changed by secondary impacts.
4 MR. SCIIINKI: My understanding, when you want to

5 give examples, is that you use the term e.g. i.e. signifies

5
.

to na that these are the impacts that you are challengirig,
7 and that all of the others, implicitly, you are not challeng-
8 ing..

.

9 That's the reason why those specific impacts were

10 addrecsod in the Staff's response.

!! I think we're entitled to assume that when you
12 list them like you've listed t~1em, that those are the 1:spactJ

13 you are concerned with,
s

14 MR. COPELAND: Mr. Schinki, I'd like to add u

15 that, I feel like scmetimes that I'm one of the few r e ining
~

16 soldicrs left in this trar. I was in the last hearings. I

17 know t'to racerd. And I know, sir, that those seccndary

18 impacts that were considered ware far, far more than th ase
'

19 few examples.
.

20 And I would like to know, sir, what it is ab nt

21 the record in the came that was tried before, and the f.bicings
-

2/. that were made, that you are challenging -- by line, or

a whatavar? There are findings in the case. Thera is 3.

24 record, There wc.s testimony on secondary impacta, sucl :u
' 25 subdivisions, sir, to use your specific example, and ac. limit

I

.
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1*!90.

)QQQ Q ) Q
'

| |t you in any way., 'i UUn 1,44 gj Q p(,p
?- DR. MARRLCK: And I pointed out - arx1 I th12

3~ maybe the wording is not as clear as it might have beer. in
L' 4O I ** *"* ' **"* " "* "** " -- ""*" ' "'"** * " ' ' ***"''

5~ mean these were the - these are the consequences of tbs

6! secondary impacts. They change agricultural proinctivi ty,
1.

i
7; they chango ficoding patterns and drainage and water atpply

Of needs..

|
9 They aren't the thing that is usually known as

I

to secondary impacts. The secondary impact is the affects that

11 ariso -

12 MR. COPEIJ01D: Dr. Marrack -

13 DR. NLRRACK: - cculd I just finish, please.?

f4 ; They ars the affects that arise becauce scme action is uker
l

is ; which is spatial ~.y different frc:1 those which wculd he.za
.

'. occurred if no action had bcon takan.10

17 MR. CG? ELAND: Could you tell me what Mr. Sh 2' cik

tg ! said in the last hearing about secondary inpacts, or whr
i

. 13 .Dr. Pearl aaid about secondary i:r. pacts, or what 'te StaIf
f

20 i witnenses said about secondary impacts?
!

-

gp DR. :@.RRACK: I can dig them cut, if necessaty.

22 h I d n'5 have them in my head, obviously. And I em not etre
'

2( they entirely recognized the nature of secondary impact ,

if Thcy avoided raccgnizing the real meaning of necendaryq:

!
25 ingacts in the centext of an environnental impact state innt

I
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"

! where it reflects tha changes in distribution, spatial

2 diotribution of 2 vents. And I cited such things as

3 subdivisions and industry which occur as a result of the*

i

4 actions takan.

5 These, then, have effects which are c:campled

6 here as changes in flooding, changes in agricultural
~

productivity and water supply, which would not have ccour: red7

8 if that action had not been taken.
.

g And this issue is not addressed in the envi::en -

10 mental impact statomant. It talha about dirset effect:' o:ily.

gg The effects you see of putting in the pcVer line or the pW:t

cite itself. Thsy go no further then to discuss the effectn12

13 nw and adhenal sPdng of industa brought into da
m

14 area because of this facility if it were ever built.

tu. These are significant differences,

-

:
16 Dr. h ac.V, isn't h aa d y

the sme questica you raised, sir, when you made a lim. t.ad

appearance at the last hearing in this case in 19757 '.an't

it, sir?

DR. MARRRCE: In '757

.U. C0P.DLAND: Yes..'

21

DR. MARRACK: Of course I addressed the seco: Ca: y

hpac:3

MR. COPELA:1D: Thank you.

( DR. MARRACK: And they were not addressed - and

I

,
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wel 25

1 Applicant ~had the opportunity in its supplement to address
2 those secondary impacts, and failed to do so. Ile was,

3 therefore, admitting that he was aware that thera is a

Q secondary impact, and ha failed to addraso it.d'

WRB fis S

C
.

b.

p -

10

11

12

Ds

14

15
.

16

17

18

19,

20

'

21

22

23

24

25
'
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3D WRE/wbl 1 I think I've said enough, probably, aber.t -ho
WRBloem
'Is Landon 2 fact that there are secondary impacts, your Honcr, and that

3| they are not addressed anywhere in the meaning of the CIO

O 4 and in NEPA.
V

5 MR. LINENBERGER: Dr. Marrack, you defined,

6 perhaps nct as adequately aa pu ,Jould have liked, bu you

7| defined in your contention 3 what ycu meant by seconarrf

8 impacts. Now you're saying that that definition,

9 should have been a little broader. All right. But, r.cVer-

10 theless, ~

11 DR. MARRACK: Well, uir, I~

12 | MR. LINENBERGER: Each of us has to all.a sach
!

t,3 one to finish his statement, and-

h14 DR. .MARRACK: I th:ught that you had finished.

13 NR. LINCNEERG2R: There's been a great :Ical

16 of interrupting here. I think, to move prcductively, 4m

17 need to restrain ourselves with respect to interruptiort..

18 Now, then, perhaps you would liko to ex?ar .i

-
39 the definition of secondary impacts compared to what wc , |

.

20 submitted in your contention. But you did de:?ine th
!

'

21 what you meant in that contention. Staff and applic int , ': i

.

22 addressing that contention, based their responses or ycur
,

23 definition of secondary impacts. And,although it mer - [
l

y, have been the definition you new would like to have

( there, that is the only thing they could go on,25 .a . . , oa.9

I
. .

p
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WRB/wb2 1 thing the Board e 'd go on.

/ 2 Now, cir, confining yoursolf to that de 'inition
(

3 of secondary impacts that you yourself wrote in Contention 3,
4 will you please show us how the responses of the applicant

5 and staff to your contention are inadequate or should ba

6 rebutted in any way?
.

7 Sir, it is e:ttremely important, if you vant

8 this contentien to be litigated, for you to do what isteing,

9 asked of you in this hearing, extremely important. 3i:horvise

TO we may end up with no basis for admitting it at all. And

it I think you really would like to see it litigated; at least
,

12 I have that feeling.

13 So can you please address again the app.'.icant's

14 and staff's responses with respect to secondary impacts as

g5 you define them there, not as you would like to see I: heat
'

16 d3 fined now. Please.

17 LR. MARRACK: I'm sorry the dafinition ".pparant-

18 ly wasn't read in the same way by different groupa. But

- 39 since I reficcted, or quoted the citation of the casa

20 record, the National Wildlifa Federation V. Goldman, I

21 thought the use and meaning of ' secondary impacts" was'

22 widely understood bypeople who are involved in environmental

23 matters, and in addition to that which is given both in the

24 C2Q 1:a 1976, which I referred to, and-

( M. M NBERGER Dr. h uack, I'm sorg. I25
I
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WRB/wb3 1 guess what you're saying is that you are not capable of

2 doing what I just asked you to do, bccause you arerit
(-

3 doing it. So maybe we~should move on, and we'll just accept

{. the record with what you've given us so far.4

5 DR. MARRACK: Can I j.tst have a m. vent?

6 I say in the conte <t of ': hose other two that
.

7 secondary impacts, that they're the effects generateL, the
.

.
E effsets of the altcrnaten specially different frect thoss

9 ensuing frcm t'ha proposed action. And I wald havo |:hcugnt
.

10 theproposed action was putting this plant and ancilla:.y-

11 saryices in as prasanted in the EIS, and the seconda::y
.

12 impacts as indicated in that contention arise from t'ta effect.s

13 which are different, as arising from the alternatives.
n

.

14 And these are not discussed, is what I'c1 saying. Anil I

15 ' thought I was awfully clear,
i

~

8
16 !!R. LINENBERGER: Why don t we go on tc

.

17 Contention 47
i

18 DR. MARRACK: All right.

19 HR. LINENBERGER: Again, the intent her.3 is
.- ,

20| that you address the responses of the applicant and the
;
.:

!- staff in their opposition to the admission of your run-21

22 tention, and nothing mera.

23| DR. MARRACK: I contend, sir, that the ?r.nity
!

24 Dacin was not adequataly considered ar an altarnati 9. It's

( a river to the east of Houcton. It was not adequatcly25
I

'
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'"

WRB/wb4 1 cddressed and considered as an alternative site. Th.at is

2 one of r.hc alternatives that is reflected in the EnvIronmenta 1t'
,

Impact Statement. And, in fact, in one part of the ste.te-
"

3

4 mont it's recognized.as a potentially cceful site.
5 The only grounds on which, factual grcuadr
6 on which it in rejected is in 9.1.2.3, hee.ded "Trini:y

.

7 River Basin."

8 It says,,

9i *:Iouston has been relying heavily-

10 on groundwater for municipal supplies and hat
.

1i experienced problems with ground subsidence d:e

12 to heavy groundwater withdrawals. Houston cci-.

13 siders the Trinity River a prime source of hiyhm
,

14 quality water."

tg The alternative to this, putting the atition
.

16 on the Brazos, and the effects on the Bra cs water, ihich
.

17 I presume is the implication, are not discucced in --he EIS.

18 The came objections that are raised to the Trinity E.isin
. . . .

- -
-

! , , , , , , ._. ,.. -

19 . irths only factual statenent about the Trinity Basin iu
. ~ .

20 the EIS, and , thy it should be rejectsd applier equally to

21 the 3ra:aa River Basin, since there are alco water : I.ghts*

laims on the icwer brazos, and these are of equal s:cr. ding22 ' c

23 to those on the Trinity River.

24 Also, the HRC in its 11 June statement, in
( 25 paragraph 2 produces new information which the appli:ar.t

t

. i .
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WRD/wb5 1 had failed to disclose in the EIS. The applicant's state-

2 ment is self-serving, basically, in terns of contention 2,
\_

3 as in Contention 2. It just re-introduces the defects

p 4 hich wera there before,y
u

5 There is no discussion of the impacts e!
.

6 trans.uission lines from an alternative site, for inr:ence
..

7 on the Trinity, on migratory wildfowl, and there is ao
.

8 address by which you can compare the water use on th Trf nity.

.

9 with that of the Brazos. It doesn't consider the pcssibil-
,

10 ity with a different site, say 7n tha Trinity, there were
.

!! options to optimally route transmission lines to have
.

12 minimal environmental impacts, and the claim - whci~a the
.

13 NRC response doesn't address - that there is no substantive
_

,

14 basis for distinguishing in the EIS between the valus, the
.

15 advantages or dinadvantages of the Trinity sita frcr. tle
.

16 3razos site. '?here is in the te:tt very little abcut the

17 ' Trinity site. And theatly bit of any significance f.2 that
.

18 it was considered and that it was rejected en the grot.nds

19 that it was a source of high quality water.
.'

20 The NRC considered that my assertion tLat
.

21 altarnative grid connections were not considered, t!xy*

.

22 said it was incorrect. They're not stated anywhere in tle

23 'EIS that you can find, and certainly not their poter :ial
.

24 effects on vildfowl.
.

'

( They claim that it is being - that it was25
- ,

'
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~

WRB/wb6 1 adequately considered, Dut there are no facts there.
; 2 They admit that a site on the Trinity is acceptable in

v
3 terms of population density and it has other advantages.
4 What's more, if it be that a site on tha

5 Trinity has a less impact, environmental impact than the
6 proposed site at Allens Crsei, then it's required ur.ler NEPA

..

7 that the facts related to it be disclosed in full se that
8 they may be compared. They nust be given equal trer rut.nt.,

9 That's clearly not Mte case from the very little, aluost

to a little less than a page of text in the EIS reflecting the
11 whole ccmments on the Trinity River Basin as a site.

12 It's my contention that the Trinity River

13 site cannot be compared with the Brazos site because the,,

14 data isn't there. And the staff basically admits it in a

15 Poesible potential site, and the reasons for discarcing it
.

16 are not reall1 apparent, and they are not in such a fos.n

17 that the Board can compare, in sfunilar terms, the A:.~,.as
.

18 Creek site with the Trinity site. And that is the require-

19 ment of NEPA.
*

.

20 MR. SOHINKI: Do you contend that the W inity

21 River Gita is superior to the'Allena Croak site?*

22 DR. MARRACK Unfortunately the defect of the

23 E .vironmental Statement is such that you cannot mak: that
24 ccmparisoa. There's no way of making it. The data !.s
25 not there.

,
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WRB/wb7 1 As a matter of fact it's very interesting--

2 MR. SOBINKI: Do you have any information

3 that suggests the Trinity River site is superior to the

4 Allens creek site?
Cs

5 MR. MARRACK: Your own statemant, sir, that the

population density appears to be favorable.,.

.

7 Thero is also in the text of the EIS a state-
,

'

8 ment s mewhere or other - yes, nt 9.1.2.3, "The Triaity
.

River Basin" is the' heading. '

9 -

"This is well suited to serve areas
,

north of Houston und also areas eact and to tas11
.

south of Houaton. The applicant rejected this
-

12

iccation on the bsuis of pew-er. norworx. . ."13 ' ' '
,

And it goes on.

IIowever the analysis was based on current ra hor

than future locations of power, of generating units.-

Also, and it didn't go on to point out, it'c

based on current rather than future projections of e.Lactri-
18

cal use requirements. And it is not demonstrated

anywhere in this that a site on the Trinity would nc t ful-

fill tha needs of the cornunity in a way that -- any less-
21 3 n---

adequately than the proposed Allens creek site.
22

hR. SCHIEI: So it's your position tha:. if the23

sitea 5;ere equal that this Board should not approve ':he24

Allens Creek site?
,

,
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WRB/wb8 1 DR. MARRACK: I didn't say whether they were

2 equal. Unfortunately there isn't the data on which :c ma:ce
( -

3 the judgmsnt. This is the whole problem with this E!S.

' 4 It should be, I admit. But you cannot do that since thera'a

5 no way of determining where the transmission lines would

6 have gono frcm a site on the Trinity. And, what's more,
..

t e fact that there is a lack, a daarth of inforestian ish7

, S reflected in a letter frcm the URC dated February St'h 1979
.

9 in which they. request of the applicant a serias of twonty-

10 two questions, if I recall. And these questiens are pretty

11 basic kinds of questions.

12 The first question, in fact, says,

. . ,
13 " Estimate changes in site area, 70nd

14 arca, land,and water requirements, etc., as

15 needed to compare these sites with a single

*

gg unit at the Allens Creek site."
I.

17 Now clearly full disclosura requires th t t'fpe

18 cf basic information to be in that EIS, sui generis. And

39 they're not there.
.'

20 Again, Cuestion 6:
.

2; " Indicate the apprruimate length.t.
,

|
'

22 corridor width and acreages involved in constrac-

23 tion c ' transmission lines, whars availabic,
,

pj j indicating the amounts of major land ur:o aff: ched'

( 25 h!' construction of transmission. If availab;a,

I

! .12i6112 -
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WRB/wb9 1 provide a map showing transmission corridor

2 routes."
k.)

3 This is a question put as late as Februazy

4 of this yaar by the NRC to the applicant. And they iteflect,

5 therefore, that the data available at the NRC at than tima

O did not contain this information. Yet we have an EIi and
.

7 supplement already submitted. These are pieces of i sforma-

8 tion that need to be available in that document righ': at,

9 the beginning.

10 MR. SOHINKI: Mr. Chairman, the staff has

11 explained on a couple of occasions - the one that comes to

12 mind immediately is in response to a question from the

_
f3 Appeal Board, in our brief to the Appeal Board, exac :ly why

14 thosa questions were asked of the applicant. And thm reason

ht at we gave, if you recall, is, not that anything tlat had15

"

to been done in the past was inadequate but that we war.:ed to

17 verify that the conclusions that we reached in the efirinal

18 FES remained valid.

19 That's the reason for the questions.

20 DR. MARRACK: Are you submitting this (sta

21 is available in the EIS as it stands? 3ecause it et ctt.iily
-

22 isn't. There is no comparative data on length of trans-

23 missicn lines for these four proposed sita., as refl: ated in

g the letter of February 9th. And there is no compar!'.ive

( 25 ' data for ths four sites on the corridor width'and ac ranges
t

.
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WRB/wbl0 t ' involved for the transnission lines, the amount of hnd

1

2 use affected. I

V
; 3 clearly, the fact you put these questicn3

4 reflect that they're not available. They aren't confirming,

5 anything, they aren't even there at all.

6 I would also point out, your Honor, that I
i.

7 have not received a reply to those questions that we re sub-
,

B mitted by the staff to the applicant on Pehruary 9th,,

9 although it was one of my contantions, and knetm to ba one '

to of my contentions at that time. I have not received any of
I

11 the responses that were made.
|

12 All these twenty-two quastions are harc and

13 clearly reflect factual mattors that are expected ursar.,

14 NEPA to be in the EIS, and they're not there. The tact

15 that these questions were put reflects very clearly . hat the
.

16 EIS is defective as it is submitted.
17 The documents don't address the degrees af

18 IJapact of these alternatives and these various matte r:3, and
19 I submitthat these are matters which should have bee:,

1

20 present in the EIS right at the beginning, at the irJ..:dation
*

21 of the document. I pointed out there were deficienc. tie in
22 1975, and they are still present.

23 FR, COPELAND: Sir, can I ask where y7; peinted
24 them out in 1E757

k 25 MR. MAPRACK: In the statement I made a; Fillis,,

,
.
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P00R oplJyjjWRB/ttbil 1 in the public hearing.

2 MR. COPELAND: Wallia?
_

3 DR. MARRACK: Uallis, yes.

4 MR. COPELAND: You say you raised this issue[.
5 back then?

6 DR. MARRACK: I pointed out there that defici-
-

7 encies were already in the EIS .ind the lack of alter:tatives

8 at that time.
*

.
,

~~'' ~ ' " ~ ~9
.

. . -

10

11

f2

- a
,

m

'14-

.

15
-

.

16

17

18

19,

20

*
21

22

23

24
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1

j 3E wrb/agbl MR. COPELAND: ;Can I ask a clarifying question,
! -

2
Dr. Harrack? Do I understand your contention to be that the- e)

~

3 Environn: ental Inpact Statement needs to reflect a more specific

|C analysis of the Trinity River site, is that what you're saying#

as the bottom line?

6
DR. MARRACK: And all other sites. There are four,

.

7 I think, mentioned here. I've forgotten exactly how many are

8 reflected or referred to. It's impossible to tell, inc:. dentally,
~

-

9 from this document of February of '79 whether any of these siten
10 referred to in the question here are the same sites that are
11 reflected in the EIS. There was Mill Creek, Coastal Matagoro
12 and I forget what the other *two were, there were two other

2.230 13 sites. Whether those sites are LI-3,'S

14 I have no way of knowing, it isn't clear. And equally, I
.

15 dcn't have the responses that were made to these quest ons.
16

MR. COPELAND: I'm just trying to get the bottom

17 line, Dr. Marrack.

18 DR. MARRACK: Tile bottom line is the EIS does
'

19 not provide the data, the basic data, in order that a arcper,
,

20 comparison can be made of the alternatives and that da a
21*

needs to be in a form which makes a comparison possibla.
22 MR. COPELAND: An alternativo site on the Trinity
23 River?

24 !
DR. MARRACK: The one in particular addre.: red is '

( 25 the one on the Trinity River. It is one which the.Sta:f1
,

.
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Iwrb/ab2 recognized in its statement that it had some potential as an
2 acceptable site. The only grounds that I could find stated

n
3- in the EIS, as I quoted, they thought it might not be suitable

C because the Trinity River is a prime source of high-qur.lity4

5 water, and I would point out to you that that'sama'conuention

6 applies to the Brs20s River and it is not shown to appl.y in
.

7 any part of the EIS.

8 MR. COPELAUD: About the water quality of tha.

9 Brazos? *

10 DR. MARRACK: Tne potential of the Wr.ter .'_n the

11 Brazos for the best use.
12 MR. COPELAND: Well, sir, the whola of Chapter 5

13 of the FES addresses water use of the Brazos Rivar.
14 DR. ImRRACK: It doesn't address the conparison --

15 ner you compara the potential of the water rights on 2.e
.

16 lower Brazos with the water rights.of the Trinity.
}

17 ' And that's uhat I understand - I understm.nd

the meaning of th'e passage 91-213 that the water rights for18

!9 the City of Housten are such that by implication there are not-,

20 similar water rights for the lowar Brazos water. And ' contend

21 ! ' that that's not true. '*
.

i

22!' Further, it's an. available source of wate- for
I

\
i .

I23 the lower -- for communities on the lower Drazos and t t.t's ;

il iy i' going as far as Texas city.
.

25 MR. COPELAND: Are you alleging, Dr. Marr:.ek,

!
'
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""

Iwrb/agb3 that we have not taken those water rights into consideration?

2
(_ Is that part of your contention? Because then it is nowhere

.

3
stated.

( DR. MARRACK: The EIS does not reflect in a

5 manner comparable the Trinity and the Brazos equally, and that':
6 the requirement, that they aro there in a form that you can

,

7 compare the demands en the Trinity with the demands ,on the -

8 Brazos and their uses.-
'

9 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: Are you ready to proceed with-

10 Contention 6?

11 DR. MARRACK: Contention 6 addresses the fact
12 that there are discrepancies ~and inconsistencies between the

._
13 various documents that have been submitted as an EIS. The

14 Staff's response, which is page six,in the first place. they
15 refer to a Final Impact Statairent in the singular. We have

!5 at least three documents, and actually it looks more 1.ke
17 four or five documents,which reflect on the various pa rts of
18 the environmental impact of tue proposed action.

19..
, Further, the quotation here applies after a
20 decision has been taken and not before. After an init.21

~
21 decision has been .aade, if the rights of the Board - .ftar
22 the decisien is made. We haven't gotten that far yet 'o it

23 isn't applicable at this point.

24 There are a ceries of discrepancies in th EIS

k 25 and its supplement and the other document. The latter cf
'

1216 118
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wrb/agb4' inquiries, questions subnittsb February of '79 by the Staff;

'

2
s_-) which leads one to believe tha): there is no one Environmnntal

,
,

3-

mpact Statement.

C - For inst-ce, the eherma eteraeions in the
4

5
summary of the Supplementary.Pinal Impact Statements

6 "E: The thermal alteration is expected,

7
to partially restrict the range of most game fish."

8, And they refor you to Section S5322, and .-hat
9 '

I think is page 5-21. Almost immediately afterwards, f.n I,
10 they say and this incidentally has been taken in the context.-

1I that the EIS points out one of. the ~ advantages of Allens Creek
12 is to fill and be recognized cby the Texas Fish and Wildlife
13 that there is need for a publicly available fishing site in the,

14 1cwer Brazos River.
15 And they mada 'the statement that the Allens

..

16 Craak site "would fulfill reasonably the criteria set ?cr
17 a fishing lake publicly available in the lower Brazon "
18

'

And in that context therefore we have the
19

statement following this that "the thermal alterationsw

20 -

will restrict the range of most non-game fish."
"

21 .And then under I
22 "There is a strong probability of high
23 plankton densitics in the cooling lake."
24 And this, they. admit, will reduce -:he wat.:r,

k
25'. contact activity. '
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I

t wrb/agb5 They don't point out also that the instance of
!

2i

j \_;3 episodes of fog f.eveloping over the lake would also restrict

3 and limit and maybe even endanger those who are taking part
.

'
4 in water-related activities ou this cooling lake.
5 We also have the statement that the chlorina
6 input is going to be 5 ppm. tn-reduce algal grcsth in tha

.

7 cooling system and chatthe discharge concentration wi.1 not

. 8 exceed 600 milligrams per litar, which I think is 600 i a r 'J-
9 per million. **

10 T*rre is no mention anywhere, incidantaill, of
'

11 the effects of chlorination and the hydrochloric acid that is
12 generated, as is well know,iathis creates chloramines.

13 Chloramines ara highly toxic to many forms of aq2atic ife,

14 particularly the small animals and the plants that forr. the

basis of the food chain and the food supply for -.hese r.roposed15

16 fish in the lake.
,

17 I understand as of 48 hours ago tha: e has been

18 some correspondence between the Applicant and the Texar ParPs
'

y 19 and Wildlife regarding the prchlems of maintaining fis! ia
20 this lake beacuse of its temparature. I have no: rece..vsl

"

21 copies of thoso.

~

22 I would lika to submit, onc, to the Board

23 ; directing that copies be made avnilable and, secondly, th.tt
;

24 the 30ard take these in as part of the evidence : hat ti a 1:IG
( 25 is incomplete and that?s part of the inconsistent:ies ar d

,"
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7

: wrb/agb6 differences between the various pieces of this EIS.
I

~

2
Q) MR. SOIIIITKI Mr2 t:hairman, I have to object to -,

i 3
continued argument along this line. This contention presents

-

O whae z view to be a legaz eueseien.aa to whether.elt the
^

5
environmental information in this case has to be contar.ned in

a single volumo. And that's -the only question that thr- con-,

tention p sos. So I don't und'rstand what Dr Marrack hasa

*
been arguing about for the last 10 minutes.

9
MR. LIliE!TDERGER: Well I had a problem alto.

10
DR. MARRACK: Can I -

II
DR. LINENBERGER:- Dr. Marrack, let me finish my

12 statement.

13
I also had a problem with respect to itemt. thatm .

34 you mentioned cuch as oversight with respect to chlori e
.

15

.

generation, this is not a part of your contention, and when
16 you bring these things in here by way of following our directiv s

,.. ,,17 that you address the responses -of Applicant and 5taff, you
'

IB know, it contributes nothing.<
d94 Now can you go back now to Staff Counsel'.,

20 observation - and it's right before me, I read it her that,
"

21 by and large, your Contention 6 complains only - or p imarily,
22 almost only, that the Environmental Impact Statement censists
23 of more then ene bundle of papt..
24 Now will you addreca that? HEPA doesn'u .cy it

( 25 has to be one bundle of paper, so you knew, I'm curiou: how ,

9
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agb7 Your e e nts -

.

~

2
DR. !! ARRACK: I beg ' to differ with you, . sir.

\ e

3
First, I can state that th'e very first item of my contention

() is that discrepancies and . inconsistencies exist. And I thought-

5
that's exactly what I was addressing and giving you e:camples

6
that you may evaluate the discrepancies and inconsistencias

,

7
that are present. You talk about about putting chlorine

8 i

, but you don' t talk about its effects. These I contend are
*

i

9 *

inconsistencies."
10 '

MR. 20PELAND: That's just not true.

II
'

DR. MARRACK: AS. to the issue of the ability to

12'
stand alone, let me quote yott that EIS's must have a stand-

13 alone ability. It was settled in the case of the EDF, the -_s

I4 Environmental Defense Fund and the Corps of Engineers,
15 492 P 2nd 1123 of 1974.

. 16
*

MR. LIllENBERGER: Excuse me, Dr. Marrack, that..

17 doesn't help with respect to whethar the EIS is one bu.dle

18
.

of paper or 17. liow please, let's stick to the points we'ro

I9p dealing with ;qcause you're hurting yourself by straying like
20 ' this.

" '

21 I presumo you want to see this contention

22 litigated. Please stick to what we're after so that wo ein
23 help you and you can strengthen ycur own case, if that s
24 what you really want to do.

k '

25 DR. MARRACK: Sir, in the quotation from paga,
,

.

t
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wrb/egb8 1 six, the quotation from the Staff, it says:

2 seFinal Environmental Impact Statement" -,

L
3 singular, and that isn't what we have, we have documents going

.. 4 back from '74, '78, this document of February '75. .Apparently

5 there is some more data ava~ilable on the effects of temperaturo

6 on the fish and their ability to survive in this cooling - .

7 pond which are not made public at this point. - .
.

8 MR. LINENBERGER:' I'm trying to be as helpful.

9 as possible, Dr.' Marrack. You apparently are not interested

10 in the assistance, so I'll stop right now.

11 DR. HARRACK: -Sir, I'm trying to point out it

12 does require one document that is complete and presento full

13 disclosure. And this, I'm contending, full disclosure is

S
14 not present in these documents as snhmitted. That's exactly

15 what - and it talks about a singic Environmental Impact
.

Statement, we don't have that, sir.16

17 MR. LINENBERGER: Are you resting now on '80ur
_

18 Coctention 6 as it stands 7

5 19 DR. MARRACK: No, sir. Further, I will quote

20 another cases the suoplements ara not acceptable. An:1

*
21 there's. a case in the NRDC v.5 -Morton, 337 F Sup. 170 on 1975.~

p And I would point out to you fiarther that in the case i f
~

'.
23 Greene City Planning 11oard v. the Federal Power Commis f.on,

24 455 F 2nd 412, 2nd Circuit, 1972:

k 25 ''The written testimony of the
'.-. .

.
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Iwrb/agb9 agcccy staff cannot replace a single, coherent

o
~

conprehensive environmental analysis which is
u.:

3
itself subject to scrutiny during the agency's

#{ review process."

5| What's nore, tl$e procedural regulations of the
i

*| CEQ Whics. became effectiva in November of '78 require '-hat.

*
.!

the agency be able to compare the alternatives,that tha agency'

'

0

i
must publi.sh a record showing the environmental study ' ras.

P used in reaching the final decision. If you don't havo

IO the. facts in the Environmental Inpact Statement, you c,m' t
11 use tirem and disc 1cse them in.your - how they were ust.d in

i

12 ; coming to your final decision.

13 Furthers n ~ ~-

14 "The Environmental Impact Statement
i

15 ' shall serve as a means 'of assessing the. environ-
. I

1G mental impact of a proposed agency action rather
I17 than justifying decisions already made. I

18 These are now operative. And I submit, or.r,
,

193 it's within your powers to review this EIS and its def'.ciencies

20 and inadequacies and recogni::o that it is not an adequ ite E :S
i

* 21 | and rejact it. And I submit tnat this is the prcper astion
4

22 i for you to take, sir.

2'i [8 CHAIR W WOLFE: Thank you, Doctor.

24 Any other commants?

k 25 MR. SOHINKI: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I u nte: to
I

,, -
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'

t
-wrb/agbl0 make the Board ' aware of something that the Board may not be '

2 aware of with regard to -- well it is not specifically with
a

3 regard to Dr. Marrack's Contention 4, but it's related to it.

4 The Staff responded to Contentien 4 on Ju.e 11,

5 1979. And in a footnote to our response, we indicated that. -

G we would be preparing supplemental testimony with regard to
.

7 alternative sites.
.

8
Since the date of our response, that is, nine 11,I,

9 we have decided to publish the results of our alternative

10 site inquiry in a supplement to the Envircnmental Statament

11 instead of filing it as supplemental testimony. And to will

12 be doing that hopefully before the end of the year.

13 CHAIRMAN WOLFE:pAnything else?

14 MR. COPELAND: No, sir.

15 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. We'll racess until -
.

16 DR. fGL" SACK: Could I just comment on tha:,, sir?

17 That adds mere weight to my conter ; ion that we have mu:.tiple

18 documents that are not coheront and represent full disulosure.

19 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: We'll recess until 9:30 s m.g

20 (Whereupon, at 3:50 p.m., the hearing in :heq

# 21 above entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene it

22 9:30 a.m., the folicwing day.)

23

24 ,._

k 25
I

,

i
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